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f's no wonder that

the Fender® Custom

Shop is called
"The Ultimate Guitar
Dream Factory".

Located within the
walls of our facility in
Corona/ California/

are the finest luthiers/
woodworkers and

artisans in the world/

creating exquisitely
hand-crafted musical

masterpieces from the

ground up.
The Custom Shop's

mission is two-fold:

to step into the future
while retaining the
essence of our past.
While we continue to
explore cutting-edge
materials and technologies in order to create new sounds

and designs/ we must also preserve history by replicating
specific makes and models of our vintage classics.

The Custom Shop does it all! Want a one-of-a-kind
art piece with outrageous inlay/ exotic woods or airbrush

designs? It's a Custom Shop Master Built guitar you're
after. Visit your nearest Custom Shop Master Dealer and

spec the Fender of your dreams! The Custom Shop creates
Master Built guitars every day for a long list of celebrity
players and every day people/ too.

Are you in search of a "Holy GraiF—a rare lender

from a certian year? The Custom Shop Tjm^Aachine series
pays homage to ou^^enchroark eras byrejsf^aljftg.^specjS

t^Jy^'sS^, • ^
1^"^ ^

^

with historical accuracy both'in
the cosmetics and construction.

Even some of the same

people who made the
original guitars are
Grafting instruments in the
Custom Shop today .

Maybe you're a

forward thinker. The
Custom Shop Custom
Classics are refined

modern versions of

Fender's timeless designs.

Re-engineered parts

and electronics plus
innovative features push

the envelope, while the
sleek/ option-packed

Showmaster™ models

offer a variety of sumptuous body
woods and custom colors.

Since its inception in 1987, the
Custom Shop has grown from just two builders to more
than 50. The magic of the Custom Shop is in the hands of
its builders. Their years of experience/ range of skills, and

expertise at their craft, make the instruments they build
highly sought-after creations by players, celebrities, and
collectors, alike. When you order a Custom Shop guitar,

you get a one-of-kind instrument/ crafted by our artisans.

Realize your dream guitar or bass in collaboration with one
of our gifted builders.

Look for the Custom Shop decal on the back of the
headstock. It means the guitar you're holding is hand-
crafted in the U.S.A. and built by, our best!
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ustom Shop Master Built and one-of-a-kind instruments are only

available through Custom Shop Master Dealer locations worldwide.
A Master Dealer can explain the various options and how to

^combine them to create the guitar that's just right for you. For a list of
* .,"Master Dealers in the U.S., or the local distributor in your country/ log on
'"^'to.obrwebsite atwww.fender.com or contact us at 1-480-596-7195.
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Here /s a sampling of some of the Custom Shop's

recent work. From styled to wild, these are the

one-of-a-kind pieces that showcase the Fender

Custom Shop's ability to build dreams.

Geno Lenurdo/s

Orange Sparkle Strut®
One of the secret weapons behind
Filter's wall of sound is Geno
Lenardo and his Orange Sparkle
Sh-at. Built by Senior Master Builder
Todd Krause prior to the band/s
Amalgamut tour in 2002, the finish
is offset with a black on black
pickguard, single volume knob and
a competition stripe.

www.officialfilter.com
Photo by Tim Cadiente

4 Fender Custom Shop
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Pin-Striped Esquire™ " ' . ?
Not just famous players stop by the Custom Shop. SomeTrmels,
celebrity artisans cross the threshold to collaborate. Such
was the case^with hot rp^l pjn-striper Dennis Ricklefs—a ^ -^
relationship ,|haf"sprurig^m our association with the So-Cal
Speed Shop (see page.30). Dennis hand-painted the £ront
and back on this Esquire body.

, {leopard Pair
- ilf.The King were still alive he'd certainly want one or both of
^ these to adorn the walls of his faux-finished Jungle Room at
^ G^raceland. Mother of Pearl paw print fret markers and black
' '^hardware complete the custom package. Built by John Cruz,

- ^.^Aaster Builder Apprentice.

J^.

i^.^

^.v XiKi^. ""^T '' I "-,

y -^ y^(^\ • '<'''uyly^^ipj?lj^^^^^^^^
r^ft;' -.. '^Ih^-'^ • .^^S^S^^^SS^
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Ernie lsleyfs
Zeal Strutocuster®
Even the most exotic Custom Shop
creations aren't meant to hang

on a wall or be displayed in a
museum. Commissioned by Tracy

Isley, the Zeal guitar (as Ernie
dubbed it) was built by Senior
Master Builder Art Esparza. This
exquisite instrument has a flamed

Maple top, back and sides, and
is finished in a Tobacco Sunburst.

Hand-carved and painted roses

embellish the top.

?*.

Photo by Tracy Isley
www.fheisleybrothers.com -^

6 Fender Custom Shop
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Jeremy PopofFs
Custom Telecuster®
Jeremy Popoff of Lit has had a slew of
guitars built for him by Alex Perez at
the Custom Shop. This unique Tele has
a custom diamond-plate pickguard and
special pickup configuration.

^ ^

8 Fender Custom Shop

www.litlounge.com

Photo by Annamaria DiSanto
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The genesis of the Telecaster® began in 1950 with Fender's introduction of the single pickup
Esquire™ electric Spanish guitar. By early 1951, a second pickup was added and to avoid

•corifusion/ Fender named the new "improved" model Broadcaster, leaving the single pickup

^mbdel to be known as the Esquire. Unfortunately/ the Fred Gretsch Company already had a
cegistered trademark on the name Broadkaster apd Fender had to stop using the name after

only a few months. Unwilling to stop shipping guitars while trying to come up with a new
name/ Broadcaster decals were cut leaving only the Fender logo. Guitars from thisjseriod

^ere later deemed Nocasters by collectors. This faithful recreation features an Ash body, //U'

.sTiape Maple neck/ single-ply Black pickguard and original sp&c'pjefeups: , '^
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NEW! '59 Esquire" BIS.™ "'•''•:. ' :'"^ • .. > • • _-f

Out of all of the Fender Telecaster family instrumenfs/the Esquire is probably one 6f
the most desired guitars by respected players in every musical field. Its unique circuitry
and "biting" bridge pickup created a "merciless/ maniacal, tone-machine" when first

introduced in 1950. The weapon of choise by sucH greats as Jeff Beck, and Bruce
Springsteen to name a few, this guitar has gone on to re-eamerge again and again in

the hands of many of today's great guitar players. The Custom Shop has painstakingly
researched original instruments to be able to offer an exact duplicate of the 1959 .
Esquire including its rare "top-load" bridge. The result is one of the most responsive and

resonant guitars Fender has ever built!
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^wffittbnof the Telecaster continue&yH^I^I^^I^Tf^recreation featur^d^

/TOer body (Ash on White blonde and ^intdge felony/ "C" shape Maple neck with.
round-lam Rosewood fingerboard, White/Black/White pickguard and original spec
pickups. Relic in Lake Placid Blue; Closet Classic in Candy Apple Red.

The Time Machine Series are available in three distincfffpish packages: N.O.S. (New
Old Stock)/ Closet Classic, or Relic finishes. See page 14 for more details on these
finishes and how we create that "vintage vibe." ;.
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The Time Machine series of instruments (pages 38-45) pay
homage to specific years of some of our classic designs.

All are built to exacting specs of their respective vintages
including body contours and radii, neck shape, fingerboard
radius, pickups, and electronics. Original materials, tooling

and production techniques are employed whenever possible
to maintain the integrity of these instruments.

All Time Machine guitars and basses are finished with ^;
100% nitrocellulose lacquer (with the exception of the /69>
Strat® with its period-correct catalized undercoat

and lacquer topcoat) and come with a Browri or Black
Jweed or textured Vinyl case/ strap/ and cable (unless

>thierwjse noted).
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Each.-modelts available in three distinct finish packages:
N.O.S. (NewOldStock): As if the guitar was discovered in
a warehouse 6ift^ many years, never played and showing; <*

no -signs ;of'age 6^ wear.
•Closet Classics A guitar collector's dream! Imagine ^

discovering a vintage guitar at a yard sale that's been

stashed in a closet... it's worn a bit/ yellowed with age/ the\

finish is slightly checked with hairline finish cracks that are
typical of an instrument that's been exposed to years of ~^*'

humidity and temperature variations.

Relic: Super worn in, like your favorite pair of jeans! , (

Shows natural wear and tear of years of heavy use—nicks,

scratches, worn finish, rusty hardware and aged plastic.

parts. Looks/ feels and plays like it's taken the punishment
of many long nightclub hours. v 'i- -
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Mike displayS^a s^of
the cfoned PJ'ckuj

p
ie Custom Shop's ^

Mike Eldred^ith EMP Collection
Mishelle Wafface. _ „ _

^robably one of the most

influential guitarists of all time,

Hendrix broke new ground

when other players were rehashing

old tricks. His performance at

Woodstock in 1969 elevated not

only the guitar, but also guitar

playing in general. Gone were the

days of the three-minute radio rock

song. The guitar virtuoso was born!

Hendrix, who was slated to close the festival Sunday night,

actually played to a crowd of bleary-eyed, mud-encrusted holdovers

early Monday morning. It was an unlikely, yet defining moment

for the Stratocaster®. Longtime Hendrix engineer Eddie Kramer

remembers that day:

"The site was completely soaked with rain. People had been up

for days and a lot of the crowd had dissipated. It's funny, when I first

saw the rushes of the Woodstock movie later, they panned across the

audience and there were all these wilted flowers in the mud. Then the

camera panned up to the Sftige and Jimi looks all bright and cheery

in his wonderful outfit. But it was such a strange, almost bizarre

landscape. It looked like he was playing on the moon. There WJSce';
~yr,

>*- *^a

^•.<^

16 " J=endei:<^st

moments of great brilliance in his performance—the "Star Spd^gl6d.

Banner" being the one that really stands out.".. <y^ •

In celebration of what would've been Jimi/s 60th birthday ' ' •

on November 27, 2002, the Fender Custom Shop/ along with ' .

the Experience Music Project, partnered up to "clone" the prized

Stratocaster that he played that day—"the White One" as it's referred

to by most Strato-holics. This was the guitar that, as Mitch Mitchell

puts it, "He used to take back to the hotel with him."

The guitar was taken out of its alarmed display and weighed,

measured, taken apart, photographed and dissected in everyway so

that 4 guitars could be duplicated. EMP and the Custom Shop filmed

all of this process. . :

* "W^p^asured the output of the pickups/ the neck shape/

everyf+n'frg^ In my 24 y^arsjftatfys busines^ I have never experiencecT ^;
^^^i,' t •' ; . ^L^ ^. :,^?(Sr^'L- .' -.^'u?. . - ' : - - ' ". -.^'\--T.

(no pun mterided)^any^itar witH^tet'^ucTi vibe",> says the.CuStpm -f,.-*

Shop's Mike Eldred. "It was really intense when they were faking tt

out of the display! Everyone was just watching, waiting, not saying a

word, and they were filming the whole thing. "And when they were ^

putting back,'! felt this" overwhdtming s,adness because no one wouldL.?\

^yer do that again". ...,...,», . ^

:> - ^...--. ••' .x^^ ';-. v'^is^^
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Experience Music Project
£MP is a one-of-a-kmd music museum combining interactive and

^interpretive exhibits to tell the story of the creafive, innovative and

.' rebeHious expression that defines American popular music. EMP's

-collection incfudes more than 80,000 artifacts that helped shape

music history, mcfudi'ng musi'caf instruments ffrom one of the first

electric guitars ever invented fo those used by artists such as Bob

Dylan, Bo Diddley, Muddy Waters and Kurt Cobain), as well as

JimFs infamous White Woodsfock Sfraf.

Mike begins the Relic process

on one of the finished vintage,
color-correcf Sfrafocasfer bodies.
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J56 StrutocustA"® 015 0502 . <-;• •'^7:^:
1956 was a magical year for the Stratocaster. This Strat®incorporat§^*1^t of fhie,. unique
details from one of the most sought-after and collectable Strat guitars^e^jnade.Features
a 10/56 neck (named for the month and year of the neck we ve replic3te<j][^2-^ie<% Alder
body/ and single-ply pickguard. We've even recreated tooling holes <md marTcs^ma.de during
the original production process. Shown from left, a feelic in White Blonde/ N.O.tSJh White

/"Blonde and an N.O.S. in 2-Color Sunburst.
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FTnc KACHI/^C Series
'60s Strutocuster 0150700 ^
A detailed recreation of a 1960 Sh-at® both inside and'out! Cosmetically/ it features
an Alder body, /60s "C" shape Maple neck, clay dotmarkers/ and for the first time in
its history/ a smaller truss rod and slab laminated Rosewood fingerboard. Plus/ these
guitars are now offered in a selection of custom colors. The pickup design is accurate

to the original/ as far as materials and windings, producing a characteristically smooth/

glass/ tone. Pictured from left to right: a Relic /60 Strat in Olympic White/ Closet Classic
in Daphne Blue/ and an N.O.S. in Fiesta Red.

Beneath the surface, we've even imitated both the crude pickup wiring routing in the
body cavity and undercoating (either Gcay-or White). .^.
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nKc KACHI/^
vNEWIf65Struto<uster®oi5w

The 1965 Stratocaster Time Machine Is an exact reproduction of the original/ using the same
•^ < techniques and tooling. Even the pickups have been duplicated to the exact specs of the

'original. The distinctive neck shape, "round-lam" fingerboard construction and finish replicate

one of Fender's finest instruments. Pictured in 3-Color Sunburst.
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69 Strutocuster® 015 0700I®,

The '69 Strat® represents a pivotal time for both music and Fender® guitars. Its large
headstock and round-lam fingerboard took us from Woodstock into a new era. Alder

*» I

<

D.

body, //U// shape Maple neck, Rosewood or Maple fingerboard, White/Black/WKite ^ ^
pickguard and original spec pickups are offered in this vintage classic. Pictured left to
right: N.O.S. in 3-Color Sunburst/ Relic in Black/ and Closet Classic in Olympic White.

True to the original/ the /69 Strat has a catalized undercoat and lacquer topcoat,
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CLjuS-T^c^n CLASSICS
<

Tele®Sub-Soni<® 0154732 ;
Designed to look and feel like a normal Telecaster®, the Custom Shop's innovative Sub-

** Sonic guitar is a six-string for guitar players who like the low growl of a seven-string, but
prefer the feel of a six-sh-ing. The Tele Sub-Sonic's unique features include a 27" scale

-^ length (tuned to B), "Top Hat" switch tip, Nocaster® domed/ knurled, chrome-plated

knobs, plus one Twisted Tele and one Classic Tele Pickup.
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Classic Player Strut® (H& "
•Stffen players talce their main guitar—the one that just feels right—and add subtle
Upgrades to make a^gp^d thing even better. Well/ we've done the work for
you! Our Classic Pjg|egrStrat includes a thin lacquer-finished Alder or Ash body
(d^pen^ing on c^^lBghtly figured Maple neck with "C" or //V" shape/ 22
medicmi^umbbfr^fs/Abalone dot inlays/ Sperzel Trim-lok® locking machine head^
three Custom $hd'p.Vintage-Noiseless® pickups, gold anodized pickguard, aged *
White plastwp6rts/ and custom vintage 2-point synchronized tremolo. Shown
in Black.
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NEW! Seymour Dun<un Signature Esquire™ 0150050803
Duncan Signature Esquire is modeled after Seymour's personal

|1954 Esqujiiie. The guitar features a lighhveight solid Ash body/ special shaped Hard
lock Maple neck, and a Custom Designed pickup built by Seymour himself. Every aspect

the building of this guitar was personally overseen by Seymour/ including the special
wiring he^did on eojch of these instruments. The finish on the body is 100% Nih-o Lacquer,
is is the ftiin finish on the neck. This Esq&ire is designed to be a //Twang-Master/s Tone
Forch", guaranteed t6 blister ears at every bend!
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Albert Collins<.Tele<uster®Lai(w£i"^^' '';'' , •^:, ' " ...^^^'
:kThe Ice Man's /66 Custom T'el6® isfdithfully repti^ated in this screamer! Featuring a double-bound svcu'np.A^fe"

body/ special shape Maple neck with 21 frets, custom Seymour Duncan® humbucker in the neck position, and a,

custom vintage Fender® Tele piclcup in the bridge. . ' '?tx§
"t •

<»— *<*1

,.T.^'

Dunny Gutton Telecuster® 0108700 ^i
Create your own brand of redneck jazz with this Tele! The Danny Gatton Telecaster is based on his heavily
customized /50s Tele®. The cubic zirconium side markers will reflect light on any darkened stage. Other
features include a swamp Ash body, special shape Maple neck/ 22 frets, two Joe Barden™ pickups andI specjgj^
Tele bridge and saddles. •• ~ ! ^fi

^ 'S35?
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Way Ion Jennings Tribute Tele 0100302 r ;
The Waylon Jennings Tribute Tele is based on his floral patterned /63 Tele. Features include a bou'ncLAsh ^ody.l
with White rose inlay/ special slim profile Maple neck with flying //W" 12th fret inlay, Elite machine hebds with |
Pearloid buttons, Scruggs tuner on the low E string, 21 frets/ hvo Texas Tele pickups and Americart Stapfkn-d ^
Tele bridge. ! : ! j ;

® 010-0402
rMerle Haggard Tribute Tele

Merle's Tnbutetele—a modified Tele^Thinlirie—features a lamihatedh figured Maple top/lMppl^sgNffeckiWifti
dBepTGarved heel/ Ivoroid pickguard and binding/ gold hardwore^Aba|onej^Tuf|f-DpgJTe|e"^ieadstock inlay,
Texas Tele pickups and custom 4-way switching.
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I®Robert Cruy Strutocuster® 010 9100
The Robert Gray Strat® is a strong persuader/ providing the sound/ sustain and expression he's known for with its

non-tremolo hard-tail bridge and custom vintage pickups. Other features include an Alder body, lightly figured
Maple neck with Rosewood fingerboard/ 21 frets, and gold vintage hardware.

Dick Dale Strato<uster 0106100 ;
The Dick Dale Stratocaster honors the pioneer of surf guitar and his unique sound and playing style. Features
include an Alder body, special shape Maple neck with reverse headstock/ Rosewood fingerboard, 21 frets/ three-
Custom /50s pickups with special switching, master volume control/ and original synchronized tremolo. ^

Ritchie Blu<kmore Strutocuster 0102400
Recognizing one of rock's ground-breaking guitarists—this modern version of Ritchie's classic Strat® feakire^s'an <

j Ash body/ set-in Maple neck, scalloped Rosewood fingerboard, 22 me'dium-jumbo frets, /70s large headstock/
; deluxe locking machine heads, two gold Fender-Lace® Sensor pickup^one volume and hvo torfe controls/ two-

f point synchronized tremolo/ and Dunlop® flush-mount straplock system;Available With (pictured) or without the
I Roland® GK-2 pickup system. _.. ^ -
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FENDER MUSEUM OF MUSIC AND THE ARTS
Guitars and More at Southern California's Newest Cultural Resource

Story by Alan di Perna

"We're trying to be more than just a guitar

museum," says John Page, Executive

Director of the Fender Museum of Music
and the Arts recently erected in Corona,

California. Page has more than achieved

his ambition. While the museum's current

exhibit. Celebrate the Legacy... The Fender

Story/ is packed with rare, wild and
wonderful Fender axes, visitors can also

saunter into the adjacent Visual Arts Gallery
which is filled with works in various media

by an intriguing cross-section of Southern California artists. Meanwhile,

up on the facility's second floor/ the Kids Rock Free educational program
conducts classes in guitar/ bass guitar, piano/ combo band and drums for

low-income children ranging in age from seven to 17.

More than just a museum, the angular modern building at 365 North
Main in Corona is a community resource. Creating it has been a labor of

love for Page, who spent 21 years as a Fender employee, launching the

Fender Custom Shop in 1987. The origins of the museum go back to 1997
when Page left Fender's employ to launch and head up the non-profit
Fender Museum of Music and the Arts public benefit corporation.

"This is a completely separate organization from Fender Musical
instruments," Page explains. "Their support continues with product,

assistance with artists, and advertising."

Additional funding and support came from a variety of corporate
sponsors and the City of Corona, where Fender's U.S. manufacturing

operation has long been based. A temporary structure went up in 1998

housing exhibit space and Kids Rock Free classrooms.

"Only 32 percent of U.S. elementary schools offer any kind of arts

education to students/' says Page. "And private music lessons are costly.

Kids Rock Free was designed to meet a growing need by providing
children with a high level of music and arts education regardless of their
family's income/'

Work began on a permanent home for the Fender Museum in April of
2000. Page collaborated with architect Bill Jaros of Carter and Burgess,
based in nearby Costa Mesa/ CA. Painted in Fender custom guitar colors/

the 33/000 square foot, two-storey building reflects the streamlined
aesthetic of classic Fender guitars. Nestled into one corner of the edifice

is an outdoor amphitheater. Inside the building, some 11,000 square feet
are devoted to exhibit space. Upstairs, Kids Rock Free learning facilities
include Studio FM, a full-blown, 1,200 square foot, 48-track digital
recording studio.

On July 13, 2002, the museum officially opened its doors—
a celebratory occasion marked by the day-long Arts Jam 2002 music
festival. Since then visitors, especially guitar fanatics, have been lured

to the site by Ce/ebrate the Legacy . . . the Fender Story. Highlights of
the exhibit include everything from Dick Dale's reverb unit to a prototype
Jagstang, the hybrid guitar — based on the Jaguar and Mustang
— designed for Fender by the late Kurt Cobain. There's also an ultra rare

Fender Marauder prototype/ a beautiful Daphne Blue 1966 Fender 12-
string electric and a battered old '57 Fender Musicmaster once owned

by Clarence "Gatemouth// Brown. Rare photographs, catalog art work,

phonograph records and other artifacts help tell the Fender story. Many
noted guitar collectors donated instruments and Other materials to help

create the exhibit, just as contractors, audio manufactures and others

pitched in to make the Fender Museum of Music and Art a reality.
"There was an old thing in the Little Rascals movies," Page notes,

where they'd say, 'My mom can make costumes. My Dad has a barn/

And they'd put on a show. Creating this facility has been exactly like that.
It's all been volunteer work. And it has been great to see how everyone

has come together on this."

For more information on the Fender Museum/ or to support its arts

education programs/ go to: www.fendermuseum.com.
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Loud, Fast and

Ready to Rock! www.so-calspeedshop.com

The Beach Boys/ Prince/ Springsteen/ Brian Setzer/ ZZ
Top, Jeff Beck/ Jimmie Vaughan... They all got it - Cool

Cars and Cool Guitars just go together. Maybe it/s sleek
looks/ maybe it's being a little too loud and a little too
fast. Living on the edge/ pushing the limits. The So-Cal
Speed shop started rocking and rolling the same year
that Leo decided guitarists wanted to get sleek and fast.
Yep/ 1946 was a good time in Southern California.

Spin the clock forward to 2003... We're both still
here, doing what we do, the way we do it - Outraging

the purists and scaring the folks back home. So-Cat
Street Rods and matching Fender Custom Shop Guitars -
sold separately or as a set. Drive one/ the other/ or both/

and create your own not so quiet corner of the world.
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Who Knew A Coffee Table
Could Be This Cool?

Love all things Fender®? Now you can add a genuine Stratocaster® or Telecaster® table
to your home or studio... brought to you by the creative bunch at Overkill Designs.

Custom-crafted of rich solid Maple, these officially licensed beauties are replicated
from Fender's own Custom Shop blueprints and mirror the original, classic guitar
headstock contours note-for-note. Polished stainless steel tuning peg caps, chrome steel

legs and guitar string struts round out the look. Now you just need to find the coffee
fable book that can top this table.

www.overkilldesign.com
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63 Fender Custom Shop Electric Guitar Specifications
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Series

Custom Artist Series

Custom Artist Series

Custom Artist Series

Custom Artist Series

Custom Artist Series

Custom Artist Series

Custom Artist Series

Custom Artist Series

Custom Artist Series

Custom.Classic Series

Custom Classic Series

Custom Classic Series

Custom Classic Series

Custom Classic Series

Custom Classic Series

Showmuster Series

Showmuster Series

Showmaster Series

Showmaster Series

Time Machine Series

Time Machine Series

Tftne Machine Series

Time Machine Series

Time Machine Series

Time Machine Series

Time Machine Series

Time Machine Series

Time Machine Series

Time Machine Series

Time Machine Series

Time Machine Series

Time Machine Series

Time Machine Series

Time Machine Series

Time Machine Series

Time Machine Ssries

Time Machine Series

Time Machine Series

Time Machine Series

Time Machine Series

Time Machine Series

Time Machine Series

Time Machine Series

Time Uachine Series

Time Machine Series

Time Machine Series

Time Machine Series

Time Mochine Series

Time Machine Series

Model

Albert CollhisTele

Danny Gatton Tele

Dick Dale Strut

Merle Haggard TeleThinline

Ritdiie Blackmore Roland

Ritchie Blackmore Strut

Robert Cray Strut

Seymour Duncon Artist Esquire

WaylonJenningsTele

Classic Player Strut (C) Neck

Classic Player Strut (V) Neck

Stratocuster (C) Neck

Stratocaster(V)Netk

Telecoster

Sub-SonicTelecaster

FMT

FMT Set Neck

FMT Set Neck w/Anchored Tailpiece

Standard

'51 NoCaster Closet Classic

'SlNoCnsterN&S

'51 NoCaster Relic

'56 Sfrat Closet Classic

'56 Strut Closet Classic w/G-PHDWR

'56 Strut NOS

'56 Strut NOSw/6-PHDWR

'56 Strat Relic

'56 Strat Relic w/G-PHDWR

'59 Esquire Closet Classic

'59 Esquire NOS

'59 Esquire Relic

'60 Strut Closet Classic

'60 Sfrat Closet Classic w/G-PHDWR

'60 Strut NOS

'60 Strut NOSw/G-PHDWR

, '60 Strut Relic

WStratRericw/G-PHDWR

'60 ble Cust. Closet Classic

WeleCust.NOS

'60TelecnsterCust.,Relic

'63 Tele Closet (losic

'63TeleNOS' ;;

'63 Tele Relic

'65 Stratiloset Classic

'65StrotNOS

'65 Strut Relic

'69 Strut Closet Classic

'69 Strut NOS

'69 Strut Relic

Model Number

010-8800

010-8700

010-6100

010-0402

B10-2460

010-2400

010.9100

015-0060

OKM1302

015-6700 RW or 015-6702 M

015.6600 RW or 015-6602 M

015-6300 RW or 015-6302 M

01M200RWor01M202M

015-6400 RW or 015-6402 M

OIM732

OKM270RW or 010-4272 M

010-4390

OKM300

010-4200 RW or 010-4202 M

015-0202

0)5^02

015-0302

015-0502

015-0512

015-04B2

015-0412

015-0602

015-0612

015-3102

015-3002

015-3202

015-0800

0154810

015-0700

B15WO

015-0900

0)5.0910

015-3400

015.3300

015-3500

015.1100

015.1000

015.1200

015-2800

015.2700

015-2900

015-1800 RW or 015-)802M

015.1700 RW or 015-1702 M

015.1900 RW of 015-1902 M

Colors

21, PLY

67,79, NCL

14, PLY

03, PLY

05, PLY

05, PLY

00,24,26, PIY

03,NCL

06.PIY

00,03,06,61,62,67,73,75,NO

00,03,06,61,62,67,73,75, NCL

00,04,06,61,62,67, NCL

00,04,06,61,62,67, NCL

00,61,62,67, NCL

01,03,06,50, NU

31,37,48,61,62, PLY

31,37,48,61,62, PLY

31,37,48,61,62, PLY

06,38/79,86, PIY

67, NCL

07,NCL

67.NCL

03,06,07,40, NCL

03,06,07,40, NCL

01,03,06,40, Nd

01,03,06,40,NCL

03,06,07,40, Nd

03,06,07,40, NCL

01,06, »(L

01,06,NCL

01,06, NCL

00,04,05,40, NCL

00.04,05,40, Nd

00,04,05,40, NO

00,04,05,40,NCL

00,04,05,40,NCL

00,04,05,40, NCL

00,09,72, NCL

00,09,72. Nd

00,09,72, NCL

02,07,09, NU

01,02,09, NCL

02,07,09, NCt

00,02,05,69,NCL

00,02,05,69, N0.

00,02,05,69, NCL

00,05,06, NCL

00,05,06, NCL

00,05,06, NU

Body

Lightweight Premium Ash

Lightweight Premium Ash

Select Alder

Maple w/Select Alder

Lighlweight Premium Ash

Lightweight Premium Ash

2-pc. Select Alder

Premium Ash

Premium Ash

SA:00,06,73,75;PA:03,61,62,67

Sfc 00,06,73,75; fk 03,61,62,67

SA: 00,04,06; PA: 61,62,67

SA:00,04,06;PA:6],62,67

Premium Ash

Premium Ash

SAw/CarvedFMTTop

SAw/CarvedFMTTop

SAw/CarvedFMTTop

SAw/CarvedTop

Premium Ash

Premium Ash

Premium Ash

Select Alder 03,06,40; fteroium Ash 07

Select Alder 03,06,40; Premium Ash 07

SeleclAider 03,06,40; Pfemium Ash 01

Select Alder 03,06,40; Premium Ash 01

Select Alder 03,06,40; Premium Ash 07

Select Alder 03,06,40; Premium Ash 07

Premium Ash

Premium Ash

Premium Ash

Select Alder

Select Alder

Select Alder

Select Alder

Select Alder

Selert Alder

Select Alder

Select Alder

Select Alder

Select Alder 02,09; Premium Ash 07

Select Alder 02,09; Premium Ash 01

Select Alder 02,09; Premium Ash 07

Select Alder

Select Alder
4

Select Alder

Select Alder

Select Alder

Select Alder

Neck

M,C-Shape,PLY

M,'50sU-Shape,PLY

FM,C-Shape,PLY

Set-in M, C-Shape, PLY

Set-inM,Ovul-Shope,PLY

Set-in M, Oval-Shape, PLY

M,'61C-Shape,PLY

Maple, C-Shape, NCL

M,Mod.C-Shope,PlY

Fig.M,Mod.C-Shape,SPLY

Rg.NI,Mod.V-Shape,SPLY

Fig.M,Mod.C-Shape,SPLY

Fig.M,Mod.V-Shupe,SPLY

Fig. M, Large C-Shape,SPLY

M,C-Shape,SPLY

Fig.M,Mod.C-Shope,PLY

Set-inRg.M,Mod.C-Shape,PLY

Set-inFig.NI,Mod.C-Shnpe,PLY

Rg.M,Mod.C-Shnpe,PLY

M, U-Shape, NCL

M,U-Shape,NCL

M, U-Shape, NCL

Maple, 10/'56-Shape,NCL

Maple, 10/'56-Shape, NCL

Maple, 10/'56-Shupe,NCL

Maple, 10/'56-Shape, NCL

Maple, 10/'56-Shape, NO.

Maple, 10/'56-Shape, Nd

M,'50sC.Shape,NCl

M,'50sC-Shape,NCL

M,'50sC-Shape,NCl

M,'60sC-Shope,NCL

M/MsC-Shape,NCL

M,'60sC-Shape,NCL

M,'60sC-Shape,NCL

M,'60sC-Shape,NCL

M,'60sC.Shnpe,NCL

M,'60sC-Shape,SPLY

M,'60sC-Shupe,SPtY

M,'60sC-Shupe,SPLY

M,C-Shape,NCL

M, C-Shape, Nd

M,C.Shape,Na

M, '65 C-Shape, NCL

M,'65C-Shape,Na

^ 'iS C-SBd))e, NCb

M,U.Shnpe,PLY

M, U-Shape, PLY

M, U-Shape, PLY

Tuners

Vintage
<•*,

Vintage .,<.t'.y

Vintage

Elite w/Pearl Buttons

Dlx. Locking Cast/Sealed

Dlx. Locking Cast/Sealed

G-P Vintage

Vintage

Elite w/Pearl Buttons

Sperzel Trim-Lok® Staggered

Sperze] Trim-Lok® Staggered

Dlx. Locking Stgrd. Cast/Sld.'

Dlx. Locking Stgrd. Cast/SM.

Dlx. Locking Stgrd. Cast/Sld.

Dlx.Cdst/Sealed

Sperzel Trim-Lok® Staggered

Sperzel Trim-Lok® Staggered

Sperzel Trim-Lok® Staggered

Sperzel Trim-lok® Staggered

Vintage

Vintage

Vintage

Vintage

G-P Vintage

Vintage

G-P Vintage

Vintage

G-P Vintage \ ;

Vintage

Vintage " .', -<yi»i

Vintage

Vintage., .. ^^

G-P Vintage
f*-

Vintage

G-P Vintage

Vintage

6-P Vintage

Vintage

Vinlage

Vintage

Vintage

Vintage

Vintage

' Vintiijjjj •

Vintage

Vintage

Vintage

Vintage

Vintage

^ ^Custom Shop Table Key
•'.';,A/?-. Active/Passive

•^Inck Pearloid
.<»»

i,' BTC»«~ Black Thermometer Cnse

• ; CHR-\ Chrome

;DBHC': Deluxe Black Hardshell Case

DBRHC Deluxe Brown Hardshell Case
FM Figured Maple

FMT Figured Maple Top

G-P Gold Plated
HDWR Hardware
HT Hord-Tail

:^y^i^»^5>^^

M
MA
MT

Maple
Mahogany

Master Ton

M-J

N/C

Master Volume

Medium-Jumbo

Nickel/Chrome '•

'l|»W-
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Flip over to page 95 for swatches of Fender instrument colors. Product specifications are subject to change without notice.
_'. .- -„!-._ _^i;_-',__

J.

l^rboard . .

M

y^s ^*'-'
RW

':•.€„,,

RW,ScaUoped

RW,Scalloped

RW

7- M
:

->,'

red '••'.. RWorM
f--

red B RWorM

ild.'~ fr^- -RWorM

Slit. • RWorM 'i

Sld. • RWorM

1 " ;'..
ired , RWorM

wed • RW ,

ered RW

wed a RWorM'

RW
^;:?**» i(fc-*vt* frf.

:?^rfe? f1(w' -
RW .

%r Rw •
RW, •:.

RW

RW :

RW

RW

nw

/" *RW-

; found lan. RW

Round Lam.. gyf

Round turn. RW

Roun^aSftW

Round Lam. RW

. 'TK^Lam.RW '

Round lam. RW or M

'* / 'Round Lnm.RW or M

Round lam. RW or M

Frets

21 Vint.

22Vint.

21 Vint.

21M-J

22M-J

22M-J

21 Vint.

21 Vint.

21 Vint

22M-J

22 tU

22M-J

22U.J

22M-J

22M-J

22M-J

22M.J

22M-J

22M.J

21 Vint.

21Vint.

21 Vint.

ZtVinfc

21 Vint.

21Vint.

21 Vint.

21 VM

21 Vint.

20Vint

20Vim.

ZOVint

21 Vint.

Was.

21 Vint.

2tVint.

21 Vint.

2TVint.

21 Vint.

21 Vint.

21 Vint.

21 Vint.

21'Vint.

21Vint.

21 Vint.

2IVfnf.

- 21Vint:

21Vint.

ZTVint.

21 Vint.

Pitkguard

ylyWh-rte

1-Ply Aged White

3-Ply Mint Green

1-Plylvoroid

3-Ply White

3-Ply White

3-Ply White

1-Ply Parchment

3-Ply White

Gold Anodized Aluminum

Gold Anodized Aluminum

3-Ply Parchment

3-Pfy Parchment

3-Ply Parchment

3-PlyPflrdiment

None

None

None

None

1-Ply Black

l-fly Black

1-Ply Black

l-PlyPonhnrent

1-Ply Parchment

1-Ply White

1-Ply White

I-PtyPardmiMit

1-Ply Parchment

l-PlyPardnnenf

1-Ply Parchment

l-PlyParthment

3-Ply Parchment

3-PlyPnFthment

3-Ply White

3fly White; :

3-Ply Mint Green

3-Ply Mint Green

1-Ply White

1-J'ly White

1-Ply White

SflyPanhment

3-Ply White

3-Ply Mint Green

1;Ply White

1-Ply White

1-Ply White

3-PlyPBrdiment

3-Pfy White

3fly Parchment

Pi<kups

1SD fast. r59HB,1 Texas TeleS-C

2Cust.BardenmDual-CoilTele

3 Custom '50s S-C

2TexasTeleM

2 Gold Lace™ Sensors, 1 Roland GK-2A

2 Gold Lace™ Sensors

3 Cust. Wound Vintage Shot H

1 Tapped Cust. SD M

2TexasTeleS-C

!HotNLS,2NLS

lHotNLS,2NLS

2 Modem Classic M,1 Hot Classic S-C

2 Mailem Classic M,l Hot aassicM

1 Twisted TeleS-CJ Classic TeleS-C

1 Twisted TeleS-£,lCtesicTeleS-C

2Cus).Fat'50sS-C,1SD'59Trembucker

2Iust.Fat'50sS<,1SD'59Tremt)B(ker

2 Cust. Fat '50s S-C, 1 SD '59 Trembucker

2Cust.Fat'5Bsy;,1SD'59Trembud(er

2Cust.'51NoCusterS-C

2Cusf.'51NofasterS<

2Cust.'51NoCasterS-C

3 Custom '50s S-C

3 Custom '50s S-C

3 Custom'50s M

3 Custom '50s S-C

3 Custom'50s M

3 Custom '50s S-C

1 Vmtagemc

1 Vintage TeleS-C

IVintngeTefeSt

3Cust.'60sS-C

3 did.'60s S-C

3Cust.'60sS-C

3tet.'60!;Sr

3Cust.'60sS-C

SCusfc'AOsS-C

2Cust.'60sS-C

2 fast.'60s^

2Cust.'60sS-C

2Vint.'63TelBM:

2Vint.'63TeleS-C

2Vint.'63TeleS-C

2Cust.'65S-C

2Cusf.'65M

2Cust.'65S-C

3 fast.'60s M

3Cust.'60sS-C

3 fast.'(Os M

Controls

MV,MT

MV,MT

MV

V,T

MV,T,T

MV,T,T

MVJJ

V,T

MV,MT

MVJ.NLT

MV,T,NLT

MV,T,NLT

MV.INIT

MV,T

MV.MT

MV.MT

MV,MT

MV,MT

MV.MT

MVJ/Blend

MVJ/Blend

MVJ/Blend

MVJJ

MVJJ

MVJJ

MV,T,T

MV,T,T

MV,T,T

V,T

V,T

V,T

MV,T,T

MV,T,T

MV,T,T

?1,1.1

MV,T,T

MV,T,T

MV.MT

MV.MT

MV,MT

MV,MT

MV.MT

MV,MT

MV,T,T

MV,T,T

MV,T,T

MV,T,T

MV,T,T

MV,T,T

Bridge

Affler.Vint.6-SaddleTele

Cust. SS Bridge w/Brass Saddles

Amer.Vint.Synch.Trem.

American Tele

Amer.2-Pt.Synch.Trem.

Amer. 2-Pt. Synch. Trem.

Amer.Vint.HT Strut

Vint.w/3 Brass Saddles

American Tele

Vint.2-Pt.Synch.Trem.

Vint.Z-Pt.SymhJrem.

Dlx.2-Pt.Syn(h.Trem.w/SSSdl.

Dlx.2-Pt.Synch.Trem.w/SSSdl.

Cust.CH/Steelw/CH/BrassSdl.

S-T-B,CH/Steelv»/CH/BFflssSdt.

Dlx. 2-Pt. Synch. Trem. w/Pop-in Arm

Dlx. lock 2-Pt. Synch. Trem. w/Po|Hn Arm

Wilkinson®Tailpiece

Dlx. 2-Pt. Synch. Trem. w/PoiHn Arm

Vintage w/3 Brass Saddles

Vintage w/3 Brass Saddles

Vintage w/3 Brass Saddles

Amer. Vint. Synch. Trem.

Amer. Vint. Synch. Trem.

Amer.Vint.Synch.Trem.

Amer.Vint.Synch.Trem.

Amer.Viitr.Synch.Trem.

Amer. Vint. Synch. Trem.

Vint.Tuirioudw/3 Brass Saddles

Vint. Top-load w/3 Brass Saddles

Vinl.Top.loadw/3 Brass Saddles

Amer. Vint. Synch. Trem.

Amer.Vint.Synth.Trem.

Amer.Vint.Synch.Trem.

Araer.Vint.Syndi.Trem.

Amer. Vint. Synch. Trem.

Amer.Vfrit.Symh. Trem.

Vint.w/3 Steel Saddles

Vilrf-w/S Steel SBdfc

Vint.w/3 Steel Saddles

rmtagew/3 Steel Sndfe

Vintage w/3 Steel Saddles

Vintage w/3 Steel Saddles

Amer. Vint. Synch. Trem.

Amsr.Vint.Syndi.Trem.

Amer. Vint. Synch. Trem.

Amer.Viitf.Synch.Trem.

Amer. Vint. Synch. Trem.

Amer. Vint.Syndi.Trem.

Switching

3-Wuy

3-Way

3-Way-2.Wgy

4-Way

3-Way+MidiCtrt

3-Way

5-Way

3-Way

3-Way

5-Way

5-Wuy

5-Way

5-Way

4-Way

4-Way

Spec.5-Way

Spec.S-Way

Spec.5-Way

Spec-S-Way

3-Way

3-Way

3-Way

3-Way

3-Way

3-Way

3-Way

3-Way

3-Way

3-Way

3-Way

3-Way

3-Way

3-Way

3-Way

3-Way

3-Way

3-Wny

3-Woy

3-Vfay

3-Way

3-Way

3-Way

3-Way

3-Way

3-Way

3-Way

3-Way

3-Way

3-Way

Hardware

CHR

CHR

CHR

G-P

N/C

N/C

G-P

CHR

CHR

N/C

N/C

CHR

CHR

CHR

CHR

CHR

CHR

CHR

(HR

CHR

CHR

CHR

N/C
G-P

N/C
G-P

N/C
G-P

(HR

CHR

CNR

N/C

6f

N/C

G-F

N/C'

6-P

N/C

N/C

N/C

CHR

CHR

CHR

N/C

N/C

N/C

N/C

N/C

N/C

Strings

Super250L

Super250L

Super250L

Super 250L

Super250L

Super250L

Super 2501

Super250R

Super 2501

Super250R

Super250R

Super 3250R

Super3250R

Super250R

Subsonic 10801

Super250R

Super250R

Super250R

Super250R

Super250R

Super250R

Super250R

SuperZSOR

Super 250R

Super250R

Super250R

Super 250R

Super 250R ' .^.

Super2SOR

Super250R

Super 2501!

Super250R

Super250R

Super250R

Super250R

Super250R

Super 250R

Super250R

Super250R

Super250R

Super250R

Super250R

Super250R

Super250R

Super250R

Super 250R

Super250R

Super250R

Super250R

Case

VTC

VTC .

DBRHC

D8RHC

DBHC

DBHC

DBRHC

DBHC

VTC

DBHC

DBHC

DBHC

DBHC

DBHC

DBHC

DBHC

DBHC

DBHC

DBHC

SMC+BTC

SMC+BTC

SMC+BTC

VTC

m,

VK
!^,J

VTC "^

VTC

VK~*-^
y*««x!ri?

VTC

VTC

VTC

DBRHC

DBRHC

DBRHC

DBRHC

DBRHC

DBRHC

DBRHC

D8RHC

DBRHC

OBRHC

DBRHC
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Fender Electric Guitars
"Another turning point, a fork stuck in the road.

Time grabs you by the wrist, directs you where to do.

So make the best of this test, and don't ask why.

It's not a question, but a lesson learned in time.

It's something unpredictable, but in the end is right.

I hope you had the time of your life.

So take the photographs, and still frames in your mind.

Hang it on a shelf of good health and good time.

Tattoos of memories and dead skin on trial.

For what it's worth, it was worth all the while.

I hope you had the time of your life."

"Good Riddance (Time Of Your Life)"
—From Green Day's Nimrod

Green Day's Billie Joe Armstrong photographed by Michael Muller.
www.greenday.com

www.fender.com 35



flM&buv^n't forgotten our roots—and you haven't either.
WeyFe still making 'em like we used to, utilizing original specs
and tooling. From the distinctive body and headstock designs/

fo.tbe vintage pickups, these guitars replicate all of the
jsliysical and tonal aspects of their predecessors. If you're a

collector, a vintage nut/ or just like the way our older guitars

r feel, you're gonna love our American Vintage Series guitars.

From musical icons to one-hit-wonders... Here's a handful

of Fender heroes:

Isley
Brothers

Formed
in the

early
/50s, the Isle/
Brothers7 diverse

career spanned

nearly a half-century
and encompassed

gospel, R&B, Motown
soul/ and funk. Few

artists in any genre can rival the impact that the brothers
rjhave had on contemporary music Guitarist Ernie andbassist
"jMaryin were Fender fans from way back.

^ f^f\
GREAT SCOTS

The Great Scots

The Great Scots were to Canada what the
Stones, Begtles and Kinks were to England.

One of the only garage bands ever to don
kilts and Jazzmasters!

Rory Gallagher
Irish linger
ancUongwriter

-^Rojy Gallagher
.was known for

tfls no-li old s-

rbarred, marathon

Hv&skows. His worn-

to-the-wood Strat was

h?s trademark axe. -

Kark Marvin

Hank Marvin

played lead guitar
for the Shadows/
one of Britain's top
instrumental bands

inthe/6Qsand/70s

that scored a #1
single with "Apache".
The band backed
Cliff Richard on most

of his hits. Hank were one
Stratocaster m England.

of the first to own a

Merle Haggard
One of the
leading
artists of the
Bakersfield,

CA country scene in the
'60s/ Haggard is a hard
living singer-songwriter. His

life and music are forever

enhl/ined in his songs, which
blend influences drawn from

traditional American music

including folk, jazz, blues,
and of course, country. The

Merle Haggard Tribute Tele
is part of Fender's Custom

Artist Series. :

"<< <^t^et€'
^ <r'^i
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Ught Crust Doughboys
Celebrating over 70 years of Texas music, the
Light Crust Dpughboys are one of the original

Western swing bands. Forming in 1931, the
inftial group (featuring Bob Wills briefly)

landed their own morning show from 1 931 -1952—making

it one ofthelongest-running radioshows in the history of. I. _

the Southwest. The show was sponsored by Burris Mill/ the ,
makers:pf Light Crust Flour—hence the band's name! The ^J

1952 band line-up (above) included guitarist Lefty Perkins
and Paul Blunt on Fender steel/and continues on today - -

under the leadership pfguitanst Art Greenhaw !

Is/ey Brof/iers/ wwwjtbev^brothers.com,^Michael Ochs Archives, corn; The Great S^
Courtesy of SuftdazetfRecords, www; suncfdzed. corn; Rory Gallagher by Net/ Z/ozo^
Mer/e Haggard/ www.+h®hag..com/_Mrcfiae/10chs Archives, corn; Light CrusfDoogh^
www.1ightcrustd6ughKQys.comr Cawfesy of Art Greenhaw. ^_--_-



5^-1fet®€asf&r®^N202"-:.::^^r^^-^^^^^
As one of the longest-runnmg production models in hRrory/r:?^
the strength of the Tele® lies is^iti mherent siinplicify^^l
modified only slightly in its^O+yeanterruFeLL: -;, ^ i :;r' -r:

_The '51 integrates a premium Asfcbody^v^bcrone-pie^^
//U" shaped Maple neck an^a_7.25n radius fin^g^boacd.:lt:L^_^

features the original Tele circuit with its-three-positionswifch*y

brass bridge saddles ancj-gshlrqy cover {vintage^-sgddte^
included as an accessory^ ffjslngle^plyBldcfe'piclcgOdrd,^
volume and master tone/gn^chrome hardwareJSli^^^
in Butterscotch Blonde. X \^- :-=; ^- : :li :3- :-: ^;:^^^^:

Modern wiring update kit and parts'are'included)"."

'52 Telecuster
Not pictured.

Left-Hund 010-0222

' 62 Custom Teleoiow ::;T^:::^ ^%i^3?^
Originally introduced for cosmetic reasons as Maple Was^pron&~

to showing wear/ Rosewood became a popular feature that^oJb^
added warmth to the Tele tone. The double-bound Alder body diicl
multi-ply pickguard dress up the '62, distinguishing it from
its Butterscotch pr&decessor.

In the spirit of the original/ our'62 Custom
Telecaster comes equipped with a //C// shaped Maple
neck/ a 7.25" radius Rosewood fingerboard, hvo

/62 Custom Tele smgle-coil pickups/ a vintage Tele
bridge with threaded steel saddles, and features the
original Tele circuit with its three-posjtion switch .
Shown at left in Seafoam Green.

Modern wiring update kit and parts are included).

"...an exercise in simplicity... more fun

than a Nashville bar fight, and it could

be all the country you need."

—Guitar World magazine

www.fender.com 37
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f57 Strutocuster® OKKH02
One of the most popular instruments in history, our Fender®
Stratocaster is certainly the most imitated electric guitar ever.

1957 was a benchmark year for the instrument, evolving from
its early incarnations into an arGhetYpe—and the high point of
the era of the Maple neck Strat®.

Original detailing includes our unique '57 ,'62 pickups
(detailed below) 3-way switching (5-way switch kit included)/
beveted pickup magnets, ashfrdy bridge cover/ and single-ply
pickguard. Shown at teft in Black.

'57 Strutocuster teft-Hdnd oiow
762 Struto<uster 0100100 ::^";-J_^1:: :-..
1962 was another watershed year for the Strat. The
culmination of five more years of expeFimentafion, the '62
now sports a capped Rpsewooclfingerboard,3-pty aged
White pickgudrd, and unique ^57/^62'-plckups.-Sh6wn xit right
in Ocean Turquoise. T _V 1^

The /57//62 pickup is our pride and joy. The early '60s
Strut had a special tone quality nltits own, and our research

revealed the rettsbnsbehintfhs-unique sound. We've
reaeated this pickup from the original materials
used in the Fender futtory from 1961 to 1966.
This pickup details all the hallmarks of the
original — spe<ial beveled Alni<o 5 magnets, height
staggered magnet array, 42 gauge Formvar coated

magnet wire— every note rings out with
th® heart and soul that is the Fender

sound. "^^\:::... ^^:":':": ^: •::... '^-.:.

»-

F̂^'

r^

J-s, wi

^-St

•tflMW

^ i-/-_^:;=:— _'--.:

^ •-:—. "^^

^' -'-;- ' -%

y ^

'*«>.» t»,

/9

^
Cl S' 3t. (it 0 C ^

£;' W •» ? 3S W ® X

'<ioit"^

(iEF'i^iiS
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?v^CS^eflaAyr5to(ts>At%ll?/S
.consctovsn«ss^45%<H^ -:-

with his trademark Jazzmasfer

ian^^ark'delsuyl^y-Aimts^&e^

r^jmfiO^rr-irui.^^-^L::-;:
:^ffist~ffri^iiyeed^4iierA^WSAM?sfow^^^^ uniquely
_^i]dFm(EEG^^K^^3®^a^r1?^ a s-nappy
^^^2^rscaleTen?&_y^ItbJwacm^smin^^
-Teact and rhythm circ^swjStelMng(nc^

volume/tone controlspuicTtlie (•lodting fremolo wifli //Tremolo-

Lock/" adds to the distmctive look antl:sound of the Jazzmaster.
Shown at left in 3-Colar Suhburst

y62 Jaguar® 010-09^ : -^ ^ - ;
Offspring of the JazzmQster/lbe.tcigucrr paired brighter
pickups with a mellow,;5rhoFt 24" scale length. A trio
of sliding pickup selectj^r sy/ifches/ rotary volume
wheels on the upper bout/cmct chrome hafdware, are

distinctive Jaguar trai^j'frewdcjcy Fender Mute® is a
built-in string-damping3|evtce created with surf bands in
mind (don't worry, ?^rem6vable]|. Shown at right in Ice
Blue Metallic. /^-D^ .r "

The Jaguar's single-<oil pickups resemble those of the
Strat, but there's an added feature <alled a "keeper"
not found on flieltrat® pkkup. The pickup is nested
within the serrated-edge of the Steel keeper to
increase the magnet flux at the strings, increase
the <urrent through the pkkup toil, and to reduce

the pKkups sensitivify to hum. The result is
u Strut pickup with more kick in the mids
amTless noise. TheJag shares the upper

b6W-^pFeser<ic<uitryw feature found

Jazzmoster, and U trio of seleetor switches. An

indiyidual oh-off switth for eu<h pickup and a subtle high pass
filter switch rounds out the unique lonul versutitity of this^nstrument.

"^.'stiffasvftat

cmdjflihriguimg-

e^he^ay^if^
was:€oncefYed,

chords and- r-

crisp lead lines

that would be
impossib/e

on any other
guitar."

—GuifarWorfd

7j^w^.

^^cww.fendeuom 39
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^S0s;:1fel<^s1^^(n3-i202i^
Smgtngicowboy&v^Feelectrifymg<;cnjntry^^^8^^
liearfroftlTe^^gFea^Soutb-^outlie^
was at the-heart- oE it all; :From its unique iRnish,: knurlecfafirQme: r "
Jfaflfcs^andsmgle^y^^feite^pickguaTci/^
jmignet^ta pc kaps-^is guitar v^s^U^
sounds Pictured at [e^ in 2-Color SynBsFsf.

'6Qs^Tete<asf er® ois-i^ ^^^^
JciffiesByd^ri dazzled a gerierotid^^^^
^aclan^l^clcy Nelson/^hiteMeT^
hroirK^Q^pQ^:cc^
ti-a^efn&FlHeles^ {lronreGrf1y^I|:ft?|e^^^
own Fender'signature^ rrre^fe^^
fif^ft>oard<3n^ issho^m^c^

feqfunng+1^ brc>f^rs^D

andDaveemyi^ars—^i^
were one of+he mostmftuentiafo'f '- —•

the bands of the British Inyagion.^ ^
Their heavy power cfiordswifluencecF^

everyone from fhefir^ punk rQcke^^^
I'o Van Hcrfen. After ra ^sfnng^ofbtaxing

singfos^nenf'eda/bums,-fh^e:Kinks

released Kinkdom, a cohesive set

of tunes de^^nQvc^Qus^n^ry-
characters m EngBsfci society, ft ^
contains "Well Respected Mcm^

and the hi'farious poke af London
ht'psfers, "Dedicated FoHower-

Fashion". ;r ^! ^;

Photo fay David Redferh/fietiid -

42 Fender Electric Guitcu-s
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Ihe American Deluxe is a new kind of

guitar! It's a blend of old traditions

and new technologies that run all the

way down to the truss rod. Incorporating the

landmark looks and lines of our trademark

guitars, these deluxe instruments are infused

with innovative new features that qualify

them as classics in the making. We've paid

meticulous attention to the details, too: from

the detailed fret work and Abalone dot

inlays/ to the premium tone wood bodies of

Ash and Alder. Plus, we're offering a bevy

of new colors to choose from.

But the beauty of these high-performance playing machines is more than skin deep. Look

what's under the hood: Vintage-Noiseless™ pickups engineered with a stacked coil design that

recreates the sound of Fender® pickups from the late '50s and early '60s without the hum

normally associated with single-coils.

Strap one on and take it for a spin! You owe it to yourself to experience the responsive

way these guitars feel and play.

All American Deluxe guitars are accompanied by a standard molded case and are

backed by our limited Lifetime Warranty.

American Deluxe Strato<uster 010,000

The beauty is in the way it handles: rigid, lean and agile. The chrome

2-point pivot tremolo with polished steel saddles works as smooth as it

looks. Locking machine heads keep you in tune no matter how big a bend

in the road. The deluxe tremolo system drives like dream, and doesn't

detract from the classic Fender® look. Shown at right in Candy Tangerine.

American Deluxe Strutocuster Left-Hund 0101022

Shown on the opposite page in Aged Cherry Sunburst.

American Deluxe Fat Strut- 010-1100

All the refined features found on the American Deluxe Strat/ but brimming

with beefy tone thanks to a Fender DH-1™ humbucker and an LSR Roller

Nut. The two Noiseless pickups (neck and bridge) are wound extra hot for

proper balance with the humbucker. Shown at far right in 3-Color Sunburst.

American Deluxe Fat Strut® with locking Tremoio 0101192

Shown on the opposite page in Chrome Red.

46 Fender Electric Guitars
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American Deluxe Telecuster 0104500
The refined chassis of the American Deluxe Tele® includes two Fender Vintage-Noiseless™ Tele

pickups. A Bi-Flex® truss rod plus Micro-Tilt™ neck adjustment allows for players to fine tune

the action to their playing style. The bound-top premium Alder (solid color finishes) or Ash

(transparent finishes) body and a contoured back completes the deluxe package. Shown from

left in Chrome Red, Aged Cherry Sunburst

and Candy Tangerine.

/Vlark Kano ofAthenaeum with

his American Deluxe Te/e.

www.afhenaeum.nef

Photo by CyntliBertagni.com
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Fender/s Noiseless™ Pickups
[When our guitar R&D guys started designing a noise-canceling replacement for

the classic Fender single-coil/ their task was somewhat daunting. The pickups

|,had to sound as close as possible to the original/ eliminate as much noise as a

standard humbucking pickup, and they had to be the same size and have the

general appearance.

|They tried numerous designs and tested many configurations, and finally a design

was realized that met all the parameters. The unique features they came up with

|incorporate a separate stacked dual coil design, resistively matched coils to ensure

I'maximum noise reduction, and special process Alnico 5 magnets (as used in the

'American Vintage series guitars). A soft ferrous steel separator plate serves a dual

>urpose: to isolate the bottom coil from string vibration which makes the top coil the

imain sound source, making it sound like a vintage single-coil, and increasing the amount of magnetic flux that passes through

|both coils/ which in turn, increases the output.

These pickups come in a Vintage Noiseless design for Strats, Teles, and 4- and 5-sh-ing Jazz Bass. AddiHonally, a hotter

[Noiseless Strat pickup is available (as featured on the American Deluxe Fat Strats)/ which has a warmer/ fatter tone/ with a

slight increase in output, to better match up with the hotter mid-range of Fender's DH-1 bridge humbucker.

|Jwo of the top players in the biz—Eric Clapton and Jeff Beck—recently upgraded their signature Strats to the Noiseless variety/

land you can, too! Flip over to pages 88-90 for these/ and all the other pickups-and guitar accessories-we have to offer!

:;.::^"^'

1\

^

vy»^ \ ,-.,{
~\^i ^

^^-^ Js^'s"is^
..s»^

3^ *-», Pickup guru 6i// Turner pi'c/cs up a pickup.
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I? YOU/^ emciNG A UTTL^ ^XTW MUQCL^ UND^ TM^ HOOD,
LOO^ NO FWflCT TMAN OU^ MOT ^OOD^D AMTOCAN e^l^e
GTOATOCAQTro GUITAR- l:U^L^D PY eOM^ OF TM^ MOGT POPULAR)
AFTO-MA1WT MODinCATlONG AL^ADY FACTO^Y-lNQTALt^D. TM^^
9^AUT^e G^W MOPPH)-UP PICKUP CONFlGURiATlONQ GUAWNT^D
TO OP&M UP AN A^^AY OF TONAL POQeiPlUTl^Ql ALL MOT TODD^D
AM^ICAN GW\W GUlTA^e COM^ WITH A eTANDA^D MOLDED CAQ^,
AND /W PACKED PY OU^ UMIT^D UFCTIM^ WA^ANTY

American Strat Texas Special "0117302
The American Strat Texas Special puts a spin on the classic three single-coil setup, giving
you that gritty roadhouse blues/rock tone! Custom staggered Texas Special single-coil
pickups/ 5-way switching and 2-point synchronized tremolo are standard. Rosewood or

Maple flngerboard available. Shown at left in Surf Pearl.

American Fat Strut8 Texas Special 017900
This guitar infuses a healthy dose of snarl
into the mix with features including two Texas
Special single-coil pickups and one Seymour-

Duncan® Pearly Gates Plus humbucker/ 5-way

switching, and 2-poinf synchronized tremolo.

Rosewood or Maple fingerboard available.
Shown at right in Aged Cherry Burst.

50 Fender Electric Guitars



Weezer's Rivers Cuomo and his

-^ American Doub/e Fat Strat.

www.weezer.corti

Photo by Mark Lufzker

~^

American Double Fat Strut Hurdtail 0117230
If you're a straight-ahead player, our American Double Fat Strat Hardtail is for you. The

hardtail bridge/ combined with dual Seymour Duncan® humbuckers, creates a strong,

beef/ tone. Shown below left in Chrome Silver.

American Double Fat Strut 011-7200
Equipped with a set of Seymour-Duncan® humbucking pickups, our Amencofn Double
Fat Strat is available with either a tremolo or hardtail bridge. If you play hard and like
that cream/ crunch of humbuckers, you owe it yourself to check this guitar out! The

combination of playability and fat tone is unbelievable. The American Double Fat Straf,
with hum/single/hum body routing, leaves more wood for greater resonance, and
staggered machine heads permit one less string tree. Shown here in Surf Green and

Sienna Sunburst.

m£Mk-n^
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I Unique in sound and appearance, these rock machines have a

^ ^I'foofc and feef all their own thanks to their earthy tonewoods/ sfop^
? Jbnc/ges and disfincfiye pickups. .ya

'••^'^ .

NEW! Strat-o-Soni<™ DYI on^on Strut-o-Soni< DVII on 4700
The Strat-o-Sonic DVI features a Honduran Mahogany body with five tone chambers dnd
the new Fender Tech-Tonic™ bridge which allows you to adjust both the overall bridge and
saddle height and fine tune the intonation. The Black Dove™ pickup gives this: model its\
smoky/ fat smgle-coil sound. Also available in a dual pickup^/ersion (DVII). Strat-o-SonTc •"'

DVI shown in Brown Sunburst; Strat-o-Sonic DVII pictured ^Pimson Transpqrent and
Butterscotch Blonde. 5

Tele-Sonk oio-isoo N
The only thing traditional about this Te|| is its distinctive ^rpl
from there, the blueprints get thrown <|ut the window! Its e^6J
Mahogany body, shorter 24-3/4" scal||ength, twin DeAr^oi
2K siftgle-coil pickups/ and Tech-Tonic |fidge, give the TeJ<
fa sinistei\tone that you won't find on ajjy of our other Tel<
guitars. Pictured at far right in Brown S^iburst.
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R&Detuils: George Blundu
George Blanda has touched virtually

every product that has been launched
by Fender since joining the company
in the fall of 1985—from overseeing

quality control and factory training/

heading up project teams and, of
course/ designing famous Fender

instruments.

Among some of his more visible
accomplishments: he designed the
American Standard Series guitars
in 1987 (which won Music & Sound
Retailer magazine's "Most Innovative

Product of the Year"). George also
was responsible for Fender's patented

locking tremolo bridge and the
innovative Plus series. He created the

Toronado/ designed the Erie Ciapton
and Jeff Beck signature models, ^
researched and documented fhe

Muddy Waters signature mqderf/ and
has handled much of the actual parts
andiisomponent dfesign for Fender's

pick'yps and hardware. And if that's

not enough, he was heavily'involved
in the launch of the American Series
guitars and basses in 2000—further ^

establishing .F<|nder as the premier ||i

American guitar manufacturer. |;

Originally/ George was hired to f
launch the Fender Custom Shop/ but v
with his extensive knowledge and

expertise of guitars, got pegged to '^
work in R&D. Armed with an assoGiate A

degree in fine art/sculpture/ he learfted ^
guitar repair working at one of the
original "vintage dealers outside
of Chicago called Axe in Hand. In

the midst of all that, George studied ~
engineering at night and labored as

a machinist, working with jet engine
parts and space shuttle materials.

From there, he started his own guitar

company, designing and building
original creations.

His 17-year run at Fender has

taken a new twist, and George is now

heading up the design group, charged
with long-term improvements on current

product and working on new designs
and technologies—including the new
Tech-Tonic bridge.

"I've got a lot of respect for the

whole history of the electric guitar/'
he explains. "I worked in a vintage

store before there were publications

^^'•'•"''*'7y%;£^:'.;^

'.my ^ m^ii^

^ws^ssl^^^Miw%^i&

dedicated to that. l/m ;welt)/ersed

in that history, but l/ye always been
involved in indvsfriW design, which

is a love of mine. Most of the ideas

come from identifying problems and
improvements we want to make and

reducing them down to the most

fundamental elements—and rebuilding
from there." ~*

BUZZWORD: Tech-Tonic Bridge™
Sleek, innovative and elegant

in its simplicity, the new Tech-

Tonic bridge results from

ingenious updates to the cfassic

"wrap- around" bridge design.

Incorporah'ng ongina/ Fender

innovations like individual

string hei'ghf and mfonah'on ad(usfments, this low profile

design a/so features an mfernoHocking system, securing

the mounting posts fo the body busftings and the bridge

tfsetffofhiepol^;^oruir»^ipc^/^ transfer.
•^.S^f'

^ Unfock the lov^profHehex screw al l/4-turn and you

can use the posts for coarse bridge height adjustment, then
S1

refock the bridge into place with our new pafenf-pending

design. Fine-tune your setup with the individual height

ad'iustment screws for each string, that adjust to allow for

various fingerboard radii and playing styles. Full-range

mfonafion ad/ustmenf for each string accommodates a

variety of string gages. Milled brass construction, 0/009

with the post and bridge-locking feature delivers bell-like

tone and complete sonic transfer. The Tech-Tonic bridge is

designed to fit non-angled, standard post mount spacing

(angled version available in early 2003).

The Tech-Tonic bridge comes stock on the new Sfraf-

o-Sonic DVf and DVIl guitars, and on the Tefe-Soni'c (see

previous page), ys

54 Fender Electric Guitair
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Toronudo
The riew Toronado is all about vibe, tone, and touch!
XtStJI^ scale length guitar is for players looking for

"tftlifiFerent feel. Available with a pair of Fender^
new Black Dove™ single-coil pickups or Atomic I):
humBucking pickups for that extra punch! Features
a double eutaway Alder body/ bolt-on Maple neck
with Rps,ewood fingerboard/ Abalone dot jnlays, an^
medium [umbo frets, the Toronado is d real heavy j
hittep! Ayailable in Butterscqtch;^londe dnd Crims'o^
Trari^p&rent.

With Black Dove
cups 011-0600

.-t

^, ''•*:.<.•. '^?x
'>..\ '^v

^ 1 :/ ".!' '•'
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"Both versions of ths

Fender Toronodos prove^

to be excellent instyJfifeyt^. ^
These well-made guifars "

produce new versiofis.pf
two c/assf'c sounc/s^cf^ ^ . •''

have heretofore been ,

available only by stepping^
ouhide the Fender fold.
pencter fans and anyone
seeking these sounds '.

should bef very happy with
theso.howl^rs."

—Guitar <5>tte magazine
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The Fender® Deluxe series coffers to the non- -
traditionalist looking for something u little more left-of-
center. Th^se guitars are set up to be played hard and
achiw-lffff extreme tones you want. All Deluxe Series

•f . ~ " /~ " ' ' i-:i..':i T ' ! •- *".

guitars come with a Deluxe Fender gig. bftgr anc( are-
^wUe^^y wir'K»SheSWeffme\?Srrmit^.

'i," "

Deluxe Fat Strut HSS with Locking Tremolo 113 3100
Extreme tones with a '70s vibe! The Deluxe Fat Strat combines two Tex-Mex™»aDcile-CQils*s

in the neck'and mid positions wHh'^g^ya^ucker ciU^ bridge. Spe^ia^5-wi6yswitcl
<3ffers a BroaTipectfum of tones. Com^s equipped with a Floj<d Rose® licensed lock'u
tremolo. Shown at right in Pewter. , I ij

•
„*,«' **»-

^"-

.<»»
,^ ''yn^f'Also available in'a-hard-fail yersijpn:.**^ <-*^ -<^ (

Deluxe Fat Strut HSS | J
[reat features as above ^qth,a stanrfowd^ender tremolo (otpi

.;»»* 'IN»«:

pidryj

Deluxe Double Fat Strut HH oissAo
Rey up your Fat Str^t even more with the qddition of a Tgx-Mex

-r fin the neck position! Pictured at left in ^lack.-^.n.n^p.,^,^^^,.,^^^

- J)el»xe Double Fat StFaPH IT ~
with locking Tremolo 113 3300 Not shown

•"fc.':"—-'-'-1-'^,';.' ^•>\-^:'-*'-->M>1?. ^ip-^yy^

;^y-,r>w+;^^- ^ "''^^_ _ " ..» _ ''' ' •'--.. "•

luxe Powjerhouse Strat 013-9502
i>sf y^w fonat^hcabulary withAfei^^eluxet^o^gj'hpj^eStrat^at

totHt^ life ul^ic»8tnat'?^l&mbtfft1^ d un?c^12 <iS:aciiVeWi^ost
circuit and olff Powerhouse" pick-up system, and ^oull get sweepjng^ll^nes
ranging from shimmering clean 16 scorching dirty. Available wifh1§^

I. PicftWid^at leten^^tf§jrYeJloW4!

.^^•. IIllinns
*^|N^".

^BICs

IBMliiiiiBBIKHUBU51Billliiinifii

"^

(e Super Strut
^^tii^wski^

Hghriy'Hnted hetek withaMapleorRo^eywodfingerb^ro^ '^
vinhage hard\^tH^^ and Brown Shell^ickguai^ And tt^

jer^th^o<^d?at<^ ^u^t^^S^8^;SII^FL^
switahiri|^Astan<ia^5-^y^itejh, pair^witl^qs^Pi/piJsf^i
offers si\|ej(^icl^^;Qjmbinati^R&1o chooV feom. 'Sfe^n M^ ^1 ^^^
fro^»ifir|sf»^^^l^^niTr>Q^i?nT* ^
''^,'''-®^:;'"'' T " -•

/•if* . .' ;'^/ '' ^ '

/f ;..-&< ^.^. .•^^-.
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Easy access back cover plate is also
fashioned sf rom graphite composi'fe

matertal'ttf "further add to fh^^lruCfuraf
mfe9r*ty of the body. ;

I
NEW ft<oustasoni<®

Strutocuster® 013-9700
The AcQiistasenic Stratocaster is the first
true acoush'e Sfraf®—the perfect marriage of

lassic and hi-tech! ThelAcoustasonic's Alder
isjiollbw.ed o»t<ah^ toppett'off^nfr'

apaferifed brace-less graphite composite
top, which has a directional wood grain-
like pattern that. reactes and sounds-Hke1 "wl|

Spruce. Three internal grdpitttte rpds placed
horizontally across the body cavity, ensure ^
the integrity of the s*ructui^JN8"bTOt^ef^^ ^

^ittHtrbuiJ^m controls fso as toi free
top for full acoustic potential)/ incorpoj-^ites
a 3-piece saddle arrangem^t for ^jp^ct^
intoncdi^ with indiyickial pieza (RddJps | |
under e|S<ih saddle^fhe newly ^signed ( |
electronics maximi^b the adYQfl^ages »^
-afjorded by theflRree sep^B^plcfOps,
to^deliver unbelievable a^ustic tt>ne—

w •«

especially through any ^^urAcoysta^ftrijc
series amplifiers. Th^ specially positipn^dand shaped dual sounc^Jlrf<^ ?? ».^i^ tl^
holes deliver exceptional natural acbusVc fone gnd surprising volj
when played without amplification; Couple all t^iis with a bolt 01
22-fretFerfder electric guitar fl^^.a^^p^e^&^^ig^^
Wid, undoubtedly, most'cbmfortableaeoustic guitar ririade. Shown in

Sapphire Blue. ^ | I

P'^^NSkF

-^«W , ^-":3»'a'"?'"u*- a

f ;

ps^.*"

^8BWT:

tone^IU^^SKS2tfy8£E^^''!^S^^??i^^^^^^^e^ €-1^?^^
(fesi'9" of feeing easy access while playing whil^eaving the entire

top free for maximum vibration.

^y^

t^

'-11
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Nashville Power Tele® 0135000
The addition of th® Fender/Fi$hman® Power
BriicJjge to the already versatile Nashville Tele
produces spanking Tele ton^s, shimmering
acoustic sounds, ordnyeombination of the
hvo.Easy^ to navigate, this full-featured active

setup is available at your fingertips. Stereo or
mono operation. Shown in Candy Apple Red
with Shell pickguard.

.5"wayl%

etching, ma|
lost versc|jle

'guitars weifiake.|fl|ialso
Ald^fco^y/ vinN
idlsfcitsote^e 6-S!S?8|fe^ ^

d m^^pr^mbo^fre?^
left M'rNack with Shell \
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Toronudo 013-0700
Break out of the crovfd with a tone of your own. One look at the
Fender Torona^q-artti you know you're in for something different.
Loaded with t^JFfV^er special^esigja.'Atojn^Nymbuckers^witH
individuahT'offlfie^cTfone controls/you can ^41al'ln// a *on 0^ volatile
tone combinations. Shown at right in Orange, j , »^»>

< *—...,. .^^ ?:.S»K,W ^. •*v" ^

Cy<lone II 013-0600 ' : f
The Cyclone II guitar is a high-speed twister of cool features aod
Fender style-.The sleek lines and compiefitfol^ stripe echo the Mustang®
guitar/ the pickups and switching are pure Jaguar® guitar, and the ^ ;
tremolo system is borrowed from .t^ie reliable classic S+rflt® guitarl ^< ^
Fqgturing.a bc^bw Maple<1TCCI</^<^w<^^fin^r^^^ dot irilays;"
and medium-jumbo frets. Pictured in Cat^dy Apple Red and Dqphne
Blue. j'l ^;

•• ^^"*^:':'""',»; "^,/. •-:' •' ^ -„

,jt'3t: " " y/

Cyclone™ 013.0500 ;
Stripped down lean qndmear^^eCyclone^^itatUn a corn)
package. Revved up with pur ^Jpe^hot Tex-Mex^ Strat single-
coil slanted in the neck position and our special resign "Atomic-
Humbucker™" in the bridge, the Cyclone will blo^fcyouawayt
one on and take out^t few trailer pa^kstbn the outskirts of your o>
town! Shov^n in Graffiti Yellow. r
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AMERICAN SERIES
Our new American Series guitars represent the latest
evolution of Fender® Strat® and Tele(fy guitars. More than a
decade of player feedback—culled directly from consumer
comments and player input—has been incorporated into

the creation and refinement of these guitars.

From the feel of the neck to the tone of the pickups,
the result is a better sounding, better playing guitar.

All American Series guitars come with a standard
molded case, and are backed by our limited Lifetime

Warranty.

American Strutocuster 0117400
The beauty of the American Stratocaster lies in its details. This

model incorporates several simple player-centric refinements jntQth^^

timeless design of the Strat®: hand-rolled flngerboard edges, three^?l;
custom-staggered single-coH pickups, 5-y/ay switching and two-pflMnf^

synchronized ^remolo. Shown at right in Chrome Red.

American Strato<aster Left-Hund 0117422
Shown at right center in Olympic White.

American Strutocaster Hardtail on 7430
For players preferring a non-tremolo guitar, here's a handy altei^ative.
Pictured at far right in 3-Color Sunburst.

"I like it as much as rny^id
50s Struts... It's all original."

—Erie Johnsoo.

Souvenir is : ' <'.:^v;M:i^::i-

available ••': / ;/^ ^i?^/!1-^^'''

essxlusivetty ^/,
thresf^Si'!^!! /,
^weVss^fefiiSS

•^f^^'^i& ' ' 2 v

•.':||»»A^|^U|,

Photo by Max Crace
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AMERICAN SERIES
American Telecuster on 3400
Over the past five decades, the Telecaster has been through numerous design variations/ but

its heart and soul has remained the same. For our American Series Telecaster, we retained

the original body radius and added a parchment-colored pickguard to give you the classic
feel with a distinctive look. Shown at right in Chrome Red.

American Telecaster Left-Hand on .8420
Shown at below left in Black.

American Telecuster HS o 350

American Telecaster HH on szoo
The American Tele HS and HH feature tonal spins with a stark look! The HS version pairs a 4
traditional single-coil bridge pickup with a Fender Atomic IFhumbucker in the neck position;^
which has a smooth/ round tone. The HH adds another humbucker in the bridge positi6n|i|^,||^y
that has a fierce, growling bark. Pictured at right in Chrome Blue and Chrome Red.

'a

American Series details include

die-casf tuners.
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"The Fender Telecaster was an economical, no

frills, pure workman's tool. Its design was all

function. Its sound, thin and hungry, a guitar
that let yoiyr fingers do the talkin'. Jeff Beck,

J*m Burfqin/ Steve Cropper, Danny Gaffon/ Roy
Buchanan made the Te/e sing their different

songs. Pefi?:ToWnshend/s funky r crashing
chffjrds. on the firstWho-album. Versa filitY^ ,

iiLfii^Uv^iHti^ fot^OW nighlv'^^
The /ow end of the Fender line for the man in

the street. I knew the two guys who played
mine before me. I bought it in a local guitar

repair shop used - for $ 785.00 and / never
looked back. Tele's rule!"

- Bruce Springsteen
Reprinted with permission by

Vintage Guitar magazine
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HIGHWAY 1
The Highway 1 Stratocaster® was the hit of 2002! Great looks, farlftstic
price, and made in the U.S.A. And by popular demand, we've fIesRed
out the rest of our core models to bring you a handful of HighwO^I^
guitars and basses! ^,

The inspiration for our new Highway 1 Series is the Pacific Coast
Highway U.S. 1, which winds south through California. It's one of the
most scenic drives in the world and has weathered the elements and
inspired the creative.

The first thing you'll notice about the Highway 1 Series is its unique
Finish—a high resonance, low gloss, acrylic lacquer that lets the tone
ring out and sustain for days. Deep saturated transparent colors over
premium Alder, the Highway 1 guitars and basses are loud even before
you plug /em in (the acid test for a great soundirfcj^electric instrument!)./
And like a true Fender guitar/ they allow the mdividiy&F-ypice of the
player to come through. These are good to go anytime, d^i^yherel
Pick one up and see how far _ ,' ^ {fQ/-},

it will take you I All Highway 1 ^B^1 'J
models feature a special stamped
neckplate ("Corona/ California")
and a Fender gig bag.

Highway 1
Stratocaster 0111102
Classic three single-coil design with
synchronized tremolo. Pictured in Crimson

Transparent.

Highway 1
Stratocuster Left-Hund
1120
Shown in Sapphire Blue.

Snapthots from the road by Jonathan Postal.
www.jonathanpostat.com

011-

_LU
"•Hi
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Highway I Tele<aster 0111202
^ Offered with either a Rosewood or Maple neck. Shown in 3-Color

Sunburst and Honey Blonde.
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STANDARD SKRIKS
Standard Stratocaster 0134500
Fast-action Maple neck, comfort-contoured body, three single-coil pickups and
standard synchronized h-emolo—it's where the tradition began and still carries on

today. Available right- or left-handed with either Rosewood or Maple fingerboard. All
Standard Series guitars are backed by our limited Lifetime Warranty. Shown below
right in Blue Agave.

Standard Strutocuster left-Hund 013 4520
Not pictured.

Standard Roland -Ready Strut® 0134660
The Roland Ready Strat has all the features of the
Standard Stratocaster: fast action Maple neck,

comforf-contoured body, three single-coil pickups,

synchronized h-emolo, with the addition of a built-in
Roland GK-2A pickup system, which allows you to
drive peripherals directly from the guitar's on-board
controls. Shown below in Arctic White.

^J

li;l

'f^
^
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Standard Strato<uster Satin 0134400
the same great features incorporated into the Standard Strat, but now featuring four velvet/ satin

inishes with black pickguards that resonate class! Offered with Rosewood or Maple fingerboards.
>ictured from left to right in Gun Metal Blue/ Midnight Wine, Candy Apple Red and Midnight Blue.
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STA\'D'A1?D SKRIKS
Standard Fat Strut® 013 4702
The Standard Fat Sh-at features a one humbucking/two single-coil pickup configuration.
Shown at right in Sage Metallic.

Standard Fat Strut with locking Tremolo 1134700
Features the Floyd Rose® licensed locking tremolo. Shown below in Black.

^>
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These special edition set neck guitars are ultra cool with
their super slim Mahogany bodies allowing for loads
of sustain and resonance! All feature carved tops with
contoured bodies/ and come in an assortment of stunning

finishes with matching headcaps. Pair the look and vibe
with a sound that appeals to you! These are must-have
guitars for players who want to make a statement with
their instrument.

Tele<uster Custom FMT 0262000
The Telecaster Custom FMT features set neck, a gorgeous figured Maple

carved top and appointments-cream binding/ Smoked Chrome or Black

hardware (depending on finish), and sealed die-cast tuners. A string-

through-body hard tail bridge, 3-way switching and a push/pull coil tap
feature provide balance and versatility—from smooth warm tones to a more

aggressive resonance. These beauties are powered by dual Fender-made
humbucking pickups—a Fender Block-€any on'" humbucker in the neck and

a Fender Atomic II™ in theJ»rRfge. Choose from three transparent finishes
(Crimson Transparent^E'&ony Transparent, Brown Transparent).

If you're a pla^r that appreciates modern electronic designs and
classic looks,, thi^juitar is for yqul

^
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Esquire Custom GT 026 2200
Fhe Fender Esquire Custom GT has all the horsepOM^r
of your favorite hot rod in a stripped down machin$|

the power of the Custom GT lies in its simplicity: a sllgle
Seymour Duncan™ Invader humbucker under the hoop

and a solo volume control on board. Featuring a seineck
Finished in cool car colors and appointed with a custom

stripe. Drivers; on your mark/ set-... GO!

n
Showo-inChrome Blue and Crimson Metallic.

f\
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NEW!
Esquire™ Custom Celtic 0251200591

Showmuster® Celtic H 0261400591
Our 2003 Special Edition Celtic guitars are
as evocative to play as they are to look at. The

super-slim/ contoured Mahogany (Esquire) or

Basswood (Showmaster) bodies with their set necks/
are elegantly finished in matte Silver with a matching
headcap. A distinctive Celtic design is inlaid in
Abalone at the 12th fret. Both are powered by a
single, high output Fender Atomic II™ humbucker
that blends satisfying amounts of both distortion and
sustain. May the road rise to meet you!

ft4
e-1
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Esquire™ Custom Scorpion 0261600506

Showmuster® Scorpion HH m-mo-sob

The Special Edition Scorpion guitars exude
elegance and awesome power—with just a

touch of evil. Contoured Mahogany (Esquire) or
Basswood (Showmaster) bodies with set necks
ring with string-through-body sustain for stinging
lead tones or heavy rhythm work. The Custom

Scorpion features a single Atomic II™ humbucker |

pickup; the Custom Scorpion HH is loaded with a
Black Canyon™ humbucker in the neck and Atomic
II'" in the bridge. The high-gloss black finish
is accented with matching headstocks/ cream

binding and a pearloid scorpion inlay at
the 12th fret. *w
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026-1900-506Showmaster® HH with Tremolo
Showmaster H with Tremolo 0261500591

These sleek rockers feature contoured Basswood bodies, set-in

Maple necks and 24 jumbo frets for outstanding versatility. Both
are powered by high output Fender humbucking pickups, blending
satisfying amounts of both distortion and sustain. The synchronized

tremolo, self-tocking tuners, custom color finishes and matching

headcaps, make these fantastic looking, and sounding, instruments.

The Showmaster HH is offered with a Fender Atomic" humbucker
(neck) and Fender Santa Ana™ humbucker (bridge), finished
in Black with cream binding and Black Chrome hardware.
The Showmaster 1-1 is equipped with a single Fender Atomic'
humbucker/ in ^^ a tie Silver finish with Smoked Chrome
hardware. Bl

(^
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www.adrimusic.com

www.audioventmusic.com
Photo by Annamaria DiSarito

www.michellebrdnch.net
Photo by CyndiBertagni.com

www.busted.com

www.recklessrecords.com

www.continorooms.com

Photo by Mark Hadley

•ft^^.fedhotchilipeppers.com
Photo bv Neil Zlozower

www.freakscene.net
Photo by Matthew Baeck

>re.corn

,.-;\^g§jjpS|by Mark Hadley

www.pilot-radio.com

www.rooney-band.com

Phofo by Michael Muller

www.verticathbrizon.com
Photo by Billy Siegle

www.marytimony.com

www.keithurban.net
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Artist Series
Eric Clupton Strato<uster 011/602
Our Clapton Signature Strat® is guaranteed to please all you "SlowhancT fans. The
updates are a trio of our new Vintage Noiseless™ pickups/ a powerful active mid-boost

and TBX circuits, making it one of the most tonefully versatile instruments we offer. Other

unique features include a special soft "V" shape neck and a blocked original vintage
synchronized tremolo bridge. Shown in Black.

Photo by Paul Thomas.
www.repriserec.com/ericclapton
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Muddy Waters Telecuster 0138500
We know you'll be satisfied with this guitar, inspired by the modern blues master's
distinctive tone and trusty Tele®. We've recreated all its essential specs including the
/50s-era Tele body, /60s "C" shape neck/ and replaced the traditional chrome knobs

with vintage amp control knobs—just like Muddy did. Features Muddy's signature on
the neckplate, and comes with our deluxe gig bag. Seen here in Muddy's favorite,

Candy Apple Red.



Artist Series
Tom Delonge Stratocuster 0133200
Hey, all you blink-182 fans: this is a down-strokers dream! You don't have to be a

shredding virtuoso to rock, write songs and be cool—you just need to find your style.

A simple and powerful design with huge harmonies, the Delonge Strat® features one

Seymour Duncan Invader pickup and a volume control. Pictured below in Surf Green.

»^

1»
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Ill
Photo by Annamaria DiSanto
www.blink182.com
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Jeff Beck Strutocuster on^oo
Innovative, tasteful, tuneful and visionary... That's how we describe Jeff Beck, and

his trusty Strat® is an integral part of his signature sound. You'll notice the new

neck shape is a softer "C," not as large or deep as Jeff's previous choice. Also,
the guitar features the new Fender'"' Special Design dual-coil ceramic Noiseless'"

pickups, a contoured heel for easier access to the higher registers, and straight-
ahead Strat 5-way switching. Shown in Olympic White.

"Fenders seem to allow the personality of the player to come

through better than other guitars do. You can instantly recognize

with Fender guitars which modef of guitar it is, and who is playing
if. The ultimate has been invented and this »"s if. Every so often

man comes up with a correct invention. The wheel was a good

idea, wasn't it?... to be round! This thing just seems to cover the

whole spectrum of human emotion/'

-Jeff Beck

Photo by Ken Settle.
www.jeffbeckmusic.com

www.fender.com 83



Artist Series
Stevie Ray Vuughan Strutocuster 0109200
Stevie Ray Vaughan collaborated with Fender® to produce a signature Stratocaster shortly

before his untimely death in 1990. The Stevie Ray Vaughan Strat features an early '60s
"oval" neck shape/ Pao Ferro fmgerboard with a flatter 12" radius and jumbo frets, three

Fender Texas Special™ single-coil pickups, gold-plated hardware, a Black pickguard with
the SRV initial logo/ and an inverted left-hand vintage tremolo unit. Available as shown in

3-Color Sunbursf.

"\ usecS a /59 Strat on the new Pear/ Jam record that's an

old/ stock guitar. It's probably my favorite guitar, f was way y

info Sfevie Ray Vaughan and I heard that he had a thing for

the /59s» The neck plays like butter. I like how if fits to my

body— it's light, and not too heavy. It just fits perfectly^ like

something that vyas made for me."

—Mike McCready

"The Fender SRV Strat is

my #1 guitar."

—John /Vlayer

84 Fender Electric Guitars
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//My first love was the Fender Strat

and the FencSer Bassman/'
— Buddy Guy

Photo by Rahav Segev/Photopass.
www.buddyguy.com

Buddy Guy Strutocuster" 0107802
Damn right, he's got the blues... and you can, too!
The Chicago blues legend's signature Stratocaster
features a soft //V" shaped neck and three gold

Fender-Lace® Sensor pickups with a 25 dB active mid-

boost circuit. For all you die-hard blues fans in search
of Buddy's searing tone and rapid-fire fretwork, you'd

be /sfone crazy' not to check this one out! Pictured in

2-Color Sunburst.

Buddy Guy Polku Dot Strut8 0138802
Based on Buddy's trademark Polka Dot axe, this

guitar incorporates CustomShop-like features with a

price tag that won't put a dent in your wallet!

Jimmie Vuughan Tex-Mex Strut 0139202
Reflecting Jimmie's style of keeping things simple and
traditional, the Jimmie Vaughan Tex-Mex Sfrat features

a Poplar body, specially shaped, tinted Maple neck
equipped with medium jumbo frets, vintage hardware and

a single-ply White pickguard. Single coil Tex-Mex pickups
in the neck and middle positions, plus an extra hot Tex-

Mex bridge pickup with special wiring
add just the right amount of spice
and bite. Shown in Olympic White.

/ ^. .Photo by Ebet Roberts.
y/ww.jimmievaughan.com

'~~^?fllr ffnm ^c



Artist Series
Robert Cruy Signature Stratocuster 0139100
A strong persuader and definite stylemaker/ the Gray Signature Strat captures Robert's
trademark tone and style. Outfitted with Custom Shop pickups, this guitar is truly unique. Play

it through a Vibro-King or a Super Reverb amp to nail his sound! Shown in Violet.

//The key points I wanted in

this guitar were: I wanted

it to be a simple workhorse

and / wanted it to scream...

and that's what it does/'

Photo by Robert Knight
www.robertcray.com
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James Burton Telecuster 0108602
Whether backing Ricky Nelson in the /50s or
Elvis in the '70s/ this Rock & Roll Hall of Famer's
playing is steeped in Tele® tone. Appropriately/
the James Burton Tele is loaded with modern
features yet retains that classic sound and feel
that James likes. Featuring a '50s //U" shaped

neck, three Fender-Lace™ Sensor pickups (Blue/

Silver, Red), and special 5-way Strat-o-Tele™

switching. Shown in his trademark Gold Paisley
on Black finish.

James Burton

Standard Telecaster 133602
The James Burion Standard Tele
features a 6-saddle bridge and Texas
Tele pickups. Seen here in Candy
Apple Red.

Photo by Clayton Call.

HI

Yngwie Malmsteen Strut 0107100
From his days in the '80s rock scene/ to sold-out

performances showcasing his classical influences

and prodigious technique, Swedish guitarist
Yngwie Malmsteen has remained truly a one-of-
a-kind artist. In addition to Yngwie's trademark

scalloped h-e^board and brass nut/ his signature

Strat features a unique pickup combination of

two DiMarzio YJM Pickups (Neck & Middle),
and one DiMarzio HS-3 Stack (Bridge), plus a
late '60s large headstock, original synchronized

tremolo, and aged plastic parts. Available with
Maple or Rosewood fingerboard. Seen here in

Vintage White.
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FENDER® ELECTRIC GUITAR PICKUPS

Custom /54 Stmt® Pickups 099-2112-000 Custom 54'Strat Set (3)

Surf's upl If you're looking for clean, edgy Strat tone thaf|cuts through to fhe front of the
band/ then you need the Custom /54Strat pickups. This cemented set of yintage-styleSfrat^
guitar pickups feature staggered/hand-beveled, Alnico ^magnets and Formvarm^
wound for classic bell tones, and clear harmonic enhctncemenh The bncl|ge piclcup is cafi^^
for increased, balanced output. OEM on the Custom Shop Dick Dale and American Classic
Stratocasters. Available in White only.

raeee®•• •]

Custom Shop Fat/50s Stratocaster® Pickups 099-2113-000 Fat'sosSiratSet (3)

Do you want the sound of a '50s Strait but with a Httie bit mo^
Custom Shop Fat /50s/The^ calibrated pickups are construct^ with hand fc
Alnico 5/s and Formvar magnet wire, The Fat r50s deliver erthancec^bass respcmse wH'houfthe
harsh mid-range. The mkldte pickup is reverse wound/reverse polarity for huw^^onG^
positions 2 &4. The blues neversouncled so sweet. OEM on ;ICusf<»m ^Shop ,/Showrnaster§SerJ6&;^
,Stratocasters/^aiIable;ih,White^on^ ^.,..,, - ., • ;;::^^;;:^;:; ^ '^^^e^^'^f^r^^^^

Custom $ho|»t^l$peciat^tlrat(Sckups Q9^iii^^^
T^e pickup th<rt red^hecl the Texas b^
$h'atocQster pickups with plenty of mid-rarige chirp^ ^r)^feJ|Hlgh^aftd tight bas$ Alnico 5 ^
magnate and en<ame1^oate<I^m
l^rov^m a reyersfr^ 2 & ^.
an<JyoO/refronspbrtedfc>dckfo Austin towatch another set from ^ J

• • •1

Original '57/'62 Stratocaster Pickups 099-2117-000 '57 ,'62 Strut single CoilSei (3)

Redesigned for d h-uer vintage tone. Reverse engineered from a coveted 63?ytntagi6s^S¥r'at,
tbesi& pickup^ deliver the ongjrial vintage Strat spond. Th? sfag^ered, beve1e<J|^cl|ge^
5 magnets with Formvqr magnet wire^prbduce glistening highs^and warm licwsthafrare
unmistqkably Nh+age. This Is the tojne^ OEM on American Vinteige Stratocaster giuntanSt
Available with aged white covers only. .,:^A ^ ^

NEW! Hot Noiseless Strut Pickups 099-2105-000 Hot Noiseless Strot Pickups Set (3)

^isNoiseles&pickyp setwa^ for Jeff Beck. Jeff wanted a bigger spunct^
^aiKJ better l^ftql^yna^ coil pickup could deliver, and he got exactly
jv/hot he^aii.^er^ new hQtter Noiseless design. Warm and f>unctv^neGK|iicl(up tone^^
twitba|feltvs^yfe^,arK^qbrid^ gain. Tlie clean h?^ri^6leftT^rn^
^ry^H^K?& piekap deliv^rs^^^^^ and sensitivity that has ever grac^ fh^Stroi*'^^

® e ® •

'̂e <»® ® ® ® ^ Vintage Noiseless Strut Pickups 099-2115-000 (Aged) Vintage Noiseless Strat Set (3) 099-2115-006 (Black)

Fender delivers single<oilftene\vit^
sacrificing that^ Fender souhd^peciatbewlededgeAlm^
magnetwire produce the j>Htliahtctonty, defiftiti^
in a Noiseless package. Each^ Vintage NCT
and resistor to enhance your Noiseless expenence. OEM on Am^icah^^^
Custom Shop Strgtpcaster guitars. AvaiJabl& in aged white and black. ^^^^^^^

Custom'69 Strut PickupS 099-2114-000 Custom'69Strot(3)

The w^mrn^FlQ^toye^^oesri/t have to end I The /6? Sl^^ickops have thejtone ypu/lt fqH in
iove^tK^^tlr^^ For a short period in the Jqte '60s, Fender used
alieighfr^gger^AlhtcoS'sandaspe^ which produeecT dear, transparent
highs and thumping lows. Each pickup is created/dated,andmitiale<JbyAb(gaitYbarra
wKohasbeeh^^djngpSc^
Strofocaster.Avcrilabl&in white only.

'0 ® • • •1
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FENDER® EIECTRIC GUfTAR PICKUPS

Like afiery bowl of Texas picqWe||^
output ^parUing^hjghs and o^eT)|^
chiaracteristrcs. Constrec^

^%^®?^^^^l?llr^^?lf^ positions 2 & 4, these
Plc|^^rc^ °?M on^®^^ in white only.

Fender® Luce-Sensors 099-2000-000

low nOTS® an^ l'n9h^ufPui^PNncr®^1^^e «'®spo"se and sustain, Fender/Lace-Sensor$ continue
Jisjie^me.Qf^urmosfp^

l£^^^&^a^?^l^? ^^
Guy^tratoca^s}^y^isj^

^aft^wssjT|e|B(ue? ^rm^an4^!lolucl^like^ah oIct^Os huml)ucker..Red is the scorcherwith high
oufput, lob oft Iniid-rangas harmfonics dhd cru nch like a hot hum bucker

IEW! Enforcer" Humbucker 099-2138 -ooo

The^EnfQree^Vflthouipe^pt^
bndj^ pQsition^Thecrunch^ri^R
w^n ^u ^^^<^^ can groove in the^weet
spo^^^yoor:<^p^;%|$::pi<^^oy?e^
Kumbuclces^ ^jon^^c'ontrot'pereon/ the Enfor^r'wrrt bumiriyow

© 0 © ©

'•-• e • •

^-_<» % % %-
Seymour Duncan

Seymour Duncun® - Pearly Gates Plus 099-2135-000 S.D. Pearly Gates Plus Humbucker

^^ collaborated^^
|(n^uc]^^c^^
iSOIC?c<li"TIBI^^i?lsmn&^
^Sl^iy?ii(^^al^i^ ^^UM^ ^^ with singlereoiJ'equipped i nsirumenis^We^
lil^?^lll.^N^ucf<ai^n?. tcNlc^ ^r d wiety of ^witchjnQ options to increasfr your
|t^t'^<?^jlities^{5^ '• ': . ^ / ' i-,\'^';.,: ''-^ ^;;} -1

ex-Mex Humbucker 0992136000

CJassfc|Rut^uelcerSoun€i|trke^
qualjties^fijQmfhat^g^
^^il^^^t^^^^^^^1®^^ lwith a warm,'
fHl^|alance^^utp^|T^^|^
i?N^^W^^^^%^d^^0?1^^0
StTCliOnOG|^^ ^ ^^^f:;/. l<^i^;;.^'''~^.^;'-'';''ll'~' " :/

'^•^ 0 • •

-•e ^ e

e.e • • e

Atomic Humbucker 099-2125-000 DH-I white Neck 099 2124-000 DH-1'White Bridge

]^^^^H^UC^r^^ in Fender's pickup arsenal. It offers a
^ll^rivjng ntid.range^th^theb^ overtones, and the top end is just right for
tfcrunchyedge. Atomic'sflre a great choice for players who love rock solid rhythm, crunch
<3ncj^xpresswe soloing.

lack Dove'" Pickups 099-2107-000 Black Dove Bridge 099-2108 000 Black Dove Neck

rt1e|Np^I>ove^s ^ design has its roots
sn ^^^-^tar^^ ew^ /50S^^ blues players wanted a warm sweet
N>"^||%ff>l(i18ir instrument. This pickup design has endured as a classic jazz, blues/and rock
fqvx^for decode^^deijtver$anch,H^
a^soiotn^tone^hat'siirtgs..^ 4^^^^y'':'; ;;:f^~:^ '•::- ^'::/,; : •
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FENDER® ELECTR/C GUITAR P/CKUPS

Custom Shop Texas Tele® Pickups 099-2121-000 Texas Tele-Brdg/Nck

Here/s sometHteg for you die ha^r^ players These pverwou nd Tele pickups
are constructed with Alnico 5 magneb^ enamel coated magnet wire. The bridge
pickup features height staggered magnets and a^G^ steel bottom plate for
increased output, presence and mid-range,whHe ^^^ cover on the neck

pickup produces a clear warm tone Apt only a true Custom Shop Tele pickup can do.
From Merle to Metal, the Texas Tele will demand their attention.

;PV

Original Vintage Telecuster® Pickups 099-2119-000 Original Vintage Tele Pickup Set (2)

Recently redesigned for an accurate vintage Tele tone. Made with the samo lyiateriats
and specifications of an early 19'50s Telecaster pickup, the Original VintOjge Tete<caster
speaks with extremely accurate vintage Tele twang. Made with Alnico 3 magnets,
enamel coated magnet wire these pickups duplicate the warmth and edge^ha1'you/cl
come to expect from Fender. The bridge pickup sports the trodifional copper-plated steel
base plate for that extra mid-range punch while warmth and clarity is coaxed from the
nickelplated steel covered neck pickup. ^

Vintage Noiseless Tele Pickups 099-2116-000 Vintage NoiselessTele Set (2)

'^uw!^g^^^^6Qs^ that's the Vintage Noiseless Tele
p^ckOR^ ^^e^tb the sa the Noiseless Strat, but voiced for that
froditwin<3lj^l&tone^^ and enamel coated magnet wire along
wil+^^nd^Noueless technology ^ a unique vintage sound that is quiet. The
necttptckup has d nickel-silvercoverfor added Glarity while the bridge pickup was
deyetope^to produce the traditional "twang" youAd expect from a Telecaster. Each
piclciup sports a very stylish Noiseless logo. OEM on the American Deluxe Telecaster.

"^
Custom Shop "Nocaster" Pickup 099-2109-000 Nocaster Pickup Set (2)

Redesigned to sound just like the original/ the Fender Npcast®rwptckup Is ^
heritage. Alnieo 3 magnets/ enamel coated magnet wire and a zinc shielding ptelte
to recreate the real deal with great Telehvang and sniooth mid
.CustomShop Telecast'ers.,' 1.:; ",,,:;'' •'' '1 :li'';1,:'/. 1 • •^^ „ /:1^;,:^:^.::;:1':,' :l:^:l^:h^.l:'! ::^')

Telecaster Pickguurds

Replacement pickguard for /52
American Vintage (U.S.) and 50/s
(Mexico) Telecaster.

099-2019-000 Black 1-Ply
099-2153-000 GoldAnodized

Replacement pickguard for American,
American Standard, Hot Rod and Deluxe
Series Telecasters (U.S.). Standard &
Deluxe Series Telecaster (Mexico).

099-1355-100
099-1355-200
099-1355-000
099-1356-000
099-1375-000
099-2154.000
099-2150-000
099-2151-000
099.2152-000
005-4058-000
004.8638-000

Polished Chrome
Polished Gold
White 3-Ply
Black 3-Ply
Parchment 3-Pty
Mint Green 3-Ply
White Moto 4-Ply
Black Moto4-Ply
Tortoise Shell 4-Ply
Hot Rod TeleHB, White Moto4-Ply
Tele Plus, White Moto2-Ply
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FENDER® PICKGUARDS

One of the great things about Fender instruments is that you can
change the look of your instrument with relative ease. One of the
easiest ways to accomplish this is to replace the pickguard! Fender
offers ayanety of pickguards with different pickup configurations
ancl materials to help you add a personal touch to your favorite
Fender instrument.

(i<kguards for
i True Custom look!

Vant to make your guitar flash? How about something
ompletely different? Fender introduces new polished and

.ngine-turned Strat® pickguards. Reflective pickguards are
»eavy plated with real chrome and gold, while the 'Engine
urned/ pickguards sport an industrial machined look.

undurd Strutocaster® - 11 Hole

W360-100 Polished Chrome
r '99-1360-200 Polished Gold

andard Telecaster® - 8 Hole

^
'0;

^nl:

99-1355-100

99-1355-200
Polished Chrome
Polished Gold

^
gine-Turned Pickguards

'^9-1378-000 Std Strat Eng. Turned Clear
^9-1379-000 Std Strat Eng. Turned Black
^9-1380-000 Std Strat Eng. Turned 1-HB/2-SC Clear

! ^9.1381-000 Std Strat Eng. Turned 1-HB/2-SC Black
99-1382-000 Std Sfrat Eng. Turned 2-HB Clear

'99-1383-000 Std Sh-at Eng. Turned 2-HB Black

rat 1-HB/l-VolMofo Pickguurd New!

<o you want to turn your

trot guitar into a punk rock
nonster like Tom Delonge/s of
1 link-182/ then try one of our
i ew One Humbucking White
; earl pickguards. This baby is

s simple as it gets! There's
nly one pickup and knob
ole on this pickguard/ so
jrn your guitar and amp

) eleven and get ready to
nter the mosh piti

^:n'!gSS

99-1384-000 Strat 1-HB/l-Vol Moto Pickguard
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FENDER® ELECTRIC GUITAR STRINGS
Original 150s - Pure Nitkel Ball End Sets .009 .0^ •°16-

.024 .032^0^

^^ii^^iiiii^iWiWiS^^^S^SSSSiiiiiiiS^^^^^W^^iVii^^
'^iii^^i^sSi'^iyii^^Sii^^^iiiii^^^^ii^i^i^^^^^K^^0^^in Sitiilll
^^^||ir|^|i||l^|||<|||eil|^ .|:||l||||

'ff^^sQ^f^i^^^^s'^^^sis^^
l05r?.6lS^^g%iilXl®i9Q^
:^72j<ii|o-ooa|%^
:^3^30«!^^%^:&^QO^
,<)73<150^%i^^;®'.Q^^T3^C^^
j07^-ait3<)^^®?a^&^ffN(Ni3f^
i^TO^iMii^ i^^^^u^i^^
^7^1S^^^%^%^:'®0^tfi^?2i^^^

h^ici^
py^NlCKfLWOUND

-ORIGINAL 150S

BB^B

}-f^Sfi
Original Bullets™ • Pure Nickel Bullet End Sets

\^^iSJi?JSttVta'iff^vH^^^^

^iiAi^it^i^
||i;;^^(i;1(r^^l^-e^u5^^^|ectrJc

|ts|ickefcE^lleftM-^^

•€^

Si;;a?073-3150.0?
||§|. 073-3.159^

073-app93
0738133^0.004

i;.;;,.;^mf^150.005
IIIIU^PSI 50.006
iiilii!lje^3.3150.008

.oos/.011 /;8i(^(fa2/.03b/siaisi.;t

.010/.OTS|^:5/^^^J|^||||jgi||i|||j||;|||;|

.010/^l^^^^lllllllllllljllllllgil
•WS^MS^^^i^SiSSiSiffSSiSSB^

''M^WWSSSiiiii^^^i^mSSiS^^i^miSKiSSi^^
'^lisL'.^^'^^^i^

'^^s'^^iiiiS^iSws^il^E^^^
gi^|ii2^i^^iit%^sai^^i^^ ti;^i
'^i^sf>^SiiS^iiiigi:i^
^3d[^^6<sjis|^^iii0j^^
,^|2||^|gj||^;g^3^ "li(
^s^^^tii^iiy^^^t^^^iKSSSi.. ...^
f;iQ:^t(S?||^|||g;|y^'^1^16|^^ . ;|g': :.J^

'::;S?li:;:N^^|^;^?^:^;)^%A"
wt^^^ifc^i4^!<!l"^tage;§^^TB^^
^lf^^i^St^^^^ Sh-a(:ian(f;nte:;' ':'''";;;^;?:.p7' ~ '^SSi

GI

^'<&vic(<̂
Nia^P]ATEDST£EL

-SUPER 250s

.on •o16.

^^IC^
NlCKELP^^gEl-
iUpER-BUI.LETS9

Super Bullets® • Nitkelplated Steel Bullet End Sets

|(^|>1fhT^stnn|l0||i||i^|l|^||t|^^
|^|^^|^?e^|j|[||||K|||i^
|||||||ifren|^|j||||^;|irtN|jj|^
;^8^2^®.Mn^;,i;;i^.. .oo8/^tiic|i|i^^o^^;|^|i',|;;;^^^
|,®3S|^¥BO^*g||j^|; .009/|l||ii|||2|^2t[|(||;||||g:;^.|^^t^
^(fe^j^^l?g®|'^j.,,g,(^t^iiij^^
^<^25^^;'IiJ^^^%6tQ^^
^07^^0^::;:^;;'^^

;yO^^(y^^i;^^;^^i;,;l;Q»|{^OT4^l»ii?^^^
^07^^^;''^^:?W^,I^.QT:Z/^1^

%'Ay^^^j(tjj^qU^BI;S^<llid^^Ott$tar^ , ^?;^N'^:/:^%:;::^:;:^:l;:!;-;E.S^'r^':'1?^

.OZ4 .052 ,04^

low Tension NPS Strings

.l.^.tW^rfaoi^n^niea^^lte^
^he^co^ri^ltl^
^^^uteompr'Qn'iising ttre^'ton^. Available only in ball end.:^;:,;^'pil^\i||^^^i^;j1^ ;^|ii:|^6^j|;j^;:i:^.i^ ^^^|;

0^2S<H)0»^r^:: U501 ^t.SO^Olt^QT^
073-1250<0i6; ;QI;yiOR^^^ ^

h^iJ^i
N^K£LP]AT?SIEEL

-LOWTENSION
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FENDER® ELECTRIC GUITAR STRINGS
iper 250s 7 - Nickelpluted Steel Ball End

ix Super 25©$aF6i^o®d - Seven are bet^^Tdke your playing to new depths with the Super 250s?rrstrii^
^t. Everyf|iing;Y<;:^i^%y^^ design, but with just a little extra. Moreplayers^^niever?
;re fyrnmg |tos^^;s?n^^ demanding needs. Fender has answered the call withgSuRei^
'50s:7's!;lAydtla^(6^i]r^J|g[h^a^ ,;• . •^jll®1'^'^

/3.025Q-07'3

73-Q2SO-076

7L^:

7M,'

:AP?/.011/.016/.024/.032/.042/.052
;,.0tfi/.013/.017/.026/.036/.046/.056

-SESSk.
lb •()->-»P .032 .042 .052

^^^,n •())6 -^ ^ ^
^f) .064

Subsoni< • Subsonk Nickel Plated Steel Sets

Jhe name says it all. The gyitar that was-cteign^;^j||!^f£^ the comfortable
^ feel of a six-string) now has ifs^owh specially cJ^tgni6c|s(^^ scale and
Nickelplated Steel desigfl^ltowfor^StilMOnfe'p<^ifiy|j^,^^ string! Available
'in light and mediunft;gau^es."''"^,.^--:.^:^^:;:<';^^

073.1080.003

073.1080.006

:On/;01<S(/.02^/;03^C)4^/^$.» ; ;S
WI/W^/.OW^/^^.O^Q^JO^

ainless 350s - Stuinless Steel Ball End Sets

aeJirfg the need to|^|n6^Hp^Pender Stainless 350s could be yourgns\v^/^i^ls^^i§S)'ciJ^t'R^
utpul'strings that w^^joejJFHe pure stainless steel wrap has a bigb;resistahcel|%;<H^acid and sweat forg
.)rigtt|? and bright, ^MSltftlht'tbne. These strings are made ofthe;sflini^:m^feriat-,a^ ont^s
imeiicism.JSeries Guitars. Now that's tough! ^ ^S? i^

'73^S6^G^,S;SsK.
•73-Q.a$CflQAf%^?;frl-

,: .0.6?/.011 ,.016/.024/.032/.042

;^;01:0,/.013/.017/.026/.036/.046:

•OIL .016 .024

^icfs
"s's^^s

f
.-—2--.1^-^s^

009 -orL .016

^tcfs^
-^INLESS_ST£EL
STA'WLESS~8ULLETS;:

Stuinless Bullets™ -3350s Stainless Steel Bullet End Sets

Ok, so you want itdt()|do ya? Hig|i|^|j||pi^'g|]O^^^Q^^ Doesn't sound possible? Well it
is! We com^jp^id.sM.M'iltainless 3^t^|ijrt(^tj!ir|iBl1^»^dBy^ of the
al)(3v6,i:li?tj)||or lfcii|||ianding |i!|^|ii|^-|ert;a^.'ciTKl^^ faiacl^!' \-':i:y^

^:;Q?3^3;Sffi003,,., ^ 'WS'i^MS^Q^^'t/SSS^O^. '^.
^o^^s&i;^-"'''•R?''^^ies^^,/»^

—^

ainless Flatwounds • Bull End Sets

'Easyonjtbe fingers, d^d'pteasarit.^;tl»^(6rtei;:Fei^p^tt
of musicians over the years; Everyriiring^rGtn^Flly^rf to
.trinfif.combines the long life pf sf'ainless st»jel v^^c^oo ffKiitl^
3est flqtwpund strings;:pn^he^inarket^,:^^-ll''-^-''--;^/^'.^^:^-:^ ^':,:'-.^.-1.''11'.;^-:-

•I^^E".F?

•<73.005Q.002 ; / Xl, ..0!H/.014/.622/'.p30^P4@/<Q50

07;}-Q050003,, .A^J.: ^: .,Q32/^»/^2.4/.Q33/;042^(35^
373-OOS13-008 ^, :X: M ^ .01^,OI7/^2<S/.034/.i?4.4/AS4^
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FENDER* ELECTRIC GUITAR ACCESSORIES

With over 50 years in the business, we have

thousands of parts available—far too many

to list! Stop into your loca/ authorized Fender

dealer, or visit wwvy.fender.com, to see

the wide variety we have to offer.

From gold hardware fo pickups

to strings and picks, we've

got you covered!
1^<<^

fi A C £ fA ^ ^.

ft t N U S N ;;•

^

'!|SE%1;

:"VS!S!SSSK:

^^UACi-^£^ "A C, f. ?A '••

Sfe^lS"1'
iiilSPC

1*1*1*

••••It

3

^il1^

a
•I^

8^1K^Kwii
h.lt; -^B

<̂\'

K^i
^•"s
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2003 FENDER® GUITAR AND BASS COLORS

01 White Blonde 02 Lake Placid Blu

09 Candy Apple Red 19 Sage Green Metallic 21 Natural 22 Sunset Orange Transparent 25 Chrome Red ve 31 Aged Cherry Sunburst

.i^S.1
44 Shoreline Gold 45 Teal Green Metallic 47 Sienna Sunburst32 Brown Sunburst 38 Crimson Transparent

^.^m^
56 Shell Pink 57 Surf Green48 Tenl Green Transparent 50 Butterscotch Blonde 51 Sky Blue

1 i

63 Graffiti Yellow 66 Burgundy Mist 67 Honey Blonde 75 Midnight Wine 76 Midnight Purple 80 Arctic White 81 Surf Pearl 82 Candy Tangerine

83 Ice Blue Metallic 91 Chrome Silvei 95 Chrome Blue 96 Orange 86 Bright Sapphire 48 Teal Green Transparent 92 Walnut 85 Bright Amber Metallic

While every effort has been made to ensure accurate color representation,
colors are as close as 4-color process printing allows and may vary from the actual finish.
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2003 FENDER® ELECTRIC GUITAR SPECmCATIONS
SERIES

Auiiiun Daun SEIIES

AuEHOuiDEuraSiMiS

AusticAN Daun SERIES

AMERIUN DEUIK SiBES

Aniiiow DEIUKE SEIIES

AUEBIUN SillEi

AMERIUH SERIES

ANEBIUN SEBIES

ANERIUN Siiiis

AUERIUN SERIES

AMEBOUI SKIES

AMERICAN SERIES

AUIUN SfECIU SERIES

AUEIIUN SPHM SEUES

AUEBIUN Sfidil SERIES

AUERIUN SfEtUt SEMES

ANIUUH SPECIU SillES

Anipm Spiau Siiiis

AUEUN VINTAGE SERIES

AUERIUN VlHItGE SEUiS

Aumow VTOEE SEUES

Amun VUGE Sinis

hs»U» VlNTtGE SillEi

AUERIUN VlNTtGE SiBES

ANEUN VMUGE SillES

AMERIUN VlKKCt SEMES

hitticm VmcE SEIIES

Ami SEBIES

Am SEIIES

AHTIST SEUES

AmiT SERIES

ARTIST SENES

Am SHIES

Anisi SEMES

Am SHIES

Anisi SEMES

AIIIST SBIES

AlTIST SERIES

ARBST SERIES

CUBSIC Sniii

CljBSIC SEIIES

CUKSIC SEIIii

Cussit SEBis

Cussic SEIIES

Cusac SEMES

Cussic SKIES

CLBSIC SKIES

Cussic Sniis

Cussic Sus

Cussic SHIES

DELUB Sims

Vfwn SEIIES

DtUIHE SERIES

Dim SEIIES

DE™ SEIIES

DELUXE SERIES

Daiu SERIES

Dim Sims

DEIIKE SERIES

DiLUIE SEMES

DiLUIE SilliS

Diiun SERIES

Hienmr'SmEs

HiGHwn 1 SHIES

HlGHWtY 1 SEIIES

Hienw 1 SEIIES

HBNW 1 SERIES

Hm»Y 1 SEBES

HlGUW 1 SERIES

HIT ROBBEB AUEMUN SEIIES

HOI (ODDED AMEilUN StlliS

HUT BODBEB AUEMUH SEIIES

HOT RBBBB) A«tUU» SEMiS

HOT RCBBED AMEIIUN SillES

SficitL bmm SBIB

SPECM Enmo« SEIIES

SPECIAL EDITION SERIES

SPEOM Enincn SillEi

SmuL EDim SEIIES

SFECIU EBITIBN Sniis

SfiQAL Imm SERIES

SFECUL Enmn« SEBES

SnmwD SEIIES

SHNDAID SEIIES

STANMBD SHIES

SUNDMB SEIIES

SUNBlWD SiIIES

SUIIBAHD SERIES

SKNDUB SiilK

STMBMB SEMES

MODEL

FnSmiHSS
FnSmHSSw/DL-T
STMTOOmiR

SiRnousiffi LH

TaittsiEi

SnAlousm

SnuoottHR HAID T»ll

STMIOUSIBI LH

TilEUSTiR

TEUUSHI HH

TilKASTCR HS

TEiiusniLH

SnnSpEciuHSSw/l-T

Sm-0-SoNic DV I

STO-&.SOMCDVII

TEIE.SBNIC

famm DE
TOiONlDB HH

'52TilEUSTCl

'52TiuusiERLH

'57 Smiocuiii

'57 SmTnusHR LH

'62Cusm«TniusTER

'62J»G»»R

'62 JlBZMSTffi

'62 STMTBUSTER

'62 SlUTOOBTCI IH

BUUD» Gm Pniu DOT SIMI

BlltDf G»Y SlMI

Em CIOTM STHUOUSTER

JUNES BunoNSiD.Tni

JUNES Bu™ Tilt

jEffBiUSnAi

JlNUIE V»U6«f STRAI

MUDDY WUEISTEU

ROBERT Cm SIMI

SlBIEB»YV»U6»»«STRAT

Tnu DEUNE; STRAI

YNEKIi MlMSHEI SffiU

'50s STIUOUSIER

'50s TEUOKIBI

'60s STMTOSIEI

'60s TEIKASIB

'WTilElNUE

70s SnwntAsmi

'72 TEU CUSTOM

'72TiuTNUE

Buii Fum SraiiocASTii

PHISIB SIUTBUSHI

COMFETmOH MUSTANG

AcousnsuNlt STMT

CVCLIME

Ciaoiill

DBL.FUSTMTNH

DomiEFnSmiTHHwA-T

FtiSmHSS

FuSmuHSSw/L-T
N»S«VIUE Pomi TELE

NASNULitTat

SUPEI Snu

PnmmsE STUT

TBRBNMO

HIGHWAY 1 Suowwisnt HH

Hnamm 1 SHBWWBTER HSS

HmuvlSmuHSS
Hl6HWA» 1 STIAT

HlEBWIY 1 STR»I IH

HlGNW 1 TEIEOSTER

Hl6«W»Y 1 TBROIUDO

DBUBIE Fw Sn»i

BOUILE FIT STIAT HT

FmSntTTmsSfEau

NUIIVILU B-BiNBEB

SmOCASIEB TGUS Sl'ECIAL

CusmuTaiusTERFMTHH

Esauni Cusiou Cimc

EsaunE CUSTOM GT

EsauiRi Cusion SCTRFIDN

SnowMjUTEi CEIHC H

SUBWIUSIil H

SnouMtSTiR HH

SUBWIUSTEI ScOiFION HH

FAT SHUT HSS

FuSmiHSSw/L.T
Rounn RUD» STIAT

SmmusTit

SmnicAsm IN

STB STUTOUSIER S»71«

TiUUSTil

Tiiiusm IK

MODEL NUMBEBT

010-1100 RW 01010-1102M
B10-H90RW oi 010.1192 M
010-1000 RW OR 010-1002 M
010-1020 RWni 010-1022 M
0104600 RW 010104602 M
011-7400 RWni 0)1-7402 M
0)1-7430 RW 01 OH-7432M
011-7420 RWni 011-7422 M
011-8400 RWni01l-t402M
011.8700 8Wn« 011-8702 M
011-8600 RWnp 0)1-8602 M
011-8422
llO-iSOORW 01110-6502 M
01M600
mM700
010-1800

011-0600
011-0700
010-0202
010.0222
010.0102
010.0122
010.6200
(11(H)900
0104800
OIBOOO
OIO-OKO
013-8802

010-7802

011.7602
013.8602

010-8602
011-9600

013-9202
013.850B

013.9100

010-9200
013-8200
010-7100 RW oi 010.7102 M

013-1002
013-1202
013-1000

013-1600

013-6902
013-70BORWo> 013-7002 M

013-7500 RW 01013-7502 M
013-7402

027-9302
027-9102

025-3700
013-9700

013-0500
013.0600

013-3300

113-3300

013-3100
113-3100

013-5000

013.5300 RW oi 013-5302 M

013-9400 BW d 013-9412 M

013-9500 RW OR 013-9502 W
013.0700
111-1900

ni-isno
011-1700

011-1100 RW 01 OH-1102M

011-1120
011-1200 RWot 011-1202 M

011.0800
011-7200
011.7230

011.7900 RWni 011-7902 M
011-8342
011-7300 RWni 011-7302 M
026.2000
026-1200
026-2200
026-1600
02M400

026.1500
026-1900
026-1800
013-4700 RW OR 0)3-4702 M
113^1700
013-4660

013-4600 RW 01013-4602 M
01M620RWOR01M622M
1)13^400 RWni 013^1402 M
013-5102
013-5122

FINISH

AUIEI: 00,06,25,82; ASH: 31,48, PLY

ALBi«:00,06,25,82;Asn:31,48,PLY

AIDE!: 0», 06, 25,82; ASH: 31,48, PLY

ALDEH:00,06,25;Asn:31,FlY

Auil:00,06,25,82;Asn:31,48,PLY

00,05,06,25,51, 95, PLY

00,05,06, 25,PLY

00,05,06,25,PLY

Au)Ei:00,05,06,25;Asn:03,21,PlY

06,25,43,95,PLY

06,25,43,95,PLY

00,06,PLY

00,06,09,41, PLY

32,38,50, PLY

32,38,50, PLY

32,38,50,PLY
38,50,PLY
38, 50,PLY
50.NCL
50, NCL
Hum: 03,06,08,57,83; Aa: 01, NCL

03.NCL
00,06,24, 83,NCL

00,05,06,08,57,83, NCL

00,05,06, 08,57, 83, NCL

00,05,06,08,57, 83, NCL

00, NCL
06, PLE
03,67, PLY
05,06,43,58,71, PL1

09, PLE
10,11,23,77, PIY

05,57, PLY
03,05,06,09, PLE

09,PLE
00,24,36, PIE

00, PLY
04,06,57, 63,PLE

09,41,72, PLY
03,04,05,06,54,57, PIE

01,03,06, FIE
00,02, B5,06,56, 66, PIE

05,06,09,PLE

MA:03,06,2);Asn:00,FLE
00,05,06,21, PIE

00,06,PLE

on, 21, PLE

50, PLY
50,PLY

02,09

27,38,39,43, PIE
06,09,63,96,PLE

04,09,PIE
06,43,PLE

06,43,PIE

06,43,PLE
06,43,PIE
06,09,32,80,PLE

06,09,32,80,PIE
06,32,38,67, PIE

06,09,43, 63, PIE

06,43,63,96,PLE

06,43,)1,SPLY

06,43,91,SFLY

20,39,92,SNCL
27,38,39,48,67, SNCL

27,38,67, SNCL
00,04,38,67,SNCL

06,43,91,SPIY
Au)El:00,06,81,91;As»:47,PLY

AuE«:00,06,81,91;As«:47,PlY

Am: OB, 06,81,91; ten: 47, PLY
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tiVE FAST, 9W [OUD!
Guitar... it's within your grasp. It will whisper your fears, speak your

mind, scream your rage and sing your passions.

Are you passionate about your music and want to channel that energy

through a cool guitar or bass of your own? The desire to play music

marks the beginning of a life-long relationship between you and your

instrument. It's a journey of self-expression and discovery that is very

empowering and rewarding.

With a Squier® guitar or bass, you can explore your limits and find

your voice. You/ll find yourself thinking about it day and night, working

out new riffs in your sleep, and wanting to have your guitar with you

at all times. The satisfaction and fun of expressing your thoughts,

moods and experiences will take you beyond your wildest dreams.

So what/s your passion? Are you inspired by the raunch and roll

of heavy guitar-laden bands? Or are the punchy, power-

pop players on your radio dial more your style? Whether

you/re into rock, rap, pop or hip-hop, folk or funk, blues

or ballads—plugged in or not-we've got a Squier for you.

Dare to dream, and we'll help you do so.

Guitar...it's within your grasp.

Squier Showmaster™ HH
with S&ull & CrossSiofles

\. '

.^ ;

132-3300-506

Make a statement and ride the lightning to top of the metal scrap heap
with the new Showmaster HH Skull & Crossbones axe. It sounds great, and

has plenty of attitude to spare! Featuring Squier's style and playability at
an affordable price! The solid Basswood body has a bolt-on Maple neck/
Rosewood fingerboard with Skull & Crossbones inlays. It features 24 medium
jumbo frets/ reverse "small" headstock/ a double humbucking pickup

configuration and offers the licensed Floyd Rose® tremolo. Offered in Black.

^

t • <t
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M
iason Elljs Showmaster 132-3000

M

In the market for a cool /n' unique guitar? This Squier® Showmasf-er™ guitar is

inspired by celebrated skateboarder and guitarist/ Jason Ellis, and features a 24
Fret neck, reverse headstock, and boasts the same sleek body design that the

jShowmaster™ Series models are famous for. This guitar comes equipped with

|a Duncan-Design® Detonator™ humbucking pickup in the bridge position and a
|,single-coil neck position pickup. It also has Jason's specially designed graphic
|ogo on the body signifying 'balance/ Also featuring a solid Basswood body
with a bolt-on Maple neck and Rosewood flngerboard/ dot inlays/ and medium
Ijumbo frets. Available in Black Metallic and Metallic Red.

t\

'Jason Ellis photographed by Frank Barbara.
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These gorgeous guitars are offered as Special Limited

Editions, so get yours before they/re gone! Boasting

bold finishes, specialized pickguards, matching

headcaps, and hardware, these instruments give the

appearance of instruments costing much, much more.
IBB1

Showmaster™ HH HplofIaSre 032-2600

Showmaster™ HH Grafitti Yellow ; ^

liBI

Standard Strat®-Electriv Blue with matching
headcap, blacif hardware and picirguard 0321603 551

100 Squier Guitars



Sts ^ Strat®-Mar White with matchiiig
hes ^ blad hardware and picfrguard 032-1605

Standard Stratc
SilyerEiurst with ?earlpi(( picffguard
032-1603-597

s
FipwmasterT
jimmy Shine®" graphic 032-2801

Standard Strat®
Cherry Sunburst with
Mint Green pidguard

032-1603-530

•••N•••1liliSii

ta; ;ar(? Strat®-yintage White wi!

[trpi iShellpickguard 032-1603580

y^^TE/f. ^

Bullet® Special
Orange with Nad parts

and hardware 032.0000-548

www.fender.com



T Om DeloNGe StrAT oCasfr 131-8200

Inspired by the axe played by Tom Delonge of; blink-182, this simple and
straightforward Strat® guitar design incorporate&fl single volume knob with a
Duncan-Design™ Detonator™ humbucking pickiyj^f hard-cy^ipower-pop is your
bag, this is the perfect rocker - w'rth an unbetiey^le price f^^S^\

Details include: an Alder body with bolt-on Maple neck, R3se^ybod fingerboard,
hard-fail bridge, dot inlays and medium-jumbo frets, plus an engraved Tom Delonge
neckplate. Pictured in Surf Green. . - .

Tom Delonge photographed by Neil Zlozower.
www.blink182.com
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131-1600

STanDArd
StrftTpCaster®

Often imitated but never matched, the Strat®
guitar is a classic American design. Why buy

a no-name knock-off when Squier® offers

a real Stratocaster, designed and backed
by Fender®? From the look and feel/ to the

quality of its components, these are guitars that
value-conscious musicians have been waiting for!

The new Squier Standard Stratocaster plays great

with a traditional vibe and modern feel. Recently
upgraded throughout, these classics stand alone.

Player-friendly features like the 22-fret fingerboard
and a slimmer neck make for easier playing and

choke-free bends. Plus, Alnico single-coil pickups!

Choose from a Maple or Rosewood flngerboard.

The die-cast tuners are lifetime-lubricated for years

of trouble-free service and tuning stability. A new

twin-pivot bridge with satin-anodized saddles
provides smooth tremolo action. Pictured in

Candy Apple Red and 3-Tone Sunburst.
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032-1700STanDard fftt StrftT*.
StanDArd DouBLe Fat stRftt 032-1800

Able to go from raw and ragged to smooth and mellow,
humbucking pickups have a tonal range all their own.
If you like the versatility of mixing a humbucker with
single-coils/ we've got a guitar for you/ in a Fat and

Double Fat versions.

Our Fat Strat features the girthsome tone of a high-output
humbucker in the bridge position, while the neck and
middle positions are fitted with classic single-coil pickups.
The Fat Strat features a /70s big headstock, and Squier's
slimmer, fast-action neck profile and 22 frets for enhanced
playability. Pictured in Black Metallic.

Every humbucker-equipped Standard Strat gets our custom

blackout treatment—black pickguard, black knobs, black
trem-tip and black pickup covers.

Single-coil pickups are bright and versatile/ but some

players just need the crunch and power of two humbuckers

sh-aight-up. If you're that kind of player our Double Fat
Strat was designed for you. Pictured in Shoreline Gold.
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032-1200 STanDRrd tEteCaster
»STd. fftT tEteCaster032-1300

The Standard Telecaster features a fast-action
neck profile modeled after a late '60s Tele®.

A hot single-coil pickup in the bridge position
provides all the bite you want for stinging leads.

Choose the Standard with its single-coil neck
pickup/ or the Fat with a humbucker in the

^ neck, and find your own voice. Pictured in

^ ' Candy Apple Red and Vintage Blonde.

;*^

^x

?" Chuck Prophet in the studio
with his Squi'er Standard Tele

Photo by Mike Prosenko
'www.chucfcprophef.com

Blues artist Deborah Cofeman and her Tele.

••Pftttto fay Pat Johnso n
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F%tely
IrOfesSional S&ate&oarder
"Whether I'm writing poems or

songs, playing my guitar, or ridir"
my skateboard, for me i'f/s all abo^

seff-expresston. Being creative an<
having fun doesn/f require talent
and there are no ru/es. It's allaboi

being an individual doing your
own*hm9, ge"*"9 i* out there and]

puffing it down. The creative pursue

is its own cfesrinafionand its own

reward. If fs what makes our lives

inferestin9 and co/orfu/. There/s

hope and faith in music, painting,

skateboarding... in doing your
own thing/ whatever if is. * beh'eve]

that through art we can change tht
world. Someft'mes ff/s as simp/e at

picking up a guitar."

'A.



For something totally different, check out the Squier®
Jagmaster. A collision of vintage vibe and modern design,

the Jqgmaster is an alternative that works. The solid Alder
body is inspired by the

Fender Jaguar®, but the

Jagmaster features d

full 25.5'\scale length
-L ^H^P^ ^or enhanced snap and

response.

Two high-output hum-
buckers and a standard

tremolo make the

SquierJagmaster

perfect for guitarists
blazing their own trail.

Pictured in Silver Sparkle,
jCandy Apple Red and

Montego Black.

JAGmaSteR

t.

~-®^

/'

I

H

t>

^..^
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'.-f^

youreftdyji^II
Wanna step into a meaty,"
you mean business? Then strap

set-neck guitars are ail abou^

Designed™ humbucking pickups
models. The shorter 24-3/4*
feel and allows greater pl

y

M-50

c^ punct
if pur Series

fow hAltearned
into ^^^ody, semi-F

fgfhybence the name" Series 24—hell
up and down the neck.

034-5000

The M-50 features two humbucking pickups that pack a hefty punch, plus the jumbo
nickel silver frets and dot inlays make it a breeze to play. Want a guitar that'll set you
apart from the pack? Well/ this is the real deal! Pictured in Crimson Red.

M-70 034-7000

The M-70 is equipped with all the essential tools you'll need to rock the house!
Featuring a single cutaway, set-neck body, jumbo frets and dot inlays, the M-70's got
Duncan Designed™ humbucking pickups onboard for maximum crunch. Pictured in
Moon Blue and Black. 0 ^

nM-H 034-7700

If you're a playe^segl^&a tcaciitional-style instpumiint with Duncgn Desigr
pickups that looks, ^^ds, anV phays like a guiNjrJl^^the prj<
The M-77 sounds amazfrrgl Feiiti^igq single ^it&^|^'fl^:^ wil^^l-in M<
neck and Rosewood fingerboarc^^ved Map^^||hd tnulti-SSffl^ack/j
binding, this beauty has a snappy ^^|<gnd ailte(^t|ye tone all its owny
Cherry Sunburst.

buWAh DESIGNED

!
-L-——

-.^"?-ire<

»9^ /9^s9yy
All sef-neck Series 24 guitar? "feature '• «

genuine Duncan Designed'" humbucking pickups.

108 Squier Guitars
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Roger Clyne and
the Peacemakers'

Steve (.arson gives

his Squi'er M-77 the

www.azpeacemakers.com

Photo by Cyndi'Bertogni.com
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S-65ItJ 034-6500

Just starting out/ or looking for
something a little bit different? The S-65
was made for you! The slim neck and
jumbo frets make it a breeze to playj
Pictured in Black.

S-73 034-7300

The double cut-away/ set-neck S-73 will

melt in your hands! From its solid body
and Rosewood fingerboard to the
Duncan Designed™ double humbucking
pickup configuration/ the S-73 offers lots
of features for the low cost of admission.

Pictured in Wine Red Metallic.

(£,—&

r%
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034-2000

One of the most versatile guitars
that Squier'8' offers/ the tone and

versatility of the Starfire make it the
perfect choice for players looking to

cover all styles of music from rock

and blues, to jazz and country—and

everything in between.

This beauty offers the most in
features in a traditional-style/ electric

semi-hollow body design with set Maple
neck, Rosewood fingerboard, and

dressed-up with multi-lam Black/lvory
binding. Plus, two dual Duncan Designed™

humbuckers give it a round/ warm tone.
Pictured in Crimson Red Transparent. Strung

with .010 - .046 gauge strings.

034-1500

^ Nf
^ ^K)'

Erie Barlow and Jake Zavracky of Quick Fix

rock the house with their Squier Starfires.

www.qufckftxroclt.com

Photo by Josh Kampel

sTarfire

X-155
Squier's X-155 is the perfect choice for

players looking for a jazz-style hollow-body
electric with the most in workmanship/ style

and tonality. The X-155 melds many of
the great features of the Starfire such as

Duncan Designed™ humbucking pickups/
fingerboard woods, with beautiful

appointments including
binding and a

special stylized //S//

tailpiece. Pictured
in Natural.

Strung with
heavy.012 -.052

gauge sh-ings.
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fult FEatuRcd rOCircrs!
Our Affinity series electric guitars are straight-ahead, affordable instruments (»<,

ideal for beginners of all ages. The Affinity Strat^ and Affinity Tele® have slightly
slimmer bodies crafted from solid Alder. All Affinity guitars feature comfortable,
21-fret Maple necks with fast-action flngerboards and die-cast tuners.

All Squier instruments are all backed by
Fender^/ so why buy a copy when you can

afford the real thing?

ftfFinity Strat® 031-0600

Featuring three single-coil pickups/ a standard
tremolo and 5-way switching for those great ^

in-between tones.

031-0700aFfiflltYtEle®.
Featuring two single-coit pickups, 3-way
switching and true classic Tetec" guitar style.

Pictured in Black.

AFFiNity fftt Strat8
Same specs as the Affinity Strat/ but with a
humbucking pickup in the bridge position for
that extra punch. Pictured irr'Torino Red.

i/s

Squier Affn
www.gm-blossoms.com

Photo by John Samora
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031-0100

•ili^UierNirii is the 3/4-size version (20.75" scale
|eli^fH]l|0?f(ie Squier Bullet and makes an ideal travel

Ktar forplciyers of all ages or a first guitar for kids.
^-SThisls not a toy, though. Three single-coil pickups,

^er fixed, non-tremolo hardtail bridge and five-way
^Iv/itching make the Mini sound as cool as it looks.

Pictured in Black.

031-0000 wer
i|011rSquier Bullet is a simple, affordable and

||fiticticaf|g;uifoi- designed for beginners and students.

luili^l^atures a slightly slimmer laminated body/ a
>le neck with a Rosewood fingerboard and

y/ered tuners. Three single-coil pickups/ a

^?8Io|iardtail bridge and five-way switching
tisll^otitil choice for a first guitar, no matter

*6re0rwhat style of music you want to learn.

Pictured in Baltic Blue.
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Run with the Leader of the J'acif! SE-100 Electric Pad
-^

028-0800

We've always been the industry leader in value packages
and now we've revamped our line to include more variety.
Our selection now encompasses five packs with acoustic,

electric and bass guitars—crammed full of everythfrtg you
need to get started right away. Ever dreamed of making your
own music? Well/ now it's easy as 1/ 2/ 3/ 4... 5! <*

SD-8S ftcoustic Pacir <
Includes: Solid-top Squier® dreadnought with die-cast tuners,
an automatic chromatic tuner, a gig bag, strings/ picks and

a special Fender® 5 language DVD/ featuring over 3 hours
of instruction and a Fender factory tour. Available in Natural
finish.

Includes: Squier® Strat6lfaster®;-fgig b<
amplifier with switchgfe^^istorfiOn,
cable, guitar picks,1|Wff^Wendei?jnstr
in Black, a

-ys^St. ^-^w.^ .

Bass
093-0800

093-0300Sft-iOO Acoustic ?ack •
Includes: Squier® Dreadnought/ gig bag, pitch pipes/ picks
and a Fender® instruction book. Available in Natural finish.

nesy

pnder®froj
^ctronTcftflte^

er strings, guitar

Fion book.
led, Arctic

nrBaltic

?
»

tncluch
Stratod
Amp®]i
strap, Fei

Hicks/ ar
3Wo\ table
^?»g;Brit!1
finishes; in'NKfP'Pa
Bluel^(iite,too. y

2003 Squier Electric Guitar Specifications
Series

Affinity Series
Affinity Series

Affinity Series

Affinity Series

Affinity Series
Affinity Series

Affinity Series
Artist Series

Artist Series

Series 24

Series 24

Series 24

Series 24

Series 24

Series 24

Series 24

Showmaster Series

Showmaster Series

Showmaster Series

Showmaster Series

Standard Series

Standard Sei

Standard Sei

Standard Sei

Standard Sei

Standard Sei

Standard Sei

Standard Sei

Standard Sei

Standard Sei

Standard Sei

Standard Sei

Standard Ser

es

es

es

es

es

es

es

es

es

es

es

es

Model Name

Bullet '
Bullet Special
Bullet Special SLE

Fat Strat

Mini
STRAT Special

Tele
Jason Ellis

Tom Delonge

M50
M70
M77
S65
S73

Starfire

X155

Showmaster HH SLE

Showmaster Holoflake HH SLE

Showmaster Jimmy Shine H SLE

Skull and Crossbones HH

Jagmaster

Double Fat Stratocaster

Fat Stratocaster

Fat Telecaster

Stratocaster LH

Stratocaster SLE

Stratocaster SLE

Stratocaster SLE

Stratocaster SLE

Stratocaster SLE

Stratocaster M

Stratocaster RW

Telecaster

Model Number

031-0000
032-0000-(577)
032-0000-1548)

031-0700

031-0100
031-0603

031-0202
132-3000
031-8200
034-5000
034-7000
034-7700
034-6500
034-7300

034-2000
034-1500

132-3100
032-2600

032-2801
132-3300

032-0700
032-1800

032-1700
032-1300

032-1620
032-1603.(530)
032-1603.(580)
032-1603.(597)

032-1603-(551)
032-1605

032-1602
032-1600

032-1200

Colors

90, PLY
77, PLY

48, PLY

06,19,58,80,90, PLY

06, 58, PLY
78, PLY
06,58,80,90, PLY

25,65,PLY

06, 55, 57, PLY
06, 15, PLY

06, 96, PLY
06, 30, 75, PLY

06, 15, PLY
06, 77, PLY

21, 38, PLY
21, 52, PLY

63, PLY
50, PLY

06, PLY
06, PLY

09,17, 64, PLY
09,44,46,65,PLY

09, 44, 65, PLY
00, 07, 09, 65,PLY

00,65,PLY
30, PLY

80, PLY
97, PLY

51, PLY
80, PLY

00,09,44,46, 65, PLY
00, 09, 44, 46, 65, PLY

00,07, 09, 65, PLY

Body

Lamin. Hardwood

Lamin. Hardwood

Lamin. Hardwood

Alder

Lamin. Hardwood

Alder
Alder
Alder
Alder

Agathis
MA
MA with Carved M Top

Agathis
MA
Lamin. M

Lamin. M

Basswood

Basswood

Basswood

Basswood

Alder

Agathis
Agathis
Agathis
Agathis
Alder

Alder
Alder

Alder
Agathis

Agathis
Agathis
Agathis

Neck

M, C-Shape, PLY

M,C-Shape, PLY
M, C-Shape, PLY

M, C-Shape, PLY

M, C-Shape, PLY

M, C-Shape, PLY

M, C-Shape, PLY

M, C-Shape, PLY

M, C-Shape, PLY

Nato, Bolt-On, C-Shape, PLY

MA, Set Neck, C-Shape, PLY

MA, Set Neck, C-Shape, PLY

Nato, Bolt-On, C-Shape, PLY

MA, Set Neck, C-Shape, PLY

M, Set Neck, C-Shape, PLY

M, Set Neck, C-Shape, PLY

M, C-Shape, PLY

M, C-Shape, PLY

M, C-Shape, PLY

M, C-Shape, PLY

M, C-Shape, PLY

M, C-Shape, PLY

M, C-Shape, PLY

M, C-Shape, PLY

M, C-Shape, PLY

M, C-Shape, PLY

M, C-Shape, PLY

M, C-Shape, PLY

M, C-Shape, PLY

M, C-Shape, PLY

M, C-Shape, PLY

M, C-Shape, PLY

M, C-Shape, PLY

Fingerboard^J

RW ^
RW J |
RW
RW
RW :S
M :i
M 1..

RW w/FRL Lf

RW ?;
RW f
RW f
RW

RW J
RW
RW
RW
RW w/FRL LN|
RW 5
RW t
RW w/FRL LI;
Rw; i
RW i
RW >
RW
RW t
RW 'I
RW T
RW

RW A
RW
M
RW i
RW ? ^

2003 Sauier Color Codes
148 Orange
306 Black Metallic w/ Graphic
500 3-Color Sunburst

506 Black
507 Vintage Blonde
509 Candy Apple Red
515 Crimson Red

517 Silver Sparkle
519 British Racing Green
52] Natural

525 Red Metallic

530 Cherry Sunburst
538 Crimson Red Transparent
543 Pewter Grey
544 Shoreline Gold

550 Hollow-Flake
552 Tobacco Sunburst
555 Polar White
557 Surf Green
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Key
ABAT

ARST
CH
D.C

DD
DLT
FRL
HB
LN
M
MA
M-J

MT
MV
p
RW
s-c

SLE
ST
S-T-B

STPT
T
v

Adjusto-Matic Bridge with Anchored-Tailpiece

Adjustable Rosewood with "S" Tail-Piece

Chrome

Die-Cast

Duncan Designed

Double Locking Tremolo

Floyd Rose® Licensed

Humbucker

Locking Nut

Maple

Mahogany

Medium Jumbo

Master Tone

Master Volume

Precision Bass

Rosewood

Single-Coil

Special Limited Edition

Synchronized Tremolo

Strings-Through-Body

Synchronized Twin-Pivot Tremolo

Tone

Volume

Tuners Bridge Pickguard Pickups Controls Hardware Strings

Covered

Covered

Covered

Std. D-C

Covered

Std. D-C

Std. D-C

Std. D-C

Std. D.C

Covered

Cast/Sealed
Casi/Sealect

Covered

Cast/Sealed

Cast/Sealed

Casf/Sealed
Std. D-C

Sid. D-C

Std. D.C

Std. D.C

Std. D-C

Std. 0-C

Std. D-C

Std. D-C

Std. D-C

Sfd. D-C

Std. D-C

Std. D-C

Std. D-C

Std. D-C

Std. D-C

Sfd. D.C

Std. D.C

1-Ply W
1-Ply B
1-Ply B

1-Ply W

1-Ply W
1-Ply W
1-Ply W

None

1-Ply W, 1-Ply B (06)
1-Ply B
1-Ply B
3-Ply 6
1-Ply B
3-Ply B

3-Ply B

3-Piy 8
None

None

None

None

3-Ply B

3-Ply 8 .

3-Ply B
3-Ply W
3-Ply W
3-Ply MG
3-Ply BS
3-Ply WP

3-Ply B
3-Ply B
3-Ply W
3-flyW
3-Ply W

3S-C

1 HB

1 HB
1 HB, 2 S-C

3S-C

3S-C

2S-C

1 S-C, 1 DD Detonaf-or'-' HB

1 DD Detonator™ HB

2 HB
2 DDHB
2 DDHB
2HB
2DDHB

2 DDHB
2 DD HB
2 HB
2 HB

1 HB
2 HB

2MB
2HB
2 Alnico S-C, 1 HB

1 HB, 1 AlnicoS-C

3 Alnico S-C

3 Alnico S-C

3 Alnico S-C

3 Alnico S-C

3 Alnico S-C

3 Alnico S-C

3 Alnico S-C

3 Alnico S-C

2 Alnico S-C

CH Super250L
Super 250L
Super 250L

Super250L

Super 250L
Super250L
Super250L

Super250L
Super250L
Super250R
Super250R
Super250R

Super250R
Super250R
Super250R

Super250H
Super 250L

Super250L
Super 250L
Super250L
Super 250L

Super250L
Super 250L
Super250L
Super 250L

Super 250L
Super 250L

Super25QL
Super250L
Super250L
Super 250L
Super250L

Super 250L

558 Torino Red
563 Graffiti Yellow
564 Montego Black
565 Black Metallic

575 Wine Red Metallic
578 Aztec Gold .
580 Arctic White
587 Cobalt Blue Metallii

590 Baltic Blue
596 Moon Blue

ProAtd specifications are subject to change without notice.
To yjewthe complete Squier color chart, visit www.squierguitars.com
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Fender Amplifiers
"They do exactly what I need... [like] the massive rigs of the

"60s I used to use. Remember that the first Marshall amps

were very close emulations themselves of the Fender amps

I first used — and which I asked Jim Marshall to make

/ten times as loud!". Today, this rig fills every hall I come

across. If I play a stadium, I simply add another rig, but rarely

need to turn it above 'T'. I've never EVER come close to using

my basic setup over half volume. Forget "eleven7, these babes

go up to fifty-seven. And they are Fender. The real thing.

There are very few products Fender has made — even in bad

j j times — which were ugly. This amplifier is so pretty I have one

t
in my living room next to the expensive furniture. It reminds

me why I wanted to play guitar in the first place. I thought

I looked prettier with a guitar. I do. But with a Fender Strat

and a Vibro-King I'm as cool, as irresistible as James Dean/"

— Pete Townshend, November 2002

Pete Townshend photographed by Mark Bolduc.
www. ee/pie.com
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Our In-House Engineering Team Wants You To Forget It's Digital
I

The Cyber-Twin® is a great amp that does a tot of cool stuff,
so it has become a classic Fender amp in its own right! In
a sea of amps that promise you the world — and ultimate

digital versatility — there is nothing on the market like the
Cyber-Twin! It truly delivers.

A veritable warehouse of amplifiers all housed in one
cabinet, the Cyber-Twin's electronic architecture literally

reconfigures itself to become the amp selected. When you
choose/ say, a '59, narrow—panel 4x10 Fender® Bassman®,

the Cyber-Twin doesn't just give you a snapshot of that
amp at a single setting, it maintains the Bassman's sonic

personality throughout its range of volumes and tones—which
are all adjustable. We call it Cybernetic Amp Design as it
embodies science and communication; man and machine.

The Cyber-Twin doesn't merely sound like a great
amp, it IS a great amp with tubes/ capacitors/ resistors—the
complex tone of analog drive circuits—alongside Fender's

award-winning DSP effects circuits. And, it has a powerful,

toneful stereo "guitar" power amp, too. With such a familiar

control panel, it's playable right out of the box—a full range
of sounds/ all available at the touch of a fingertip and a
twist of a knob. Versatile, convenient, and fun!

At the helm of the Cyber-Twin is a three-tiered selection
of preset sections: Your Amp collection. Fender Custom

Shop, and Player's Lounge—a total of 205 possible preset
playing options.

Your Amp Collection is a permanent group of 35 of
the greatest amp designs—from vintage to contemporary—

including the Fender Bassman, the blackface Super Reverb
and tweed Deluxe/ plus some of the celebrated British
stacks/ and modern classics like our Vibro-King<

Several different tone control arrays can be chosen

^

and placed before or after the all-analog distortion. Certain
reverbs and effects are appropriately placed pre- or

post-gain, and the compression and output timbre can be

tweaked appropriately. The resulting sound and feel is
exciting enough that some players simply stick to a few of
the amp collection presets. The basic "dry" sounds are so

good, so natural, you won't feel forced to add a lot of icing

to the cake.

The Fender Custom Shop bank features 85 permanent
custom amp designs with effects—handcrafted, professional

sounds perfect for any style, live performance or recording.

If you go no further than the 85 presets we've designed for
you/ there's a lot here to keep you busy.

But if you want to go deeper, create your own sounds

by moving the amplifier components around and tweak the
settings to your liking! You're not just adjusting EQ, you're
actually selecting from a palette of analog and digital circuit
configurations, tone stacks, and dozens of studio quality

effects. All the stereo delays and modulation effects that
you'd expect, plus effects devices such as a virtual analog

tape echo, backwards delay, and a catalog of reverb types
from Fender Reverb to plate. Wahs, chorus/ pitch-shifting—a

whole closetful of effects at your disposal!

118 Fender Amplifiers Fender's R&D Group: With every Fender amp comes the expertise of all these folks!
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Cyber-Tulk from Cyber-Ko<h
"I have used the CyberTwin and Cyber Deluxe almost exclusively
for the last two years/ and have pummeled them into submission in

many a theater o/ operation. Live shows? Are you kiddin/ me? I've

made these Stone-Cold-Jam-Enablers bark their Cyber Savagery

from the corners of music stores/ Hell's Kitchen-esque Clubs/ Festival,,

Stages and closets all over the free world... and other places.

Recording? Please! I've used the Cyber-Twin and Cyber-Deluxe on

sessions for everything from TV jingles (from power toots to State
Lotteries and all points betwixt)/ guitar instructional recordings,

sessions for psychos (lending my skills to other artists for a nominal
fee) and my own disturbing renderings that are scattered about the
world via Favore^ Nations records and tapes. OK, maybe I'm the

psycho/ but regar^i^ss, I have done a few things with these amps
that youse might find interesting. ^

OK/ you have to throw the/ "I'm only a 100% tube amp cat" elitism
bunk out the door because you would need a fortune's worth of old
amps and effects with a cargo van to haul it all to come anywhere

near what you get with the Cyber amps. And the only thing you'd

have going for you—with said van full of amps—is all the maddening
idiosyncrasies of getting it all to work and a large chiropractic bill.
So, once you've gotten over your need for being broke and in

physical and psychological pain/ plug into the Cyber Twin or Cyber-
Deluxe and prepare to be enlightened by these technological,
freaks of nature.

For the novice guitarist/ the fun of perusing around the Custom

Shop part of the Cyber amps—where there are presets that consist

of various combinations of amps and effects with names usually

alluding to a legendary artist or song—can't be beat. Or, browsing

through the legendary console-strong Amp Collection may be all
you need to know about. But if you are a working musician/ you're

going to want to assemble your chosen sounds in the Player's

Lounge part of the amp, where you can store a bunch of your own

patches and name /em anything you want." —Greg Koch

log onto www.fender.com/cyber/9regkoch and find out how Greg programs his

favorite sounds on both the Cyber-Twin and Cyber-Deluxe.

Greg Koch photographed by Pauf Thomas.
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Don't miss Greg's latest

re/ease, "Racfio Free Gristle"

on the Favored Nations label.

iywwr.gregkoch.com

wvyw.favorednafions.com

gristle
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Four Quick Access buttons for your favorite

four presets, also accessible by footswitch.

They look and act like traditional amp knobs,
but wait! They're motorized to show you

exactly what you are hearing.

Cyber-lwin® 022-9000-000 (Ss? I

This is the one that made history/ the original i
Fender Cyber-Twin. Imagine... You can be
your own amp designer, without the hassle of f

getting an engineering degree! ,

Cyber-Twin specifications include:

• 130 Watts (2 x 65 Watts @ 8 Ohms) |
• 2 x 12 Celestion G12 T-100 spepjkers |
• Two 12AX7 preamp tubes ^g •
• 18.28" Hx 26.125" Wx 12.12^ D i;
• 55 Ibs. :.

Go as deep as you like! Full amp; j.
and effects programming, MIDI J

implementation, and mdrer |

Simply spin the big knob to
hear all the preset sounds!

. fe1;,

^ ^;^;^;p;^^i^^<

Three Effects Value knobs duplicate what you'd find on
a typical stomp-box so it's easy to hveak your effects.

The Cyber-Twin includes both one-
button and Four-button footswitches

as well as a custom Fitted cover.

120 Fender Amplifiers
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Cyber-Twin Head 022-9002-000

and Showmun 412S Enclosure 0211675000
Gigging and recording guitarists of all genres will love
the Cyber-Twin Head, particularly when matched to our
Showman 4x12 cabinet for that extra thump. The C-T
Head packs the tone and versatility of our celebrated
Cyber-Twin amp in a convenient head format. All sounds/

controls/ features, and capabilities are the same as our

wildly popular Cyber-Twin combo.

The digital power of the Cyber-Twin allows

YOU to be the amp designer. Program
changes cause the motorized knobs to

move automatically, and the internal analog
components are instantly re-configured in

combination with the DSP. The resulting sound
and feel is much more than just the one-

dimensional sound snapshot of so-called
"modeling" amps.

Cyber-Twin Head Specs:
• 130 Wafts (2 x 65 Wafts @ 8 Ohms)
• Tube preamp

• Fully programmable digital

signal processing
• 205 presets
• MIDI
• 4-button quick access

preset footswitch
• 1-button Reverb/Effects

bypass switch
• Cover included
• 9.3/4" H x 26-1/8" W x 11-5/16" D

• 30 Ibs.

Showman 412S Cabinet Specs:
• 300 Wafts

• 4 x 12" Celestion G 12-75 speakers
• 97 Ibs.
• 30" H x 30" W x 15" D

• Casters Included

r~ ———
EIGHT 811 _ —STEREO' lEFTBO

160 INPUT—_ MONO—— NOT USED

".I^^SS MOMLis3ST£?SSMOM1' .-d*

%^'
POWEB
BATING
300W

<_____

C€|
Awxwry

iW»,

^
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- c/afes for two years ndw. They.de/iver faf tone, great

FX and no back pain. They can create any sound my

mind conjures up. The CyberSeries^^^^ a
serious education in the history of TONE.

Enough said: They rock.'"

—Gary Hoey

www.9oryhoey.com
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'Xboye; Buddy Guy tears if up live with his Cyber-Twin Head and 412 Cab. Photo by
, O'ndyBertagni.com. Be/ow; Buddy's we//-seasonecf Cyber Foot Controller reads like a

set-list from any of his five shows. Photo by David Wi'fson.
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Gary Hoey photographed by Bob Burchess.

"My previous show day routine of having to unload

and setup a half-dozen vintage amps took a pleasant
turn as Buddy and I were introduced to the Cyber

world of Fender. Now we have one Cyber-Twin rig
that does it all! Buddy has never been happier."

—Mark Messner,
Buddy Guy guitartech/right-hand man

Cyber Foot Controller" 022-9100-000

Tap into the power of your Cyber-Twin® or Cyber-Deluxe™

with the Cyber Foot Controller! This flexible MIDI controller
was designed specifically for use with f-he Cyber series
amps, but will work with many other MIDI devices. Access
all the cool features and patches from the floor of the stage.
Two Expression pedals control parameters such as volume,

tremolo speed/ and wah.
• Two Expression pedals

• Heavy-duty Steel construction

• Bank Up/ Bank Down, Tap/Tune/ and FX on/off
• LED indicators next to each switch

• MIDI cable and AC power adapter included

^. Ĵ^e FOOT CONTROLLER
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Cyber-Deluxe 022-9001-000

The new Cyber-Deluxe is a dream come true for any guitarist. It's

got gig-worthy power/ tons of high-quality tones and effects, and
versatile studio and stage patching capabilities—yet you can fit it
in the back seat of the car!

The Cyber-Deluxe's 16 Amp Collection presets and 16
Custom Shop presets are stored permanently, and another
32 presets are user-rewritable for a total of 64 presets. A

complete palette of DSP effects with Mono and Stereo patching
capabilities is at your command. The all-analog preamp
internally configures itself before or after the tone controls to
create real amplifier feel and tones, from Tweed and Blackface/
through British and Modern. DSP effects like Delay and Chorus
are placed post-distortion in the signal path/ while effects like
Touch Wah are pre-distortion for unparalleled flexibility.

More than just a //scaled-down// model, the Cyber-

Deluxe is an explosive instrument with a distinctive
voice all its own. * For a list of Cyber-Deluxe presets/

check out the "Sounds" section on the Cyber website at
www.fender.com/cyber.

• 65 Watts
• One 12" Celestion G12T-100 speaker
• 64 total presets

• 16 Reverbs/ 16 Modulation effects/ 16 Delay types
with level and parameter edit controls.

• Programmable noise gate and compressor

• Digital tuner and MIDI Support
• Speaker emulated stereo line outputs

• 4-button Quick Access preset footswitch included
• 18-1/2" H x 23" W x 11-3/16" D, 45 Ibs.

Tradftiona/ Contro/s 76 Reyerbs 76 A/todu/ation Effects 16 Delay Types Bui/t-in Digital Tuner 76 Amp Types

'^s3WSvSS^W9SWKfv ^'K'^^SS^...,
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w.MASTER-BUILT SERIES
Made in limited quantities, these sweet-sounding tube amps with hand-
built custom cabinets look beautiful in any home, stage, studio, or office.

Iwo-Tone 082.2000-000 ^lES?

Housed in a solid Pine cabinet with converging
lines of Blonde and Black vinyl and detailed in
gold piping, this amp is one of the most unique
custom pieces we've produced. It's not all about

looks, though—Fender Special Design Eminence
speakers drive killer tone through the Two-Tone's
unique trapezoidal front panel.
• 15 Watts info 8 Ohms
• Two EL-84 Groove Tube™ output tubes
• Three 12AX7 preamp tubes
• 1x12" and 1x10" Fender Special Design

Eminence speakers

• Single channel
• Fender Reverb
• Fat boost switch
• Vintage pointer knobs
• Chrome control panel
• Two-Tone Art Deco Black and Blonde

fexfured vinyl
• Footswitch jack for FAT on/off
• 20"Hx23.5"Wx10.5"D
• 51 Ibs.

®Bass Breaker® 082-2100-000

The name conjures up images of Slowhandj
wailing the blues! Our classic /59 1
Bassman® circuit/ voiced through two 12" |
Celestion Vintage 30 speakers/ pumps |
at the heart of this distinctively Fender® |
amp. The Bass Breaker also features a 1

solid finger-jointed Pine cabinet covered J
in gorgeous lacquered Tweed. Marked

the Custom Shop badge/ the Bass Breaker |
delivers throaty, pure Fender tone and i
styling-with a twist. |
• 45 Wafts into 2 Ohms i
• 2 x 12" 4 Ohm Celestion |
Vintage 30 speakers J

• Two 6L6 Groove Tube™ output tubes J
with 5AR4 rectifier f

• Three 12AX7 preamp tubes |
• Dual channel (Normal and Bright) |
• Four inputs (Two per channel)
• Chrome control panel with J
controls that go to 12 i

• Solid Pine cabinet t
• Lacquer coated Tweed covering
• 21.5"Hx25"Wx8.75"D I
• 40 Ibs. I
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Not all of our classic amps are
three or four decades old. Withl
point-to-point wiring, no-nonsen;

features, and pure all tube tonej
the Custom Series amps evoke
some of our old standbys while
setting a new sonic standard.

WWyibro-King"" Custom
81-10000-100 (120V)
(not available in 230V) ^%^

A new evolution of the venerable
Vibro-King amp, as seen on countless

stages around the world! This all-tube,
completely hand-wired combo amp wirt
Birch ply cabinet is now covered in blacl
with the appealing //1964 Transitional"
Blackface/White Knob look. We've
added a pair of powerful all-new USA-
made 6L6-GE Groove Tubes™ for more

nch, full tone than ever. The Vibro-King
Custom has unparalleled sensitivity to
pick dynamics and guitar knob settings,
and its crystal-clean tones, sparkling

Reverb, and commanding overdriven
tones are downright inspiring.

Other premium features include: '63-

style Tube Reverb with Dwell, Mix and
Tone controls; Vibrafo; and three 10"
Jensen speakers with Alnico magnets. Th<

Vibro-King is covered in black heavy dul
texhjred vinyl with silver grille cloth and
nickel hardware. A 2-button FAT Boost/
Vibrate footswitch is included.
• 60 Watts
• Three 10" Jensen Pl OR speakers
• Two GT-6L6 GE Groove Tubes

(made in the USA)
• One 6V6 Reverb Driver Tube
• Five 12AX7 Preamp Tubes
• FX Loop
• 2-button FAT Boost/Vibrato

fookwitch included
• 22.5" Hx 24.75" Wx10.5" D
• 72 Ibs.

Also available: VK212B
Extension Cabinet in black 81-30400-010
• 140 Watts
• Two 12" Celestion Vintage 30 Speal
• 4 Ohms
• Closed back
• Birch plywood construction
• Black textured vinyl
• 22"Hx25"Wx11.25"D
• 55 Ibs.
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The Amp Doctor. Photo by John Fed
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The Rebirth of the Vibroverb™ Amp
In the summer of 2001, we were approached by Cesar

Diaz/ the late great guitarist and "Amp Doctor", best

known for caring for the amps of Sfevie Ray Vaughan,

Keith Richards, Bob Dylan, and others. Cesar was

anxious to collaborate with his friends at Fender on

a new Vibroverb amp, incorporating his favorite

modifications. He provided valuable input throughout j

the early stages of the project before his untimely passing in April 2002. j

Now almost a year later, the amp has come to fruition! |

The /64 Vibroverb Custom is the first new amp to join our "Custom" J

series since the mid /90s. It's an all-tube, completely hand-wired combo amp f

with solid finger-jointed Pine cabinet (see right) for thick/ resonant tone and |

the unique/ throaty sound of a single 15" speaker. From the front/ it appears

to simply be a faithful reissue of the rare and collectible 1964 Blackface

Fender Vibroverb amp, with two independent channels/ Reverb/ Vibrato/ and t

crystal-clean tones. It is just that, but around back, a few surprise features are j

waiting to kick the tone into overdrive-literally! Cesar's legendary Vibroverb j
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"Thanks to Fender and the legendary Cesar Diaz, the new blackface Vibroverb wilt become a modern classic. Now we can all experience one of the most coveted

amps in Fender history, customized and enhanced by one of the most skilled and creative amp techs who ever lived." —David Wilson, The ToneQuest Report
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modifications are easily accessible via the MOD and

RECTIFIER switches on the rear panel. This allows

the player to enjoy vintage Blackface tones perfect

for many styles of music; then easily "modify" the

amp for hot-rodded/ cranked up "Texas Blues"

tones bristling with sustain and harmonies. Other

premium features include: a new 15-inch Special

Design Eminence speaker with full rich bass tone

and enough top end shimmer to please any guitarist;

and a pair of powerful all-new USA-made 6L6-GE

Groove Tubes.

And like all the best Fender amps, the sensitivity

to pick dynamics and guitar knob settings is

incredible.

ffi/zzwon/.-RECTIHER

A device that coverts AC (Alternating Current from a wall outlet)

to DC (Direct Current) which your amp/s circuitry can use. Your

guitar's signal does not pass through this device. The common

modern Diode rectifier circuit converts AC to DC efficiently, but

Tube rectifiers are preferred by some musicians because the tube

"sags" when the demand for power is high. This results in a

more "compressed" or "warm" tone when you turn the amp up

louder and play harder. (Early electric guitarists had no choice.)

Above: SRV doin' it live in '81 with his 'doctored' Vibroverb.
Photo by Watt Case/.

f/64 Vibroverb Custom
814-0000-000 (120V)

• 50 Watts @ 8 Ohms

• Four 12 AX7A Pre-amp Tubes

• Two 12 AT7 Tubes

• One 5AR4 Rectifier (switchable to

DFode with Rectifier switch)

• Two GT-<5L6 GE Output Tubes.

• Tubes made in the USA

• 15" 8 Ohm Special Design speaker

made in the USA by Eminence

• Black heavy duty texfured vinyl

with silver grille cloth

• Two-button Reverb/Vibrato

footswitch and embroidered

cover included

• 20"Hx25.125"Wx10.5"D

• 52 Ibs.

Heavy duty textured vinyl

with silver grille cloth and

nickel hardware. A hvo-button

Reverb/Vibrato footswitch and

embroidered cover are included.

www.fender.com 129
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PRO TUBE SERIES
This series features natural tube Tremolo plus modern high
gain channel switching-a first for Fender. The Concert
Reverb™, Twin Amp", and Pro Reverbw amps boast huge,
clean Fender'" Blackface tones in the Normal channel,

and savage distortion in the super-hot Drive channel. Our

unequaled Fender Tube Reyerb is the icing on the cake! A
1/4 power switch and full-featured effects loop make these
amps versatile enough for any stage or studio application.

Each amp has its own distinctive voice, take your pick!

Concert Reverb™ 021-5900-000

The Concert Reverb offers a big, wide tone

with tons of bottom end!
• 50 Watts (switchable to 12 Watts)
• Two 6L6 Groove Tube'" output tubes

• Seven 12AX7 preamp tubes

• One 12AT7 tube
• 4 x 10"Fender Special Design Eminence speakers

• 25-3/4" H x 25-3/8" W x 12-27/32" D

• 85 Ibs.
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The Concert Reverb, Twin, and Pro Reverb amps feature:

• Dual selectable channels (Normal and Drive)
• All tube Fender Reverb
• Tube Tremolo
• Foot switchable FX Loop with Send and

Return level controls
• 4-button footswitch

• External speaker jack

• Tilt-bqck legs
• 1,4 power switch
• Bias pots for easy tweaking of new tubes

• Cover included

Twin Amp'm 021-5700-000 'vsss"
The latest incarnation of our venerable Twin Amp has

the responsive, throaty, clean power you know andI bve,
coupled with a high gain distortion channel. The 1/4 power
switch allows players to command a stunning 100 Watts of

power when needed/ or a manageable 25 Watts for a club

or studio gig.
100 Watts (switchable to 25 Watts)
Four 6L6 Groove Tube™ output tubes

Seven 12AX7 preamp tubes
One 12AT7tube
2 x 12" 8 Ohm Fender Special Design Eminence
19-7/8" H x 26-3/8" W x 12-27/32" D

80 Ibs.

^!^^^^^^,^,^ -3^'^^:^''^''i^'"'-""!"-s"'^ /^v ^ i

Hot Tip: The footswitchable Effects Loop on the Pro, Twin, and Concert can get maximum performance from^pedal ^ rack f^^5^
M°n'JsilyTe'»T.s"»7tke7^
^d^tei^^^Szed^ th® 'boost^ signal, effectively providing footswitchable -4-cl



I
Pro Reverb7Mo2i-5soMoo

Sparkling tones from a single Jensen make t-his amp

a pleasure to play!
• 50 Watts (switchable to 12 Watts)
• Two 6L6 Groove Tube'" output t-ubes

• Seven 12AX7 preamp tubes
• One 12AT7tube
• 1 x 12"Jensen C12N speaker
• 17-3/8" H x 25-3/8" W x 12-27/32" D
• 75 tbs.
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Custom Vibrolux® Reverb 0215100000
Not- a reissue/ but a modern inf-erpretation of a classic

Fended. Turn it up when you want to soar, or turn your
guitar down to ptay clean with this super-responsive all tube

amp. The more dynamic your style/ the more you'll love the
Cusf-om-Vibrolux Reverb's ability i-o whisper or scream in

reply to changes in your pick-attack.

• 40 Wat+s into 4 Ohms
• Two 6L6 Groove Tube™ output tubes

• Five 12AX7 preamp tubes
• One 12AT7tube
• 2 x 10"8 Ohm Jensen P10R speakers with Alnico magnets
• Two independent channels (Normal and Bright)
• Reverb (functions in both channels)
• Vibrato (functions in both channels)
• External speaker jack (4 Ohms)
• 2-but+on footswitch

• Tilt-back legs
• 19.37" H x 25" Wx 8.62" D

• 46 Ibs.

'^'^^'^'
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'65 Deluxe Reverb® 021-7400-0001

For rock, country or blues players that want a

moderately powered amp they can crank up on the gig or
in the studio. The fat, snappy guitar tones heard on many of
our favorite recordings of the last 40 years were made using

Deluxe Reverb amps.
22 Watts into 8 Ohms
Two 6V6 Groove Tube™ output tubes
One 5AR4 Rectifier Tube
Two 12AX7 preamp tubes
Two 12AT7 tubes
1 x 12" 8 Ohm Jensen C-12K speaker
Dual channels (Normal and Vibrato)
Tube driven Fender Reverb
Tube Vibrato
2-button footswitch for Reverb and Vibrato on/off
Black textured vinyl with Silver grille cloth
17.5" H x 24.5" W x 9.5" D/ 42 Ibs.

®
021-7500-000'y63 Fender Reverb

Our legendary all tube Fender Reverb unit has been
a staple of virtually every Surf performance and
recording since the early '60s. Blues and experimental
players love it, tool Add on to any amp.

One 6L6 Groove Tube™ output tube
One 12AX7 preamp tubes
One 12AT7 tube
Dwell, Mix, Tone controls
On/Off footswitch included
Brown textured vinyl with Wheat grille cloth
10-1/2" H x 18-7/8" W x 7-1/2" D, 13 Ibs.

f65 Super Reverb®
021-7600-000

This faithful re-creation of the legendary Blackface
Super from the 1963-1968 era is a must-have for vintage

enthusiasts, but players of all styles enjoy its shimmering
tone. The Super Reverb amp's medium output and stage-

filling sound makes it the perfect amp to crank up for
unmiked club gigs or on a concert stage.

45 Watts into 2 Ohms
Two 6L6 Groove Tube™ output tubes
One 5AR4 rectifier tube
Four 12AX7 preamp tubes
Two 12AT7 tubes
4 x 10" 8 Ohm Jensen P10R speakers with Alnico magnets
Dual channels (Normal and Vibrato)
Tube driven Fender Reverb
Tube Vibrato
2-button footswitch for Reverb and Vibrato On/Off
Black textured vinyl with Silver grille cloth
Tilt-back legs
24-7/8" H x 25-1/8" W x 10-1/2" D
65 Ibs.

I 2 , f' .y' .T T T " —V"
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/65 Twin Reverb® 021-7300-000

This amp has seen action in every imaginable musical venue/

and continues its musical legacy today. Whether you play
rock, jazz, country, or whatever, this is what a clean electric

guitar sounds like! Or add an upside-down Stratocaster and
a fuzz box, and...

• 85 Watts into 4 Ohms
• Four 6L6 Groove Tubes
• Four 12AX7 preamp tubes
• Two 12AX7 preamp tubes
• 2 x 12" 8 Ohm Jensen C-12K speakers
• Dual channels (Normal and Vibrato)
• Fender Reverb

• Vibrato
• 2-button footswitch for Reverb and Vibrato On/Off
• Tilt-back legs
• Black textured vinyl with Silver grille cloth
• 19.87" H x 26.5" W x 10.5" D, 64 Ibs.

'59 Bassman® o2i-7ioo-ooo

Originally designed as a bass amplifier, the Tweed Bassman
is considered the most significant, influential guitar amp of all
time. It sounds great for almost any style of music, and even
works well with other instruments, like a blues harp. Set it
clean, crank it up for a dirtier sound, or add stomp boxes—

it's the perfect vehicle for building your tone.
• 45 Watts into 2 Ohms
• Plug in 8-pin diode rectifier (allows for easy installation of
5AR4 or 5U4 tube rectifier for reduced headroom, if desired)
• Two 6L6 Groove Tube™ output tubes
• Two 12AX7 preamp tubes
• 4 x 10" 8 Ohm Jensen P10R speakers with

Alnico magnets
• Dual channels (Normal and Bright)
• Four inputs (Two per channel)
• Chrome control panel with controls that go to 12
• Tweed with Oxblood grille cloth
• 22.37" H x 23.5" W x 10.5" D/ 53 Ibs.

''^-/f^^D
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All Hot Rod Deluxe and
Deville Amps Feature:
• Three selectable channels (Normal/

Drive and More Drive)
• Gain and Master controls in

Drive channel

Bright switch in Normal channel
FX Loop
Fender long spring Reverb
Two 6L6 Groove Tube™ output tuh>es
Three 12AX7 preamp tubes
External speaker jack
2-button 3-function footswitch

for Channel select/ Drive/More
Drive select

• Chrome panel with vintage
pointer knobs

• Internal Variable Bias control

• Black textured vinyl with
Silver grille cloth

• Cover included ~

Hot Rod DeVille™ 212 021-3200-000
Everything you need, nothing you don't!
• 60 Watts into 2 or 4 Ohms
• 2x12" Fender Special

Design Eminence speakers
• 21" Hx 24.25" Wx 10.75" D

• 53.5 Ibs.

Hot Rod Deluxe" 021-3202

The world standard for a |^S^
powerful/ full-featured tuBe||
• 40 Watts
• 1 x12"8 Ohm Fender Spi||g

Design Eminence speaker ^%
• 18.75" H x 23.5" W x T0.5" D
• 45 Ibs.

Hot Rod DeVille 410
Four "tens" for a big tone,

The world's best selling tube amps! These amps
deliver tube performance, versati/ffy, and va/ue

in a package combining vintage tone with reyyed-

up current features. Touch-sensfh've c2/ynamf"cs

anc/ unmatched yersafility have endeared these

wor/chorse amps to guifarists of every imaginable J

stylei The fhree-channel Hot Rod tube preamp is
coupled with a tube power amp fueled by matching
Groove Tube™ 616s.

60

Design

Watts into 4 or 8 Ohms
10" 8 Ohm Fender

Eminence pea ke
• 23.5"Hx23.5"Wx

• 50 Ibs.

134 Fender Amplifiers
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Pro Junior 021-3203-000
In the tradition of the earliest Fenders like the Champ/
Princeton/ and Harvard, the Pro Junior is a small tube
amp, pure and uncomplicated. Crank it up for natural tube
overdrive, and vary its response with your guitar's controls.

The Pro Junior delivers big tone for studio and rehearsal
appiications, butquite a few players over the years have
grabbed a pair of them for stage use. In tandem they
provide an easy way to warm up stereo multi-effects boxes,

too.

All Tube
15 Watts into 8 Ohms
Two EL-84 Groove Tube™ output tubes
Three12AX7 preamp tubes
1 x 10" 8 Ohm Fender Special
Design Eminence speaker

Single channel
Chrome panel with vintage pointer knobs
Volume, Tone
Black textured vinyl with Silver grille cloth
14.5" Hx 15.25" Wx 8.75" D

20 Ibs.

This warm-toned favorite takes our 15 Watt, tube preamp
and power amp plarform and pushes it through a 12"Fender
Special Design speaker. Add our renowned Fender Reverb,
flexible controls, and footswitchable FAT circuit for golden

tones.

• 15 Watts into 8 Ohms
• Two EL-84 Groove Tube™ output tubes

• Three 12AX7 preamp tubes
• 1 x 12" 8 Ohm Fender Special

Design Eminence speaker

• Master, Preamp Volume, Bass,

Middle and Treble
• FAT switch
• Fender Reverb
• Footswitch jack for remote FAT on/off
• Chrome panel

• Vintage pointer knobs
• Black textured vinyl with Silver grille cloth
• 16"H5<~18"Wx9.18"D

• 31 Ibs.
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"I'm playing a Hohner 1970s Clavinet

and was fooking for an amp that could
give me good distortion at a low level.

That's what attracted me to that amp."

www.stringcheeseincident.com

Photo by Jeremy Stein

"I like numerous things about the
Hot Rod Deluxe. It is relatively

lightweight with no mid-rangey or
nasally sound. I plan to use two of

these amps for stereo recording."

Nashville session star

Gui'far-slmger spawns

' blend of 'fish head' music
using lots of Fender gear! At home
in New Orleans with his American

Vintage '62 Tele and '57 Strat,

Bassman rig and Pro Junior amps.

www. radiators. org

What else would
from play...?

Hot Rods, of course-Hot Rod

Deville 212's, to be exact.

wvyvy.hofrod-circuif.com

Photo by CyndiBertagni.com

"I'm trying to spread the gospel of the
Pro Junior amp 'cause I love the way if

sounds. It's a little amp with a big sound!
I've used it on all three of my Evidence

CDs and guitar players are amazed

when they find out what it is!"

www.kidramos.com

Photo by Ken Settle

"Fender's Pro Junior amp has been one of those sleeper/

amps-fo-get since its introduction in 1994. For two big

reasons—tone and simplicity (and maybe a third - tone!),

this 15-waft all-tube mighty mite is the perfect amp for
many applications, ranging from practice/home to studio

blues. The Pro Junior delivers on many fronts. One of the

best things about this amp is the distortion, which doesn't
oversafurafe but sf ill delivers the desired tones."

When 's not doing the dirty
boogie with his vintage Bassman amps,

he's jump, five, an' wailing on radio tour

dates with a pair of Blues Junior's.

wvmw.briansefzer.com

Photo by Neil Zlozower

with a
pair of Hot Rod Devilles.

vmwvy.fhesfrokes.com

Photo by Michael Weintrob/Groovetography

Songwrifer and session guitarist

with a pair of Hot
Rod Devilles from the 2002

Robert Plant "Dreamland" tour.

www.jusfinadams.co.ulc

Photo by Fin Costello
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These amps have it all under one roof: tone, dynamics, road-proven

toughness, ease of operation, and great value. Dyna-Touch Plus series

amps feature our own hund-crafted DSP effects including Reverb, Delay,
Chorus/ Flange, Tremolo, and more. The degree of DSP control increases
proportionally to the size of the amp. And premium details like Celestion
speakers, heavy-duty cabinetry and hardware/ and genuine Fender Blackfaie
cosmetics put these fine instruments head and shoulders above the crowded
"commodity" amp crowd.

Engineered for a broad spectrum of tones, the Dynu-Touch Plus amps
provide crystal dear headroom, warm, bluesy middle ground, and fully
saturated gain. The discerning player will enjoy a surprising amount of touch-
sensitivity in these amps, particularly in the moderate overdrive settings-u
difficult task for most solid-state amps.

Dyna-Touch amplifiers offer great performance in an easy-to-use package.

Whether you play Metal, Blues, Jazz, or whatever, you711 find your tone in
one of these amps.

All Stage Models Feature:
Three sefectable channels (Normal/ Drive/ More Drive)
Dedicated Tone controls for Normal and Drive channels
Effects Loop
Balanced XLR Line Out
Independent control of on-demand DSP effects like Delay/
Chorus, Flange, Tremolo, Vibratone, and Phaser PLUS
separate control of Reverbs

• 16 position FX select knob
• FX Time/Rate Parameter knob & FX Level knob
• Independent 16 position Reverb select knob

(Room, Hall, etc.)
• Re verb Level knob
• Dedicated Tone Controls (Treble, Mid, Bass)

for Normal and Drive Channels
• MID CONTOUR button for "scooped mid"

tones on Drive channels

• Effects Loop
• 4-Button Footswitch for Channel Select, Drive Select and

"More Drive" Select, Reverb On/Off, Effects On/Off
• External Speaker Jack
• Black textured vinyl covering with

Silver grille cloth

Stage 100 DSP Head 22 59000 010
• 100 Watts into 8 Ohms/ 160 Watts

into 4 Ohms
• 2 speaker outputs
• 8.5" H x 22.4" W x • 9.5" D

• 24 Ibs.

*• o'** 1 *^*.A <^* »<^.»<>*! »'"* <^i, ^ ^ •^Sf^

DT 4 1 2 021-1665-000

Perfect for use with the Stage 100 DSP
Head. Not all 4x12 cabs are built to last
like this onel
• 4 x 12" 8 Ohm Celestion

G12T-100 speakers.
• 27.25" H x 27.25" W x 13" D
• 67 Ibs.

DT 112 021-1664-000

Perfect for use with both the Stage 100 DSP
Head and 100 DSP Combo.
• 1 x 12"8 Ohm Celestion

G12T-100 speaker.
• 17.5" H x 22.25" W x 10.25" D

• 38 Ibs.
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Stage TOO DSP 2257000020
• 100 Watts into 8 Ohms/ 160 Watts into 4 Ohms
• 1 x 12"8 Ohm Celestion G12T-100 speaker
• Extension Speaker Jack (optional DT112 shown at left)
• 17.5"Hx22.4"Wx10.2"D

• 42 Ibs.

Stage 160 DSP.os 0020
• 160 Watts into 4 Ohms
• 2 x 12" 8 Ohm Celestion G12T-100 speakers
• 18.5" Hx 26.1 "Wx10.25" D

• 53 Ibs.

Stage 100, 160 and
TOO Head feature a

Mid-Confour switch

making if easy to get
modern heavy "scooped

mid" distortion tones.

Deluxe 90 DSP 2257200030
The Deluxe 90™ offers the versatility of 3-channel operation,
Dyna-Touch™ circuitry/ and a premium Celestion® G12T-
100 speaker. When you need to go over the top/ the full-tilt
dynamics of Fender's More Drive circuit has the gain to get
you there. Amazingly loud for such a small package.
• 90 Watts into 4 Ohms
• 1 x 12"4 Ohm Celestion G12T-100 speaker
• Three Selectable channels (Normal/ Drive More Drive)
• Dedicated Tone controls in Normal and Drive channels

(Treble/ Mid, Bass)
• DSP Effects: Reverb/ Delay, Chorus/ Flange, Tremolo,

Vibratone, and combinations
• Effects Loop
• 3-Button 4-Function Footswitch for Channel Switching/

Drive and More Drive Select/ and Effects On/Off
• Black fextured vinyl with Silver grille cloth
• 16.5"Hx20.75"Wx9"D

• 33 Ibs.
The De/uxe and Stage
models feature FX

Select and Time/
Rate knobs for

infinite effect
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Champion 30™ DSP 2257300020
The ever-ready Champion 30 has everything
you need for rehearsals, home recording, or
after-hours jamming. This is a powerful/ toneful,

portable amp!
• 30 Watts into 8 Ohms
• 1 x 10" 8 Ohm Fender Special Design speaker
• Dual Selectable channels (Normal and Drive)
• Independent Volume controls in each channel
•16 Position FX Selection
• DSP Effects: Reverb/ Delay, Chorus, Flange,

Tremolo, Vibratone, and combinations

• Effects level control
• Headphone jack
• Front panel footswitch jack (for optional

remote Drive Select)
• Black textured vinyl with Silver grille cloth
• 15.5" H x 17" W x 8.25" D

• 25 Ibs.

22-67700-023Bullet® 15 DSP
Classic Fender Tone and style in a small-but-
mighty 15 Watt practice amp. "Afford a ble//
doesn't have to mean disposable!
• 15 Watts
• 1x8" speaker

• Normal and Drive channels
• Tube emulation power amp

• Dual selectable channels (Normal, Drive]
• Treble, Mid, Bass/ Volume, Gain, Drive,
• 16 Position FX Selection
• DSP Effects: Reverb, Delay/ Chorus, Flange/

Tremolo, and combinations

• Headphone jack
• Aux input for CD, tape, or drum machine
• 12.5" Hx 13.25" Wx 7.25" D

• 15 Ibs.

"Fender's Dyna-Touch technology

cfai'ms to offer the dynamic

response of a tube amp—and if

does. Setting the Drive channel

for a moderate amount of

overdrive, if responded

to picking attack and
instrument vofume much

like a tube amp (better ;

than some). Heavier

picking produced, not Just ' -
more distortion but the

higher overtone series

that comes out when

you hit the strings
harder." —Guitar

One Magazine
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Priiueton® 65 DSP 22-6/400-030,

A gig-worthy 65 Watt amp that acts a lot bigger than it looks.
The Princeton's Normal channel captures our trademark

^responsive swirling tone and bristling Fender® Reverb. But
i^doesn't end there. This potent combo's lead channel is
simply ferocious, full of overtones, and just plain fun. Dyna-
Touch interactive circuitry responds to every inflection in your
playing, putting you in control of your tone.
• 65 Watts into 8 Ohms
• 1 x 12"8 Ohm Fender Special Design

Eminence speaker (made in USA)
• Dual selectable channels (Normal and Drive)
• Dedicated Tone controls in both channels
• 16 DSP Effects selections including Reverb, Delay, Chorus/

Flange, Tremolo, Vibratone, and combinations

• Footswitch Jack For (optional) Remote Drive Select
and FX on/off

• FX Loop
• Black textured vinyl with Silver grille cloth
• 16.5"Hx 18.75" Wx 9" D

• 28 Ibs.

Ultimate Chorus™ DSP 022 5701020
Looking for an easy way to create a lush, exciting

sound? A little really means a lot even when you play
simple chords and lines through a stereo amplifier like
the Ultimate Chorus DSP. The tone starts with Fender's
acclaimed analog preamp and power amp circuitry,
then we add a complete palette of digital effects like
Reverb, delay/ chorus, and flange. It's all stereo,

toneful and reliable.
• 2 x 65 Watts stereo @ 2 x 8 Ohms
• 2 x 12" Fender Special Design

Eminence speakers (made in USA)
• 2 channel (Normal & Drive) with LED indicators
• DSP peak indicator
• 16 digital Reverbs and delays with separate

level and bypass
• 16 digital modulation FX with separate level

and bypass
• 16 Selectable modulation rate options
• 4096 total DSP possibilities
• Stereo and mono FX loop

• 3-button footswitch (Channel, Reverb/Delay/
Modulation)

• Casters included
• Black Textured vinyl with Silver grille cloth
• 18.5" Hx 26.25" Wx10.25" D

• 47 Ibs.



Great Moments in Fender Amplifier History
Ted Nugent slays the audience from atop his towering mountain ofFender amps.
Photo © Ron Pownall/Michael Ochs Archives.corn
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You don't have to spend u lot of money to get u
great-sounding, well-built amp. Fender's Bluckfuce
cosmetic treatment (skirted knobs, silver grille
doth) makes these amps look us good us they
sound! All Frontmun guitar amps feature dual
seleduble channels (Normal and Drive), Treble, Mid,
Bass, Volume, Gain, Drive, and Headphone ju<k.

Frontmun 25R 0231502000
• 25 Watts
• 10"speaker

• Fender Reverb

• Optional footswitch for remote channel select
• 15.5"Hx17"Wx8.5"D

• 25 Ibs.

FRONTMA
AMI

SERIES II

?
Frontman 15R 023-1501-049
• 15 Watts
„• 8"speaker f

llender Reverb '
U" Mx 13.^5" Wx 7.13" D

WilfnittiRTSG o2ri5A-o49:
1|5 Watts

•• 8" speakerfJ
• 12.4"Hxlli^nWxiB"D

15 Ibs.
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Each amp includes

|n headphone jack
I and at^iuxiliary
•put aJUIwing the

ly along
a CD, tape

l/er or drum
machine.
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Our trio of Acoustusonii amplifiers is perfect
for acoustic instrumentalists who want natural
sound reproduction in a convenient package.
All feature our patented String Dynamics™
control to turn® harsh notes, and a feedback
eliminating Notch Filter.

A<oustusoni<™ SFX 0221301000

With 300 degrees of balanced dispersion (via the patented
SFX matrix)/ this amazing amp surrounds you with sound!
Whether the venue is a club, church or coffeehouse, the

Acoustasonic SFX lets your instrument fill the room. The
microphone channel allows players to plug in a vocal mic
and be self-contained on the gig.
• 2 x 80 Watts into 8 Ohms
• 1 x 8" 8 Ohm Fender® Special Design

Foster Culver speaker

• 1 x 10" Fender Special Design
speaker (side radiating)

• One Piezo Horn

• Two independent channels

(Instrument and Microphone)
• 1/4" phone and XLR inputs
• SFX (Stereo Field Expansion effect]
• Onboard digital signal processing wiHi

32 stereo digital presets (Delay, Reverb,
Chorus/ etc.)

• Insert pafch points for

external signal processors

• Output Phase switch
• Brown texfured vinyl with

Wheat grille cloth
• 29.5" Hx 17.5" Wx 13" D

• 62 Ibs.
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Acoustusonic™ jr.o22-i302.ooo ^. ^::;l:^|l,'::l^^;:^:^;'

Renowned for being the bes^sounding, all-arOund
acoustic amp you can buy, the Acoustasonic Junior lets

your acoustic guitar sound like an acoustic.
• 2 x 40 Watts into 8 Ohms (stereo)
• 2 x 8" 8 Ohm Fender® Special Design

Foster Culver speakers
• One Piezo Horn

• Two channels, (Instrument and Mic/line)
• Piezo/lnstrument input in first channel, Instrument/Low

Impedance XLR input in second channel
• Fender Reverb

• Stereo Chorus (remote switchable using

optional footswitch)
• Stereo FX loop
• Brown textured vinyl with Wheat grille cloth
• 15-3/8" H x 19-3/8" Wx 14-5/8" D
• 43 Ibs.

^^SLZ^c> €^^^^^ c>^LZ^2^

A<oustasoni< 300221303000
The smallest member of the family offers natural
acoustic reproduction in an even more portable

floor wedge design.
• 30 Watts
• 1 x 8" 8 Ohm Fender Special Design

Foster Culver speaker
• One Piezo Horn

• Two channels, (Instrument and Mic)

• Chorus (remote switchable using optional footswitch)
• 3-Band EQ

• Piezo/lnstrument input in first channel. Low Impedance

XLR mic input in second channel
• Fender Reverb
• Line Out

• Brown texfured vinyl with Wheat grille cloth
• 15-3/8" H x 19-3/8" W x 14-5/8" D
• 34 Ibs.
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PORTA
Amp Can 022-1200-000

For musicians on the go! We created this battery powered pori
players looking for a small, rugged, and high quality amp for acoustic^
voice, electric guitar, keyboard/ or whatever.
• 15 Watts
• 1 x 6" 4 Ohm Fender Special Design Speaker
• Two Fully Independent channels (Guitar and Mic/Line)
• Rechargeable Battery
• Power Pack Included
• Distortion switch in Guitar channel
• Guitar Input
• Mic/Line Input
• V olume and Tone controls on each channel
• 8.75" H x 7.75" W x 6.75" D

• 13 Ibs.

Mini-Deluxe 023-4810.000

Honey/ we shrunk the Hot Rod Deluxe! You'll note right away that our new
Mini Deluxe has an attention to detail like no Fender mini before it. From the
functional //dogbone// handle to the chrome control plate and mini "chicken hea<
knobs/ this one is a surefire collector's item! lt/s got the tone, too!

• 1 Watt, single 8 Ohm 1" speaker/ 9V DC in/ headphone out. ^
<-^

^>

^iS^SS?
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Mini Tone-Master 623 4308 one
Yeah, baby!!! This miniati^&ed version of the
Tone-Master® boasts gfc^ous tone for its size.

Check out the details ^m the amp corners and
grill cloth to the vint^|e white knobs. Authentic
looks with the sourti^to match.
• 1 Watt, two 2'^eakers

• 9V DC in
• Headphon^^ut

6-1/2" W^'6-1/8" H x 2-1/4" D



AMPLIFIER
ACCESSORIES

Whether you're restoring u vintage Bussmun

to its original glory or taking <ure of your
new Cyber-Twin, Fender's Strings, Parts and
Accessories department has you covered! We
stock a huge assortment of emblems, jewels,

hardware, tubes, speakers, foot pedals,
knobs, overs and a whole lot more for your

amp.
Visit your local Fender dealer today and ask

for genuine Fender parts and accessories.

3, 4,
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of The White Stripes fills a
whole (of of space with a Twin Reverb.

www.whifesfnpes.com

Photo by Justin Borucki

Brif-Pop quartet
with his Tone-Masters.

www.fhemusic.com

Electronica outfit
with a bunch of Fender gear.

www.continorooms.com

Photo by Mark Hadley

preparing his Cyber
rig for a tour.

axeman
gain' down to Bump City

with his Twin Amp.

www.bumpcify.com

Photo by Rich Siegle

Jammin' sideman

playing with
and two Twin Reverbs.

www.ofherones.net

Photo by Jay Blakesberg

Pour some Cyber on me! s

with fech Sfan Schi'Her
dialin' in tones in the studio.

www.defleppard.com

Photo by Neil Zlozower

blast'm' American music in

concert through a Concert.

www.davealym.com

I Photo b/TrishTokar

Stide phenomenon Derek Trucks getting ^^
in touch with his Super Reverbs.

www.derekfrucks.com

Photo by Michael Weintrob/Groovetography

rockm' down S*^-

x the highway on four with
the .. : . •—,.^,:-

and a Cyber-Twm.

www.doobiebros.com

Producer/guitarist
puffs roofsy tones from a pair

of Pro Juniors in the studio
and on stage with

www.morebarn.com/ambef

The amps of choice for pro
skafeboarders. LtoR:

grindin' on a Cyber-Deluxe and Cyber

foot controller, getting'

down with a Twin Reverb, and

stylin' with a Bassman.

Hirafa/Fritsch photos by Ofoto; Barbee by Ben Clark.

Emerging Blues journeyman

channels the rnojo with a pair

of Cyber-Twin heads.

www.jdsimo.com

Photo by Diane Simo

"The Acoustasonic is a great piece of

kit!" Brit singer-songwriter ; .

www.nicklowe.com

Photo by Rahav Segev

sfeeh'n' the crowd info

a frenzy, powered by a T win Reverb.

www.roberfrandolph.ne

Photo by Dino Perrucci

going in'afRelix

Ma9azine's Jammy Awards show in

New York City on a '65 Twin Reverb.

www.freyanasfasio.com

Photo by Michael Weintrob/Groovetography

man ;;, as afways,

with a pair o' Fender Twins.

www.yesworfcf.com

Photo by Marty Temme
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"The first bass / had was a cheap copy. I painted notes on the neck
of the guifar in neon pink to help me /earn. (Mick Jones called
this "The Pau/ Simonon schoo/ of music/'} After six monf'hs/ we

played our first concert. On signing our record contract, / brought

a Rickenbacker that looked interesting but sounded lightweight

and weighed nothing. I eventually gave it away! I bought a Fender
Precision bass guitar and carved my name info its new cream bod...

/ loved it! It weighed a ton and gave me permanent v/e/fs on my

shou/der, the strap rubbing against my skin /ike sandpaper, but the
sound was clear and dangerous. / suppose if I had stopped leaping

and running around it would have been a /ess painful union. Well

after a few years of throwing myself and bass around, we both

arrived fo play the New York Palladium. I think frustration with the

audience not being allowed out of their seats and my own moody

disposition caused me, in a fit of anger, to lift the bass high above

my head and send it crashing to the floor, again and again.' Penny
Smith luckily captured the moment and the cover for Londoii.
Calling was created." —Paul Simonon/ The Clash
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www.sum41.com
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/// used to play Fender P Basses, Now / on/y p/ay Fender P Basses. The problem is,

Fender basses on/y work good m the studio, on the road, at home, or at practice!"

- Nick Oliveri, Queens of the Stone Age
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f Nick Otiveri -JBueens of the Stone Age
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Fender /55 Precision Bass
NOS (015-2402), CC:^01S-2502}, Relic ^T^2J^,

.5-5"

'tS^
• "T

Vintage butfs, %ollectdilsj3^d serious^ , ^

players who \^ttll^<^^ed xfesj^n T^ ^^
and performance eleraerit^of|he second
generation Precision fiasse? fr<ami the mid-
50s... stop scouring the'vintage guitar shows

/cause this bass will give you everything you
desire without the stiff price tag!

TheJ55 Precision Bass is a stunning and faithful
recreation of its original 7955 ancestor. We utiljze

the original tooling and period-correct matefial^

and hardware. The '55 features a one-piece Mqphi
necjc/fingerboard coupled to a toneful Ash bod^
Trbe^o the details of the time, the /55 also featJresj

||tbj^and back body contours, and a string-^j-dugh
:,l^o^ bridge with twin steel saddles. A singte-ply
^A/hite pickguard and the original small Pr6cisioh^ .1

Bass headstock complete the package. This bass
plays like a dream! Pictured in 2-Color SunbAjrsty*
N.O.S. Also available in CC and Relic. ._,.
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'59 Precision Bass® 0152100
1959 was a transitional year for the

P Bass®. Rosewood fretboards replaced
the one-piece Maple neck. Meticulously
built to replicate the original, these models
also feature Alder (3-Color Sunburst) or
Ash (Vintage Blonde and White Blonde)
bodies, a "C" shape Maple neck, vintagi
split single-coil pickups/ and a gold anod"

ized pickguard. Accompanied by a TweecT

case, strap, cable, and polishing cloth. -
Pictured this page: Relic in Vintage Blonde
and N.O.S. in 3-Color Sunburst. Pictured

in 3-Color SunburstN.O.S. (left) & Vintage
Blonde Relic (right).
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64 Jazz Bass® ™

The "64 features ari'Alder body with
Ma'ple neck and a found laminate

Rosewood fingerboard. Chrome

hardware/ vintage reverse tuning

machines and a 4-ply Tortoise Shell

pickguard complete the package.
Accompanied by a Brown textured
vinyl case/ strap/ and cable. Shown

at left in 3-Color Sunburst and right in
Olympic White.
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Reggie Hamilton
015-8400Jazz Bass® 015-8-

and Jazz Bass V

~K

'̂-.y,

015-8500 ^^j-yy

Our newest Custom Shop-Artist model results from a collaborl

tion^H+pop sesshorr bassist Reggie HamiltQjfty whose voluminoCT

resume includes gigs with Babyfa'ee, Toni BraxtpR, Seal and

Barbra Stcefs.&nc^to^nam^^stst-ti^few. .- ^x
•">'".N»r ... ^ ^-J&S.i'^ •••£*-« ... .. ' .-

'7'- ^ -'•••• ^- - •\i^|^ia<w^"^,'" "',;:

Reggie expressed that he n|ie'9t"d^^>ass that could easily go from active EQ (treble/

mid and bc^s-cpr'i^y'fo passhre.;E<^ (stcmdard tone control), without a radical cbcmg®.

in cnttput ari^on6lqu^^ Hamilton Jazz Bass ^oes.||jst that! It iri|E?r|^H

ah aGtiye7passive,$yll|^^rr'1^?^ supply foRrnaximum lieadroom, arid a

pre-shope sbund.^|!^d^l^h(^ altOws the treb|e.c^d bassjcenter frequenq^|p be shiti'e^
'^^i^; -i -v *^ \-. . " ' . • ^ J^ 1- '• -^";-^.' '^'.-'-•1; . '::'-^^^ ::'..:'. •. •• ^'^

depending on the BoOjst dr^u^po?ition- Thie^^rcRjp painlngs eregte a uffir^He //voice/' ^

with a broad and versatite tone palette tlTat^feo|por%e^ the sound ofbotK Jazz and ^

Precision Basses. An Apijsrican (Series P and Noiseless J are feiaturecl on ther4-string, • .''

and a Custom reverse ^perica^ and NoiselessJ on th6 5?strihg,i^

gijfcirJE

Features include Hipshot®j|dljt6pi tuners :OW^

j[5*Sfhyig)/ a modified selecfrj^lderJ B^^body,^

sawn ^Gpleneck/'an^M'&lil^mlgYsonan unbol

fretboc|d (Pao Ferrbon ttie 5-StringV. rt»»}i»jg5-b^

sculpted heel for easier access to upper frej

ing straps buttons. Picturedji]^^Jm^|^^|BPP9tfht%
x. ' ^.^MS^^^^^^^^^^^^^Sfm'.-'

.^y'f.

-•'. .-.•r:

^i«^

NEW!
^ ^

•».

.?v£^^?^"y&

-^"

^•fc'..k-'.<-Lt_^...^f. •

Reggie Hamilton
www. reggiehamil.ton. corn

t-rSBT^
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Custom Classic Jazz
3as^®

s.

*

•*** '^t,

v:?( ^
.^1<

15 IV 015-7400
.'"^

-L\ '

^'
^

^sai

I

\'':

»^'

t'€'-
i»1^

;v

Custom Classic JSzz
Buss®'Voi5^(w- • " -

lements to Fender's legendary

make our new Custom Classic

•layer-centric instrumept. This bass.,

ss a slightly slimmer waist contour
deeper cutaways for greater access

to the upper registers of its 21-fret finger-

board. Five-string players will appreciate
the new dual-string retainers that increase

string tension, especially on the low //B//,

for better definition and articulation. You'll
also love the comfortable 34" scale neck.

The Custom Classic Jazz Bass (shown in 3-
Color Sunburst) is available with Rosewood

or Maple fingerboard; Jazz Bass V (pic-
tured in Ice Blue Metallic) is offered with a
Pao Ferro or Maple fingerboard.

<!..
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'57 Precision®
019-0115

'^Ifrenswffl
QlSm:

Since-its introduction in 1951, the Precision
bdss'has dramaticaHy ihfluehced tlie way

we play and hear music. And in that half-
century/ it has impacted every genre of music

imqglnable. Our American Vintage '57 and
/62 Precision Basses pay tribute to tbe&e

landmarlc instrumerrts wH+iaccurate detailing

mcludirig etedronics and hardware—from rfie-

split single-coit pickups to the vintage t-uhing
machines. Both basses are finislied witli
nitrocellulose lacquer.

Tb&/57 is shown in White Blonde with its

trademorfc Mapk f+ngerboard and gold
anodized Aluminum piclcgudrd; the "62 in a
3-Co1o~r Sunbursfwith Rbsewood fihgerbbard

and shell pickguard;

^.

American Vintage Series basses

are accompanied by a deluxe

hardshell case with a plush

interior, vintage cable, and a

leather strap. Alt basses are

backed by our limited Lifetime

Warranty.

IBS^ ^-f-r"?

??

U In 1959, Berry Gordy gathered the
best musicians from Detroit's thriving

J|^| jazz and blues scene to begin cutting
^-songs for 4ris new record company

Wottwn. Over a-fourteen year period, the

"Funk Brothers" were the heartbeat on

H "MyG»rl,""Bernadette,y"IWasrtadeto^

love Her," and coynttciss other #1 hits..

.1; Three decades later, tbr Funk Brothers

reunited back w Detroit to play their music
p -and tell th'eirunforgettablrstory resutting
^ in'a movie and originarsouiidtracK:' ~'~

Standing in the Shadows of Motown. . .

ii=^. Above: James Jamerson and drummer Uriel Jortes

lift I in 1964 at the Detroit dab. Blues UnUmited.
• ^ ' Tfaoto courtesy of fhe Funl; Brothers.

jfeAg. - -- - - - •.•— • ~ — ^

•HI

m

iie—i,^^
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f 62 juzz Bass D19-0209.

-S^|g---

n-Irstintroduced +n T960~as~fh9n5elLTxe7^oJel7tlTe Jazz Bass~has'become one
- of the mosfjDlayed instruments~in^^

firsts^ sucb^asjhg pff-set waist body^uitrci.slim fast-action rieck,_stackedjconcentric

controls/ anclfull-range.bj-pole.pickups are-detailed in this-accurate r-eissue.-Finished -

With rritroceUo+o^e^crcquerr Pictured here ift^fack-and3-CoTt6r-SorTbrrrst. - — ~

a

•••t
FS3B

'•<

"The '75 J Bjass' is;'his sound..;

Basica//// thefe^s no-other

bcrss for him; tfiere-is no-o+her

sound." Rhonda~SmTfK~on

Prince ' ~ —'

I75JuzzBuss®
019-0302

- Bound fingerboards/S-kheb-centrels"

(volume neck/ volufne bridge^master -

4bTie)/'and~bloctcintays ar& standouf

Features of thFs cldsstc. Offered'

with eiftier a Rosewood or Morple

fingerboard. Jhe, 8osewj90_d. incorpDrates

.White binding, P^arloid hLodc inl£iys_and
-a 3-ply-Wltite ^ickgyard/'-tbe Mopl^has

-Btack-firreferrbodrd bindiTTgT-B+dck blcrck-

inlays and a 3-ply Blqck plckguard.
Other '75 Jazz Bass attributes include

a solid Asfi body, "bunef'truss rod
. and our proprietary 3-holt AAicro-Tilfc™

- neck.adjustment (eatmfe.-RicturetLher^

in. Natural with-qperiod-acQyrate

porfyfifetharrtT finish.

Wt ^
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Gone but not forgotten...

John Entwistle by Tom Copi/Michael Ochs Archives.eom

2002 marked the passing of two of our favorite bassists, John "The
Ox" Entwistle of the Who and Dee Dee (aka Douglas Glen Colvin)

Ramone. Interviewed in 2001 for the 50th anniversary of the P Bass,
John remarked, "I used Fender basses on most of the important Who

recordings."

Like The Who leading the '60s Mod movement, the Ramones were the

prototype Punk band in the '70s. The two are indelibly linked by their
raw energy and explosive live performances. Dee Dee's bass solo on

"Now I Wanna Sniff Some Glue" is hot wired from the Who's "Live At
Leeds" extended jam version of "My Generation".

Long live rock!

ii
E

Dee Dee Ramone

performing in NYC

August 1980
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'6Qs Jazz Bass® 013-1800

"It plays and sounds great!" —Mike Watt

The '60s'Jazz Bass capfuces The essence

of the'decad'e, and encapsulates some

of the details tKat make these instruments
cool. You don't have to secure a loan

to affo'rd the vintage vlbe! Off-set waist
body/ uhra-slim fast-action neck and full-

range ^i-pole pickups; are replicated in
}h1s classfc "beauty. Pictured here in
3-Gok>r Suhburst. ~

AccompGiniecLby a. deluxegig bag, the
''60s Jazz Bass is backed by our limited

tffefime Warranty.

51 Precision Bass -027-iy02

- The-^54-fredsten Bass combines

'^great traditional P Bass tone in a

'classic package that laass freaks, as"

3^^1[as players and collectors, will
Jpxe!H''^Qsp.ejeigl,edition _ . |

P Bass with Maple fmgerboard,
AsbT>ody an'd detailed vintage

-siyliftg-rlt features-the original P Bass

' h6ddst6dc-shape7 one virrtage single-

.coil pickup.flnd 2-sacTdje bridge. The
look,, fee\ and vib^e of this bass ar&

cfa$si^F.e.oder.Jt ^pegks of.decades

^" ^of-bass history-and tcadition/ and

~" -b65td®Sri1-4©oks arid seunds damn

~--co"oJ+Offered in 2-Color Suaburst

—- cnTc?uttefscotch Bfonde.

;81l£;lil:'l::li^J.^i-
^li^v?31^^;j-;;ll-

Mustun i® Bass -025-?900

Thls^horoughbred Teissue
of the sought-after Mustang

Bass, introduced' in "64, -

is perfect for players who .
prefer a shorter 30 scale
length instrument. Details

include a solid Akler-body/.
Mapl&neck/-Rb$ewood

fingeriroard wjth-dot inkiys"
and Nictcet-SHver frets, pluT

one split singte-coil piclcup^
Available in Vintage White •

and Fiesta Red.

"A

w

i-

•/ww.weezer.com
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The FMT (Figured Maple Top)

basses are the 'cream of the crop7

in our line of pro bass offerings!

Presenting a host of player-centric

features including neck, body,

pickup and electronic designs-all

the latest refinements from our

celebrated R&D team. These

gorgeous, hand-crafted Ameri-

can Deluxe J Bass® guitars boast

figured Maple (Flame or Quilted)

over Alder. Maple or Rosewood

fingerboards are offered on the

4-string; Pao Ferro on the 5-string.

Our Special Design Noiseless™

pickups add warmth and lows

which complement the hardwood's

natural clarity and brightness/ to

produce a unique dynamic tone.

The circuitry has been tweaked at

the input stage (pre-shape, boost

Jazz Bass FMT 019-5870

and EQ settings) to complement

the unique sonic nature of the

exotic woods. Bass EQ is centered

at 40Hz ± 12dB with a 4dB per

octave slope; treble is centered

at 8kHz ± 10dB with a 2dB per

octave slope. The treble cut sounds

much like a passive control/ for

warm organic tones. The mid-

control is centered at 500Hz and

+10dB and -15dB with a wide-

band slope. The circuit is powered

by an 18-volt supply for maximum

headroom.

The American Deluxe Jazz Bass

active preamp features a master

volume, pickup pan, bass boost/
cut, mid boost/cut and treble

boosf/cuf. The circuit is powered

by a new 18-volt power supply for
maximum headroom and clarity.

:(^
\SS'

^A.,1:

jazz Bass FMT V 019-5970

Shown in Amber and

jTobacco Sunburst.

»1?
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Available in a variety of finishes.

Pictured above LtoR: Tobacco

Sunburst, Crimson Transparent,

Amber, Aged Cherry Sunburst.
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The newly redesigned American Deluxe Series of basses

reflect all the latest refinements from our R&D team—offering ^^'

a synergy of pickup design and electronics.

Both the Deluxe Precision and Jazz Bass® features similar

circuitry as the American Deluxe FMT basses, including a

new 18-Volt power supply.

These basses aren't called 'deluxe' for nothing!^ Each in-

corporates Abalone dot position inlays, rolled fingerboard

edges and a highly detailed nut and fret work. A graphite

reinforced neck, premium Alder or Ash body (depending on

finish)/ and combination string-through-body/top-load bridge

are some of its other fine features.

All American Deluxe Series basses incorporate improved

features including a 5-bolt neck plate, a sculpted heel for

easier access to the upper frets, and chromed steel bridge
plate with nickel plated Brass saddles.

American Deluxe
Precision Bass® 019 5250

The American Deluxe P Bass® offers

tons of tonal variations. The 3-Band

active EQ, combined with a vintage

P Bass pickup and special design

humbucker, make this an axe that can

cut any gig. Available with a Maple or

Rosewood fingerboard. Pictured here

in 3-Color Sunburst.

American Deluxe
Precision Bass V 019.5362

Available with Maple or Rosewood
fingerboard. Pictured here in Teal

Green Transparent.

Paulo 3r. - Sepultura
www.sepultura.com.br

Photo by Carina Zaratin
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msTanaka - Pink

w.pinkspage.com

oto by T:dsb I.seper

American Deluxe Jazz Bass®

019-5860

Our upgraded American Deluxe
Jazz Bass captures the spirit of
innovation with their 3-band active
EQ and two new dual-coil ceramic

noiseless J Bass® pickups with Nickel-

plated pole pieces. Pictured here in
Candy Tangerine.

American Deluxe
Jazz Bass® V

019-5960

The Jazz V incorporates our

4 over/1 under tuning machine
array and two Hipshof" string trees with
custom tailored break-angles that create

balanced string tension across all five
strings. Pictured here in Aged

Cherry Sunburst.
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"The Zone is a noteworthy design departure for Fender. [It's] intoxicating

b/end of contemporary sfy/e and sound delightfully integrates what's '^^'

best about the chic engineering of boutique insfruments and the satisfying
comfort of vinfage axes. By artfully blending these elements, the Zone

e/iminafes many common design and and tone barriers and executes your

musica/mpuf' with panache. Hey Fender/ how about a 5?" - Bass Player

"...comes across as somewhaf "centrist" »"n its demeanor—a little bit vintage/ a /ift/e

bit modern. It can cover much of the same territory as the other two, has the looks

fo fit into any /meup and p/ays like silk. If you dig the Fender mystique but want
more versati/e sound, then get into the Zone." - Guitar World magazine

American Deluxe
Zone Bass 019-9500

The American Deluxe Zone

Bass has a voice all its own,

thanks to our Special Design

humbucking pickups, 18-volt

power supply/ and a unique

circuitry designed to enhance

the instrument's natural soiAid

'andTonal range. T+iis stunning

4-string is crafted in layered

exotic tone woods—Maple/

Walnut/Alder or V^alnut/

tMaple/Mahogany4and fea-

tures a $le6k, slightly^SmGrtter

(and lighter) body/ Abalone

Jnlay,and a sculpted heel.

' '

• ^

Rhonda Smith - Pri/icf
www.rhondasmith.comf

Photo by Neil Zlozowerj

^TSfS.s^ss'RrKK:
•?>aM?B29(tS»V£

/ //... there's a lot of tonal possibilities with this

f'nsh-umenf'/' Rhonda Smith
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Deluxe Series

Inilgvation in an affordable pack-

agei^The sleek Delu.xfe~iZ.qne bass is

1*1

avail9l^le in the popular

configurNjon. Alnico magnets

P neck-posWon pickup add'more

definition and top-end response to i

the Zone's full-bodje^ output.

The American Deluxe Zone™ Bass

preamp features a master/ pickup

pan/ bass boost/cut, treble boost/
cut/ and mid boost/cut. Powered

with an 18-volt power supply for
expanded headroom and clarity.

The J pickup in the bridge-position
is a fully customized version of our

Deluxe Active Jazz Bass pickup.

1/4" Alnico magnets and end-to-end

dual-coil, hum-canceling construction

fill out the tone with mid-range
punch and low-end growl. Lots of

cool finishes to chose from. Pictured

here in-^ema Sunburst (Igft) and
Pewter.

w 9
e
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Deluxe Series
sa

-B.

Deluxe P-Buss® Special 013-5700

Our Jazz Bass® and PrecisTon Bass®

guitars have been the essential choices
for players over the years. The Deluxe

P Bass Special features a "best of both

worlds" combo with an Alder Precision
Bass body/ satin finished Maple Jazz Bass

neck/ and a P/J pickup configuratitin.
An American Vintage bridge and a gold
anodized Aluminum pickguard complete

the package. Pictured here in Candy

Apple Red.

Active Jazz Buss® n1:u7011

The time-tested features of our

Standard Jazz Bass, combined with
Deluxe pickups and active etecfron-

ics give th^Deluxe Active Jazz Bass
extra versatility for the gig. Pictured
here in Artic White.

Deluxe Active Jazz
BaSS® V 013-6800

S^me specs as the Deluxe Jazz Bass

4-sfllliytsri featuring a Pao Ferro
fingerboard. Not pictured.

^'[»-^ ,

M

\
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Bass

lero<
(>25-4500-5tt5?

luzz BUS!

And now for something
;ompietely different! Cutting-

;dge bass players looking
or a high performance

:md lightweight bass with a

.trikingly different appearance
vill flip over the Aerodyne
iazz Bass! This is a special
idition Jazz Bass featuring a

jound Basswood body with a
unique 39" radius carved top/

'3 Maple neck with Rosewood

ingerboard and matching
painted headstock. lf-/s loaded

vith a Precision/Jazz pickup
combination and top-mounted

controls. Offered in Black.
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American Precision Bass 019-3200

^ Since its ihteption in T951/ the P Bass® haicfone

through many tpanrsformations, but the qualities that
made the P Bass great in fhe /50s and /60s r^Fnain

gloriou^ly intacjyn th^ ^rner(s<ari .Series m<
-^Inmftfagabt'e t6ne/ tpu

• ^'••~ ' '' ;"'T~ "-
igs^gind pjayabitit^.

Our American f Bass has-o'vintage body'rctdius

and contour whlcfh gives^j^iat ckissic Fencfer® vibe
-A7^.1-1^:- ^." •»-*S7.-^<

y-and fe€iyyeafuring,a pr&mium As.h or Alder body
(dependmg on fh^finish )^tc(!lioseJ|;for better^one

sustajn/ y^ve^g,|so in%rporalFed Rosewq^d ancand sustaj-n/

Maple fingeRbo'ard's^fi
and

I'detailed ^et aft^u^vork,

-and the classic^plH-cpil^Ekiss pickup.^ ^"^
%. . ..' <' ^"^

All American Series basi hecks
feature our Posiflex™ neck sup-

port rods (see previous page for

details). The Maple or Rosewood \,
fingerboards have rolled edges, ^
giving them a comfortable, broken- ^

in feel. Pictured in Chrome Red/ -

Crimson Red Transparent; 2-Color

Sunburst and Sky Blue.

^ David Desrosiers - Simple
yww.simpleplan.com

'.1M
,^<-., ' f^

Dan Lavery - Tonic
www.tomc-online.com
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.the Precision Bass and Jazz Bass are beauti-

fully executed and a /oy to play. Fender is to
be congratulated for their attention to detail
and a c/ear desire to build the best basses they
can for the money."

- 20th Century Guitar magazine

American Jazz Bass
019-3400

•»

^

t̂

<s?

^M

K<?

Ws

M*
4"i

•••<•

American Jazz Bass® V
019-3500

Inspired by player feedback on
our Precision Bass® in the late 1950s/

the Jazz Bass was introduced in 1960.
In the decades since/ it's become a

staple for players of all genres and
has set the standard for bass tone.The

J Bass features the original body radius
and contours: slim neck, offset-waist

body, two single-coil/ bi-pole pickups,
and offers player-friendly refinements
such as detailed fret and nut work, a

3-ply parchment pickguard and a
graphite-reinforced neck with rolled
edges. To enhance tone/ American

Series basses are crafted from solid,

premium Ash or Alder bodies (depend-

ing on the finish you choose) and fea-
ture Maple or Rosewood fingerboards
(Pao Ferro on the 5-string). Pictured in
Sky Blue/ Sunset Orange Transparent/

Chrome Red and 2-Color Sunburst.
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THE INSIDE SCOOP ON FENDER^S

POSIFLEX NECK SUPPORT RODS

?^ly-Ss^^
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Nqck wa'rping is a bass playef^,v<A^: •J"i'

njgl'rtmare. With Fender's Posiflex™ neck

support, two rods are placed in the necj^
just beneath the fingerboard on either.si^e
of the truss rod^The truss rod fundfjons

far normal neck adjustment but much
Smoother ancl^morff' accurately over

' the length of the neck/ eliminating any
"humps/ bumps and S curves"—just one

smooth continuous curve. The stability

over time and under various climatic

conditions is unparalleled when compared
to normal wood construction.

Fender Posiflex technology borrows from

graphite tube design. Graphite cloth is
wrapped around Maple doweling in such
a way that the stiffness of the tube varies

over the length of the rod. The stiffest areas
are at each end/ becoming more flexible

as you approach the most flexible point of
the neck (centered under the 7th and 8th

frets). By wrapping the composite material
around the Maple rods we have minimal
impact on the normal neck material.

The beauty of Posiflex is that it delivers
modern composite stability without com-

promising the tonality of the basses that
changed the course of modern music.

These neck support rods come stock on all

American, American Deluxe, and signature

model basses.
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Chi Cheng - Deftones.

www.deftones.com

.-^K-,

'^}

^^vC^><1'J^
^roc^ess
00^-'

^^tt'Scftffieafiai^*""^^
Itasffboarff Confessional ^

^'
Only Fender basses can deliver the tighf/j

warm sound \ desire."

—Scott Schoenbeck
www. dashboardconfessional. corn



hotdogs at a baseball game, the Fender bass is a
permanent fixture in rock bands of every shape and size.

Attd rightly so! In sound/ fee/ and look, a Fender is the
standard by which a bass guitar should be^udged."
- Efoen D/Ann'co

^-^stheoM

^^•c" fe,
. www.suv" ^ ^;

.^1^̂
VI

1^,KK^"
Ay1^

AJ^c^2y
€̂•

^u^.*
/10^o^not^r^

•^c^ ^it

Frank Bella - Anthrax
www.anthrax.com

Billy FNflze - Jonny Lang
'ww.jonnyiang. corn __^-..

^•r^^Totalc^os

George Porter 3r.

www.georgeporterjr. corn

Brian Hinchcliff - James Otto Band

www.james-otto. corn

GrealKob.^-^

.^er of <•»""

. ^^
^•^:w'v

(
^P"'^,4
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Highway 1"
Precision Bass®
011-130(1

The Fender Highway 1 Precision
and Jazz basses are both American

made instruments, borrowing

heavily from the successful formula
of the Highway 1 Series guitars
launched last year. These basses

sustain the classic American styling

and tone!

Both the P and J basses boast
a light satin lacquer finish over
an Alder body with a 20 fret
Rosewood fretboard, The Precision

has a traditional split single-coil
Precision Bass pickup and the Jazz
features two single-coi! Jazz Bass

pickups. Chrome hardware and a

3-ply pickguard (whife/btack/whife
on the P; black/white/black on

the J] round out the offering. A
Deluxe gig bag is included. The P
Basses are pictured in Daphne Blue

and Honey Blonde; J Basses at right
in 3-Color Sunburst and Crimson

Red Transparent.
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D SEOlES
Our Standard Series basses offer lots of upgraded features

in an affordable package!

'-f.r-

Robert Trujillo -
Black Label Society,

Ozzy Osbourne
www.zakkwylde.com
Photo by Marc Bolduc

®Standard Precision Buss(i
013-6100

Our Standard Precision bass features

a comfort-contoured body, Rosewood

fingerboard. Updated with a new single
split-coil hum-canceting pickup and
knurted chrome American P Bass knobs.

Pictured here in Blue Agave.

/... a great version of a cfass/c at a

fantastic price/" - Guitar One magazme

Standard Jazz Bass
013-6200

Our Standard Jazz Bass incorporates

many Fender" "firsts// such as the

off-set waist body and ultra slim fast-

action neck. Updated with hvo new

bi-pole pickups and new American

Jazz Bass knobs. Pictured here in

3-Color Sunbursf.

--3. • .^*
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Standard Jazz Bass®
Ffctless
013B208

Figured here in Black.

^»^K-^^.^ M^'^^^S^^.

..A®t"M^
? "^"^''..'^

.^v^^i
,....-^.

Standard Jazz
Bass® V
013-6600

Pictured here in

Midnight Wine.

Standard
Jazz Bass
Left.Hand

Pictured here in Sage
Metallic.
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The Marcus Miller Jazz Bass V is a state-

of-the-art collaboration behveen Grammy

award-winning bassist Marcus Miller and

Fender's dedicated R&D team. The MM^

features an Ash body coupled to a one-

piece Maple neck (7.25" radius) with a

4-over 1 -under tuning machine array, ey(

catching White binding and pearloid blo^
inlays on the Maple fingerboard. Marcus1

signature Black pickguard / control plate
houses a unique active preamp with a

much requested active/passive switch. A

massive BadAss™ V bridge and chrome neck

pickup cover tops off the feature set of this
signature bass. Accomplished or aspiring

bassists looking for a versatile and finely
crafted/ extended-range instrument will find

this to be a perfect vehicle to express your
musical voice. Pictured in Aged Natural.

The Ozell Tapes: The Official Bootleg.
2 CDs with over 70 minutes of Marcus...
Raw, pure, funky and LIVE! Available
exclusively in the U.S. on the Internet at
www.3deucesrecords.com, in Japan at 3VC
Music, and from Dreyfus Music in Europe.

Marcus Miller
Jazz Bass® 025-7802

Without a doubt, Marcus Miller's

defining groove has been felt
around the world. His 4-string

signature features a 2-band active

EQ with an active/passive switch/
BadAss™ II bridge/ and hvo U.S.
Jazz Bass® single-coil pickups.

Shown in Natural.

Marcus Miller i^^Hh;
www.marcusmiller.com

Live photo by Jack Fritsch

Background photo by Neil Zlozower

r^

1-1-—.
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Ju<o Pusforius Jazz Bass® Fretless 019-6208

Jaco Pastorius was a beacon for generations of aspiring

bass players, bridging the gaps beh^een R&B/ rock/ jazz,
classical and Caribbean music. He changed the musical
world with his visionary approach to the instrument, and
he did it with one fundamental toot—a Fender® Jazz Bass.
Although he played on both a fretted and fretless Jazz Bass/
Jaco/s //voice" and signature sound centered around his

3-Color Sunburst fretless. Accompanied by a Brown Hard-

shell case/ strap, and cable.

Jaco Pastorius

Photo by Clayton Call

A Word with Marcus
What choroctenstics did vou want to build into

this bass that were missino in other basses?

Most of the 5-string basses I've played had a

sterile feeling to them. I realized that they all

have very flat necks. My 4-string Jazz has a

Little curve to the neck—like an upright bass. In

developing the MM5, we worked on getting that

same kind of curve. It feels realty fantastic now,

really natural in your hands.

We also wanted to get a similar frequency

response to my 4-string because I was never in

Love with the sound of'the 5's I've played. I Liked

the extended range but didn't like the tone, so

we experimented with pickups and bridges 'tilwe
got something we liked.

•other than the number of stn'nos?

My initial, goal was to eliminate the differences

between the 4 and the 5 beside the number

of strings. As we got into it, we did make

improvements on the bridge and did a little
tweaking of the preamp. But really, what we did

was create the 5-string that Fender would've

built in 1977!

A'>-
ft.

\Y^
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Victor Bailey Jazz Bass

This beautifully crafted, exotjc wood
J Bass incorporates the bes^in design and

electronics—as guided by ^ictor himself.Thj

sleek body is comprised of^g Koa top over
Rosewood and Mahogany pt||[red with a
Maple neck and Rosewood finl

Our Special Design Noiseless™
add warmth and lows which complei
the hardwood body's natural clarity

and brightness, resulting in an extremely
dynamic tonal range. The circuitry has been

tweaked at the input stage (pre-shape/
boost and EQ settings) to enhance the
unique sonic nature of the exotic woods.

Bass EQ is centered at 40Hz ± 12dB with a

4dB per octave slope; treble is centered at
8 kHz ± 10dB with a 2dB per octave slope.
The treble cut works more as a passive

control for warm organic tones. The mid-

control is centered at 500Hz and +10dB
and -15dB with a wide-band slope creating
a new distinctive voice. For maximum

headroom/ the circuit is powered by an

18-volt supply.

y.

^^

Victor Bailey
Background Photo

Neil Zlozower
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Roscoe Be<k V Bass

The Roscoe Beck V String is truly
a one-of-a-kind design. Players

will love the traditional Jazz feel

combined with the graphite rein-
forced neck. Other features include

a Pao Ferro fingerboard, special
humbucking Jazz Bass® V pickups,
and special switching. Shown in
Shoreline Gold.

Roscoe Bec,k;'' ivww.micoebeck.cor

For the lowdown on the Stu Hamm

bass, log onto the BassStreet

website at: www.bassstreet.com

\v,
Stu Hamm "Urge" Bass II

The Stu Hamm "Urge" Bass II offers the

tonal magic of classic Jazz Bass and
Precision Bass® with active electronics and
contemporary styling. Features include a

sleek Alder body, 34" scale length, match-
ing painted headstock (except Sunburst)/

Fender Jazz Bass Noiseless™ pickups and
active electronics. Shown in Amber.

A

GHS 3 - Tone Center Records
www2.shrapnelrecords.com/5hrapnei

®
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Geddy lee Jazz Bass®
025-7702

Our Geddy Lee Limited Edition Jazz

Bass is a replica of the instrument

Geddy has used extensively for both

recording and performing in front of

thousands of Rush fans worldwide.

Featuring an Alder body and neck and

Maple fingerboard (34" scale length;

20 Medium Jumbo frets with black

fingerboard binding), this J Bass is cus-

tom-fit with two U.S. Jazz Bass single

coil pickups (neck and bridge)/ and a

Bad Ass™ II Bridge.

^•^)'

www. rushdirect. corn

^.

<3)

Sting Precision Bass®
025-1902

From his tenure in The Police/ to

a prolific solo career. Sting is

responsible for bringing the
bass out front in pop music.

This '50s P Bass® features a

contoured 2-Color Sunburst

body, one vintage single-coil

pickup, and sports his signature

in the block pearl inlay at the
12th fret.

www.sting.com

•a ^
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STANDARD SERIES
^' ;;\J 032-1500

The Precision Bass"" was the first electric bass

guitar—the one that started it all. Our Squier""

P Bass Special and P Bass Special 5 are mod-

ern updates of those classic Fender designs.

Easy to play, the Squier P Bass Special is
responsive and flexible, delivering tone by

the truckload. The slim, comfortable neck is

matched to a solid Agathis body, which is
fitted with a traditional split single-coil P Bass

pickup and a J Bass pickup in the bridge
position for tonal versatility. Quality touches

include multi-ply pickguards, chrome dome

knobs and a choice of four finish options.

Shown in 3-Color Sunburst.

032-1520

Squier Standard P Bass is available
in a left-handect version, too.

Not pictured. /

.^

®p
us'if

Whether you're already a 5-string

player or thinking about trying one out,
you'll be impressed by the affordably
priced Squier P Bass Special V. Features

include string spacing that's natural and

comfortable/ not tight and crowded.

The 4-and-l headstock is ergonomi-

cally designed for easy tuning, and it
allows the bass to fit in a standard case.
Pictured in Black.
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J BASS® 032-6500

»The Squier Standard Jazz
Bass® features many Fender

J Bass appointments including
an off-set waist body, ultra

slim fast-action neck and

full-range bi-pole pickups.

Shown in Shoreline Gold,

3-Color Sunburst and Candy

Apple Red.

www.fender.com 185



For all you players looking
for a hvist to your bottom
line, look no further than
the Showmaster MB-4 and
MB-5.

Sportin' a solid body,
Maple neck and Rosewood
fingerboard, these insfru-

merits put a non-traditionat

spin on the bass. The P/J
pickup combination (on the
4-string) and J Bass (on the

5), and passive EQ/ give
these basses a crunch and

punch all their own.

The MB4 and MB5 have
attitude to spare/ and come

in a trio of metallic finishes:

Pewter Grey Metallic,
Black Metallic, and Cobalt

Blue Metallic (not shown).

B

Debra Killings - Jay Z, TLC, OutKast
www. debrakillings. corn

Photo by Shannon McCollum

p

t^SE

-»-*"*-*+-t-*-*-+-j

SKULL BASS 032-8001

Again, featuring specs
similar to the Affinity
bass, the sinister skull

& crossbones body
design and Mother-of
Pearl inlay at the 12th

fret put the final touch
on this killer looking—
and sounding—bass.

:£±:
^+'*-** +*•*•*•+-

B
MB-5 BASS 032-8005
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AFFINITY
SERIES

AFFINITY P BASS 031-0400

The Squier Affinity™ P Bass is the world's
best-selling bass because of its unmatched

value. It feels good, sounds good and fits

the needs of any player on a budget.

With its comfortable neck, solid Alder body
and classic tone/ the Squier

P Bass conjures up the sound of thousands

of recordings in every genre of music.

Whether you're just starting, need a bass for

occasional use or just want a solid working

bass that's as easy to own as it is to play,

the Squier P Bass is a natural choice.

Shown in Artic White.

IIMITED EDITION
AFFINITY P BASS
031-0403-550

This limited-run P Bass
Special offers the same fan-

tastic features as the Affinity P
Bass including its Alder body

and Rosewood fingerboard

and P/J pickup configuration.
Offered with matching Pewter

body and headcap, plus hand-
some black hardware/ plastic

parts and pickguard.

BRONCO BASS 0310902
The Squier® Bronco Bass is great

for guitarists who occasionally
need a bass, for younger

beginners, for smaller players or

for anyone who likes the feel of

a short-scale (30 inches) bass. It
tunes easily and sounds full and

rich, thanks to its Maple neck,
die-cast tuners and solid Agathis
body, which is equipped with
a single-coil pickup. Pictured in
Torino Red.
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ACOUSTIC BASSES
^13

GB.41SCE
Acoustic/Electric Bass
095-4105-021 NEW
The newest member in Fender®'s

Grand Series acoustic family, the
GB-41SCE is perfectly suited for

players wanting the unplugged
sound of an acoustic, but with the
flexibility, tone and punch of an

electric. Features include a single
cutaway mini Jumbo body, a full
34" scale neck, "AA" grade Spruce

top, solid Mahogany back, and the
Fender Fishman Classic IV ACLR™

pickup system. You're going to love
your new Fender!

:>a»s"

BG-32 095-3200-021
Acoustic basses are

becoming an essential
part of many different

musical styles, and the
BG-32 is a great addition

to any bass rig. With its

mini-jumbo body shape,
this bass sounds great an<

plays like a dream. The
BG-32 features Fishman®
Classic 4 electronics.

BG-29 095-2900
This bass is a tone machine!
Featuring a traditional

dreadnought body shape/
the BG-29 plays great and
provides plenty of low-end
punch/ plugged-in or not. The

Fender/Fishman® Acoustic

Matrix electronics really
deliver to make this bass sing!
Available in Gloss Black or

Natural Satin finish.

SB.31 ACOUSTIC EIECTRIC BASS 0933100
The SB-31 is perfect for any player who wants an acoustic electric bass that plays

great and provides the kind of value Squier® is famous for! Suited for guitarists who
want to add a bass to their arsenal, bassists who want to try an acoustic bass/ or

anyone looking for a workhorse instrument for live gigs or jamming at home on the
couch. The Squier SB-31 features a 32" scale length, a Fender® pickup/preamp,

slim neck profile and is available in Metallic Red and Metallic Black.

I
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Custom Shop f 60s
Jazz Bass Pickups
099-2101-000 Custom '60s J Bass Set (2)

If you took the best selling bass in the world and over-
wound the pickups for more punch, mid-range, bass

and output, then you'd have the Custom Shop /60s

Jazz Bass Pickups. Constructed with Special Alnico 5
magnets and Formvar magnet wire, the Custom Shop

/60s J Bass pickups thump and growl! OEM on many

Custom Shop basses. Available with black covers only.

Custom Shop '60s 3 Bass Bridge \^ ^^wSsfi
DC Resistance 7.4K
Inductance 3.25Henries

Custom Shop '60s 3 Bass Neck
DC Resistance 7.1K
Inductance 3.18Henries

•
•

Noiseless™ Jazz Bass

099-2102-000 Noiseless J Bass Pickup Set (2)
005-5190-000* Vintage Noiseless 5-String Jazz Bass Bridge

005-5189-000* Vintage Noiseless 5-String Jazz Bass Rhythm

Sounding like a '60s Jazz Bass without the 60-cycle buzz. That's

the sound of the Vintage Noiseless Jazz Bass pickup. Made with
the same technology as our Noiseless guitar pickups/ but voiced
for that unmistakable Jazz Bass tone. Special magnets and enam-

el coated magnet wire along with Fenders Noiseless technology

produce a unique vintage sound that is quiet. Each pickup sports
a very stylish Noiseless logo. OEM on the American Deluxe Jazz

Bass. Available in black only, and sold only as each.

Vintage "Noiseless" Jazz Bass Neck
DC Resistance 12.2K
Inductance 4.55Henries

Vintage "Noiseless" Jazz Bass Bridge
DC Resistance 12.6K
Inductance 4.75Henries

-AT.

.4

^M^i^-^a^ym

Almost every serious bassist owns a Jazz Bass. The most

popular bass in the world is just that because of the two pick-

ups that can be blended to create a variety of tones suitable
for all styles of music. Fender reproduces the pickup that was
introduced in the early '60s/ the Original Jazz Bass Pickup.
Made with flush mounted Alnico 5 magnets and enamel

coated magnet wire/ the Original Jazz Bass pickups deliver

the low-end growl and up front midrange punch that makes
this instrument so popular. Each pickup comes with a cop-

per shield and black covers. OEM on "62 American Vintage,

Geddy Lee and many Custom Shop Jazz Basses. Available in
black only.

Original Jazz Bass Bridge
DC Resistance 7.5K
Inductance 3.35Henries

Original Jazz Bass Neck
DC Resistance 7.25K
Inductance 3.2Henries

Original Preasi
B»ssJP4<kui
099-2046-000 Original P Bass'

The electric bass starts with the

Precision Bass. The bass pickup
that invented "funk" is still virtually

unchanged today with the Original

P Bass pickup. Made with Alnico
5 magnets and enamel coated

magnet wire, this P Bass pickup
provides the humbucking punch
and boom associated with the
electric bass. OEM on American

Vintage and many Custom Shop
basses. Each pickup comes with a
copper shield and black covers.
Available in black only.

DC Resistance
Inductance

10.5K
6.4Henries
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.045 .065 .080 .100

r's^icbsM
PURE NICKEL R.OUNDWOUND

ORIGINAL BASS 7150s

.iiff"

Original Bass 7150s
Pure Nickel Roundwound Long
Scale - 34" Sets

When we say "original we mean

it! Experience the sound that
Fender created with Original
7150s. These Pure Nickelwound
bass strings have the warm/ full

tone that has become a Fender

tradition. So keep the tradition

alive, look for the fweed packages
and enjoy the sound of Pure Nickel!

073-7150-002 XL .040/.060/.075/.095

073-7150-003 L .040/.060/.080/.100

073-7150-005 ML .045/.065/.080/.100

073-7150-006 M .045/.065/.085/.105

.045 .065 .085 .10511

^^tJ^i
NICKELPLATED STEEL

ROUNDCO RE/TAT EIWOUND
SUPER BASS 8250s

.040 .060 .080 .100

r. .

Short Scale Bass 5250s
Nickelplated Steel Short Scale - 30" Set

The MusicMaster, Bronco/ and Mustang—

if you love these great short scale basses,

then you have try a set of these Nickel-
plated strings. Just because the scale is

short doesn/t mean your tone has to be!

073-5250-002 XL .040/.060/.075/.095

r^*4(
BAjO SEXTO
TELECASTER

,016P .026P .036 .046 .056 .066

Super Bass 8250s
Nickelplated Steel taperwound - 34" Sets

Nothing beats the 8250s for intonation
and balance. These unique bass strings are

wound on a round core with a tapered wind-

ing on the E and B strings. The 8250s are
designed to fit Fender's string-through-body
basses. Superior balance and tone—you will

hear the difference!

073-8250-006* M .045/.065/.085/.105tw

073-8250-506 5M .045/.065/.085/.110tw/.125tw

073-8250-556 5-M 135 .045/.065/.085/.110tw/.135tw

'Used on all American Series P/J Bass models

Bujo Sexto
(A and E tunings)
Nickelplated Steel Sets

Fender's Custom Shop builds a
unique Telecaster 6-string baritone

guitar known as the Bajo Sexto.

These Nickelplated Steel strings
are specified by the master luthiers
at the Fender Custom Shop for this
instrument. For increased response

and performance from all vintage

instruments with a 30" scale/ string

up a set of these!

Super Bass 7250s
Nickelplated Steel Long Scale - 34" Sets

Stick with what works! If you have a Fender

Bass with a string-through bridge, then
these are the strings for you! That's because

Super 7250s are installed on all U.S. and
Mexico Basses with string-through bridges.

Keep your sound factory fresh with Super
Bass 7250s.

073-7250-003

073-7250-005*

073-7250-006

073-7250-008

073-7250-503

073-7250-506

073-7250-606

L
ML
M
HM
5-L

5-M

6-M

.040/.060/.080/.100

.045/.065/.080/.100

.045/.065/.085/.105

.050/.070/.085/.105

.040/.060/.080/.100/.115

.045/.065/.085/.105/.125

.030/.045/.065/.085/.105/.130
Used on Vintage Series P/J Bass and Mexican

Standard P/J Bass

Stuinless Steel 7350s
Roundwound Long Scale - 34" Sets

Stainless 7350s are alt about punch and
an edge that will cut through the mix. Stain-

less Steel allows for the highest corrosion
resistance with plenty of bottom end.These

strings are gaining in popularity every day.
Give them a try and you will see why so

many players are switching to them!

073-1090-000 A Tune

.049/.056/.066
.016p/.026p/.036/ 073-7350-003

073-7350-005

073-7350-006

L
ML
M

.040/.060/.080/.100

.045/.065/.080/.100
045/.065/.085/.105
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BASS VI

.03? .043 ,0')5 .07.^ .093

Stuinless Flatwound 9050s
Stainless Steel Flatwound Long Scale - 34"

The first electric basses were made by
Fender, and those basses used flahvound

strings. Made to sound more like an upright

bass, they are now used by a wide vari-

ety of players to achieve a different tone.
Every sound from Jazz, to Country, to

Reggae... Expand your tonal palette with

9050s today!

073-9050-003 L .045/.060/.080/.095
073-9050-005 ML .050/.065/.085/.100
073-9050-006* M .055/.070/.090/.105

*Used on American and Mexican Frefless J Bass

Bass VI
Stainless Steel

One of the most unique instruments

ever made. A 6-string bass with

a tremolo! This tone machine's

strings, which have created some

of the most incredible sounds for

all types of musicians in all genres/
are alive and well and available to

you in a stainless steel design that
has proven to be timeless.

073-5350-000

.095

.025/.035/.045/.055/.075/

r^ytctet
NYLON TAPEWOUND

<^K/^
NYLON FILAMENTROUNDWOUND

Nylon Tapewound 9120s 7120s
Black Long Scale - 34" Sets Long Scale Sets - 34"

Nylon Filument Roundwound

Your fretless bass will love these black

Nylon Tapewound strings and their
cool. Jazz/ tone. The flat nylon wrap-

ping saves your fretless fingerboard
from the wear caused by roundwound

strings. Soft on the fingers and easy
on the ears/ Fender Nylon Tapewound

strings are long lasting and very warm

tonally. Expand your horizons and try
a set!

073-9120-000 058/.072/.092/.110

Made for players that want a brighter tone
than the Nylon Tapewound 9120s, but still
want a string that is easy on the fingers.

Nylon 7120s are wound with a round black

nylon cover wrap, which is then sanded
smooth. Nylon 7120s are great for experi-

enced players or beginners who are looking
for a comfortable string that sounds great.

Smooth to the touch with a little extra punch!

073-7120-000 L .070/.080/.090/.100

Acoustic Bass
Phosphor 7060s
Phosphor Bronze Short Scale - 30"

Made for the BG-29 and BG-32

acoustic basses, these strings will

work great on any 30" scale acoustic

bass. Warm and rich describe the
tone you will get from these strings.

073-7060-000 045/.055/.075/.095

Ashbory Bass
The Ashbory Bass brings back what
was referred to as "the epitome of

originality: the most innovative bass
guitar ever created" in Guild's 1987
literature. The 18-inch fretless scale

and super lighhveight body make
it easy to create the growl of an

upright or the punch of a standard
electric bass. The patented Ashworth
hxmsducer and the silicone rubber

strings are what make the Ashbory
so unique/ but the sound for live

and recording applications is what
makes it a necessity for any recording

studio and a treat for any live stage
performance. Available in Black.

Frost Red, and Moon Blue. A sturdy,

specially designed gig bag is included.

Ashbory Bass with Gig Bag, Black
035-0100-306

Ashbory Bass with Gig Bag, Frost Red
035-0100-377

Ashbory Bass with Gig Bag, Moon Blue
035-0100-296

Ashbory Bass Strings
350-9520-000
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2003 FENDER BASSES SPECIFICATIONS

: American Deluxe Series

American Deluxe Series

American Deluxe Series

American Deluxe Series

American Deluxe Series

American Deluxe Series

American Deluxe Series

American Deluxe Series

American Series

American Series

An

American Series

American Vintage Series

American Vintage Series

American Vintage Series

American Vintage Series

Artist Series

Artist Series

Artist Series

Artist Series

Artist Series

Artist Series

Artist Series

Artist Series

Artist Series

Classic Series

Classic Series

Classic Series

Custom Artist Series

I Custom Artist Series

Custom Artist Series

! Custom Classic Series

Custom Classic Series

Deluxe Series

Deluxe Series

Deluxe Series

Deluxe Series

Deluxe Series

Highway lm Series

Highway I™ Series

Standard Series

Standard Series

Standard Series

• Standard Series

Standard Series

Time Machine Series

Time Machine Series

Time Machine Series

; Time Machine Series

I Time Machine Series

Time Machine Series

Time Machine Series

Time Machine Series

: Time Machine Series

Squier Affinity Series

Squier Affinity Series

! Squier Affinity Series

Squier Showmaster Series

Squier Showmaster Series

i Squier Showmaster Series

Squier Standard Series

Squier Standard Series

Squier Standard Series

I Sgyier Standard Senes

Jazz

Jazz FMT

JazzFMTV

Jazz V

Prerision V

Zone (Maple)

Zone (Walnut)

Jazz

Jazz Fretless

Jazz V

'57 Precision

'62 Jazz

'62 Precision

75 Jazz

Geddy Lee Jazz

Jaco Pastorius Jazz Fretless

Marcus Miller Jazz

Marcus Miller Jazz Bass V

Mark Hoppus Bass

Roscoe Beck V

I Sting Precision

I StuHammUrgeII

Victor Bailey Jazz

'51 Predsion Bass

'60s Jazz

] Mustang Bass

Jaco Pastorius Relic ] Bass

Reggie Hamilton Jazz

Reggie Hamilton Jazz V

Jazz Bass

Jazz Bass V

Acb've Jazz

Active Jazz V

Aerodyne Jazz Bass

P Bass Special

Zone

; Highway I™ Jazz Bass

Highway lm Precision

Jazz

Jazz Fretless

Jazz LH

3azzV

Precision

'55 Predsion Closet Classic

'55 Precision NOS

'55 Precision ReKc

'59 Precision Closet Classic

'59 Precision NOS

'59 Precision Relic

'64 Jazz Closet Classic

'64 Jazz NOS

'64 Jazz Relic

P Bass

P Bass LE

MB-4 Bass

MB-4 Skull and Crossbones

I MB-5 Bass

Jazz Bass

; P Bass Special

P Bass Spedal 5

-P.Ba.s.^ess51...LH..

019-5860 RW or 019-5862 M

019-5870 RW or 019-5872 M

019-5970

019-5960 PF or 019-5962 M

019-5260 RW or 019-5262 M

019-5360 PF or 019-5362 M

019-9500-820

019-9500-892

019-3400 RW or 019-3402 M

019-3408

019-3500

019-3200 RW or 019-3202 M

019-0115

019-0209

019-0116

019-0300 RW or 019-0302 M

025-7702

019-6208

025-7802

019-7802

013-8300

019-6500

025-1902

019-1500

019-6800

1 027-1902

013-1800

025-3900

019-6108

015-8400

015-8500

015-7400 RW or 015-7402 M

015-7500 PF or 015-7502 M

013-6700

013-6800

025-4500

013-5700 RW or 013-5702 M

r013-5800

011-1400

I 011-1300^

013-6200

013-6208

013-6220

013-6600

013-6100

015-2502

015-2402

015-2602

015-2200

I 015-2100

015-2300

I 015-1400

015-1300

015-1500

031-0902

031-0400

031-0403

.032-8000

03Z-8001

032-8005

032-6500

032-1500

032-1505

032-1520

00,06,25, 31, 48, 82, PLY

20, 31, 38, 52, PLY

20,31,38,52,PLY

00, 06, 25, 31, 48, 82, PLY

00, 06, 25, 31, 48, 82, PLY

00, 06, 25, 31, 48, 82, PLY

20, PLY

92, PLY

00, 03, 06, 22, 25, 51, PLY

00, 06, PLY

00, 03, 06, 22, 25, 51, PLY

00,03,06,22,25, 51. PLY

01, 03, 06, NCL

00, 05, 06, NCL

00, 05, 06, NCL

00, 21, PLY

06, PLY

00, NCL

00, 05, 21, PLY

06, 34, 41, 44, PLY

04, 56, 57,PLE

00, 09, 44, 45, PLY

03, PLY

00, 06, 85, 86, PLY

21, PLY

01, 03, PLY

00, 05, 06, PLE

40, 41, PLY

00, NCL

00, 06, 09, 50. NCL

00, 06, 09, 50, NCL

00,05,06,31,39. 61, 62, 83, NCL

00, 05, 06, 31,39, 61, 62, 83, NCL

06, 09, 32, 80, PLE

06, 09, 32, 80, PLE

06, PLY

06, 09, 32, 80. PLE

06, 19, 43, 47, PLE

00,04, 38, 67,SNCL

00, 04, 38, 67, SNCL

06,19, 29,32,75, 80, PLE

06,19,29,32,75, 80, PLE

06,19, 29, 32, 75, 80, PLE

06, 19, 29,32,75, 80, PLE

06, 19, 29, 32, 75, 80, PLE

03, 06, 07, NCL

01, 03, 06, NCL

03, 06, 07, NCL

00,07, NCL

00,01, NCL

00, 07, NCL

00, 05, NCL

00, 05, NCL

00, 05, NCL

06, 58, PLY

06, 58, 80, 90, PLY

50, PLY

43, 65, 87, PLY

65, PLY

43, 65, 87, PLY

00, 09, 44, 65, PLY

00,09,44,46,65, PLY

00, 09, 44, 46, 65, PLY

00, 65, PLY

SA 00, 06, 25,82; PA 31, 48

[ Figured Mover Alder

Figured M over Alder

SA 00, 06, 25, 82; PA 31, 48

SA 00, 06, 25, 82; PA 31, 48

SA 00, 06, 25, 82; PA 31, 48

M/WA/AL

I WA/M/MA

Alder 00, 06, 26, 51; Ash 03, 22

Alder

Alder 00, 06, 25, 51; Ash 03, 22

Alder 00, 06, 25, 51; Ash 03, 22

Alder 03, 06; Ash 01

Alder

Alder

Ash

Alder

Alder

Ash

Ash

Alder J Body

Alder

Ash

Alder

i Koa/RW/MA

Ash

Alder

I Alder

Select Alder

Select Alder

Select Alder

Alder 00, 05, 06, 83; Ash 31,39,61,62

Alder 00, 05, 06, 83; Ash 31, 39, 61,62

Alder

Alder

Alder

Alder

Alder

Alder

Alder

1 Alder

Alder

Alder

Alder

I Premium Lightweight Ash

Premium Lightweight Ash

! Premium Lightweight Ash

Select Alder 00; Premium Ash 07

I Select Alder 00; Premium Ash 01

Select Alder 00; Premium Ash 07

I Select Alder

Select Alder

Select Alder

Agathis

Alder

Alder

Agathis

Agathis

Agathis

Agathis

Agathis, P Bass

I Agathis

I Agathis,PBass

GRM, Mod. C-Shape, SPLY

GRM, Mod. C-Shape, SPLY

GRM, Mod. C-Shape, SPLY

GRM, Mod. C-Shape, SPLY

GRM, Mod. C-Shape, SPLY

GRM, Mod. C-Shape, SPLY

GRM, Mod. C-Shape, SPLY

GRM, Mod. C-Shape, SPLY

GRM, Mod. C-Shape, SPLY

GRM, Mod. C-Shape, SPLY

GRM, Mod. C-Shape, SPLY

GRM, Mod. C-Shape, SPLY

M, C-Shape, NCL

M, C-Shape, NCL

M, C-Shape, NCL

M, C-Shape, PLY

M, Thin C-Shape, PLY

M, C-Shape, NCL

M, C-Shape, PLY

M, C-Shape, PLY

M, P Neck, Mod. C-Shape, SPLY

M, A-0 Shape, PLY

M, Thick C-Shape, PLY

M, A-0 Shape, SPLY

GRM, Mod. C-Shape, SPLY

M, Thick C-Shape, PLY

M, C-Shape, PLY

M, C-Shape, PLY

M, C-Shape, NCL

Q-S M, Cust. C-Shape, SPLY

Q-S M, Gust. C-Shape, SPLY

Q-S M, Mod. C-Shape, SPLY

Q-S M, Mod. C-Shape, SPLY

M, Mod. C-Shape, SPLY

M, Mod. C-Shape, SPLY

M, C-Shape, SPLY

M, 3 Neck, Mod. C-Shape, SPLY

M, Mod. C-Shape, SPLY

M, Mod. C-Shape, SPLY

M, Mod. C-Shape, SPLY

M, Mod. C-Shape, SPLY

M, Mod. C-Shape, SPLY

M, Mod. C-Shape, SPLY

M, Mod. C-Shape, SPLY

M, Mod. C-Shape, SPLY

M, C-Shape, NCL

M, C-Shape, NCL

M, C-Shape, NCL

M, C-Shape, NCL

M, C-Shape, NCL

M, C-Shape, NCL

M, C-Shape, NCL

M, C-Shape, NCL

M, C-Shape, NCL

M, C-Shape, PUC

MTc-ShapeJ'L^

M, C-Shape, PLY

M, C-Shape, PLY

M,C-Shape, PLY '

M, C-Shape, PLY

M, C-Shape, PLY

M, Jazz Bass, C-Shape, PDT

M, C-Shape, PLY

[..^.S'SSiSSS.iSSSSS.Sl.

RWorM

RWorM

Pao Ferro

Pao Ferro or M

RWorM

Pao Ferro or M

RW

RW

RWorM

RW

Pao Ferro

RWorM

M

RW

RW

RWorM

M

Pao Ferro

M

M

RW

Pao Ferro

M

RW

RW

M

RW

RW

Round Lam. RW

RW

Pao Ferro

RWorM

Pao Ferro or M

RW

Pao Ferro

Stained RW

RWorM

RW

RW

RW

RW

RW

RW

Pao Ferro

RW

M

M

M

RW

RW

RW

Round Lam. RW

Round Lam. RW

Round Lam. RW

M

RW

RW

RW

RW

RW

RW

RW

RW

RW

22M-J

22 M-J

22M-J

22M-J

22M-J

ZZM-J

22M-J

22M-J

20M-3

1 ZOFrettines _,

20 M-3

, 20M-J

20 Vint.

20 Vint.

20 Vint.

20 Vint.

20M-3

20 Fretlines

I 20M-J

J 20 M-3

20 M-J

22 Dunlop® 6105 M-J

20 Vint.

24 M3

22M-J

20 Vint.

20 Vint.

19 Vint.

[ ZO^Fretlines

21 Vint.

21 Vint.

21M-J

Z1M-J

20M-3

20M-3

20 M-]

20M-3

22M-J

20M-3

20M-J

20M-J

20 Fretlines

20M-3

20M-J

20 M-J i

20 Vint.

20 Vint.

20 Vint.

20 Vint.

20 Vint.

20 Vint. -I

20 Vint.

20 Vint.

i 20Vint.

19 M-3

20M-3

20M-3

22 H-3
T''22'MT''~"''~'i"~~--'''--^

22M-3

' 20 M-3

1 20M-J

20M-3

20M-J

2003 FENDER ACOUSTIC BASSES SPECIFICATIONS

BG29

BG32 NATURAL

GB41SCE Acoustic/Electric Bass

SB-31

095-2900

095-3ZOO

095-4105

093-3100

06

21

21

09,65

Laminated Spruce

Laminated Spruce

Grade "AA" Solid Spruce

Laminated Spruce

Laminated Maple

Laminated Prem. MA

Solid MA/Laminated MA

Laminated Mahogany

Rosewood

Rosewood

Rosewood

Rosewood

Nato

Nato

MA

Nato

Rosewood w/CS

Rosewood w/CS

Rosewood w/CS

Rosewood w/CS

Chrome, Diecast

Chrome, Diecast

ffipshot Licensed

Chrome, Diecast

Fishman Acoustic Matrix

Fishman Classic 4

Fishman Classic 4 W/ACLR™

Piezo w/APC-Pro Pre-amp

Gloss PLY

Satin PLY

Gloss PLY

Gloss PLY

29.7"

29.7"

34"

32"

Flip over to page 95 for swatches of Fender instrument colors, or view them online at

For Squier colors, see the list on page 114-115, or to view online, log onto

Product specifications are subject to change without notice.
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1'ICi
2NLS.)

ZNLSJ

2NLS3
2 NLS 5-String 3

MV, Pan, 3-Band EQ | Pan Pot \ D[x. Lightweight | Top-load or S-T-B | CHR | 4-Ply BS (00), 3-Ply MG (06, 25, 31, 48, 82) | Super 8250M

MV, Pan, 3-Band EQ

MV, Pan, 3-Band EQ

MV, Pan,3-Band EQ

Pan Pot

Pan Pot

Db(. Lightweight

0\x. Lighbreight

0\x. Lightweight

Top-load or S-T-B

Top-load or S-T-B

Top-load or S-T-B

ISplitS-CP.lHBJ

1 Split 5-String S-C, 1 HB 5-String J

MV, Pan, 3-Band EQ

MV, Pan,3-Band EQ

Pan Pot

Pan Pot

Db<. Lightweight

Ok. Lightweight

2MB

2 HB

2 Amer. S-C J

2 Amer. S-C J

2 Amer. S-C 3

lAmer. Split S-CP

1 '57 Split S-C P

ZVintS-CJ

IVint. Split S-CP

2Vint.S-CJ

2Vint.S-C3

2 Vi nt. S-CJ

2 Vint. S-C 3

2Cust.5-StringS-CJ

ISO Split S-CP

2 Spec. HB 5-String J

lOnginatS-CP

2NLSJ,lCust.SplitS-CP

2NLSJ

MV, Pan. 3-Band EQ

MV, Pan,3-Band EQ

V, V, MT

V, V, MT

V, V, MT

V,T

V,T

V, T, V. T

V,T

V, V, MT

V, V, MT

V, V, MT

V, V, AT, AT

Pan Pot

Pan Pot

Dbc. Lightweight

Db<. Lightweight

None ] Cast/Open-Gi

None

Top-loadorS-T-B

Top-load or S-T-B

CHR

CHR
Top-load or S-T-B

Top-loadorS-T-B

Cast/Open-Gear | S-T-B

Dbt. Lightweight ; S-T-B

CHR

CHR

CHR

No

MV,MT

V,T

MV, Pan, 3-Band EQ

2-WayA/P

2-WayA/P

None

Three 3-Way

.^1^^GWL...........-......^^^^^^^^

VmtageReyerse_[ Vintage ____|_N/(^
Vintage Reverse | Vintage | N/C

Vintage Reverse | Vintage j N/C

70s Open-Gear ] Vintage '70s | N/C

'70s Open-Gear I BadassH ! CHR

..^^..^^l................_....._.._J_..Y'"^__^^^^

Vintage Reverse ! BadassH i N/C

Super8250M

SMC

SMC

4-Ply BS (00), 3-Ply MG (06, 25, 31, 48, 82)

Super8250/5M ] SMC

Super8250/5M | SMC

4-Ply BS (00), 3-Ply MG (06, 25, 31, 48, 82)

4-Ply BS (00), 3-Ply MG (06, 25, 31, 48, 82)

Super 8250M

Super 8250/5M

SMC

SMC

3-Ply Parchment

3-Ply Parchment

3-Pty Parchment

3-Ply Parchment

Super 8250M

Super 8250M

Super 8250M

SS Flat 9050M

Super 8250/5M

SMC

3-Way

Hipshot® UltraKte

Standard

Hipshot® UltraKte

Vintage Reverse

1 Original 5-CP

ZStd.VintS-CJ

I Split S-C

2 Relic 3aco S-C 3

lAmer Split S-C P, 1 Cust. NLS J

1 Oust. 5-String P, 1 Cusfc NLS 5-String J

Dbt. Lightweight

Dk. Lightweight

Vintage Reverse

Vintage Reverse

Top-load or S-T-B

Spec. S-T-B

5-String Gotoh

Vint. 2-Saddle P

Top-load or S-T-B

CHR

CHR

CHR

CHR

CHR

I Top-load or S-T-B

Vint. 2-Saddle P

I Vintage N/C_

Std. Vint.

Vintage Rever Vintage N/C_

MV,Pan,3-BandEQorV,Pan,T

MV,Pan,3-BandEQorV,Pan,T

Pan Pot Top-lo; rS-T-B

Push/Push A/P + Pai

70s Open-Gear w/Drop D

ffipshot8 Uttralite w/Drop A | CH R Pit. Steel w/Nickel Pit. Sdls

MV, Pan, 3-Band EQ | Pan Pot I Db<. Lightweight | Top-lc r S-T-B

Custom NLS 5-String J

2 Db(. HB J

2 Ob(. HB 5-String J

ISplitS-CP.lS-CJ

1 Std. Vint. Split S-C P, 1 Vint. S-C 3

ISpKtS-CP.lS-U

ZStd.VintS-C]

1 Std. Vint. Split S-C P

ZStd.S-CJ

ZStd.S-CJ

ZStd.S-CJ

2 Std. S-C 5-String J

1 Split S-U

1 Original '50s S-C P

1 Original'50s S-CP

1 Original '50s S-C P

lCustVint. Split S-CP

lCustVint. Split S-CP

ICust.Vint.SpKtS-CP

ZCustS-CJ

ZCusfcS-CJ

ZCust.S-CJ

MV,Pan,3-Band EQ

MV, Pan,3-Band EQ

MV, Pan, 3-Band EQ

V,V,T

V, V, MT

MV, Pan, 3-Band EQ

V, V, MT

V,T

V, V, MT

V, V, MT

Pan Pot Dlx. Lightweight

Standard

Standard

Top-loadorS-T-B

Std. Vint.

Std. Vint. V

Standard

Standard

Cast/Sealed Mini

Standard

Std. 4-Saddle

Std. Vint.

Black CHR

CHR

Top-load or S-T-B

Std. Vint.

CHR

CHR

Super 8250M

GAA | Super7250ML
4-PlyBS i Super 7250ML

4-PlyBS ; Super 7250ML

3-Ply W (RW), 3-Ply B (M) I Super7250ML

3-PlyW I Super 7350M

4-PlyBS I SSFlat9050M

3-PlyB I Super 7250M

3-PlyB ] Super 7350/5M

4-PlyWP i Super 8250M

3-PlyMG ; Super 8250/5-M135

1-PlyW i Super 8250M

4-Ply WP (85, 86); 4-Ply BS (05, 06) | Super 8250M I VTC

None j Super 8250M ! DBRHC

1-Ply W __| Super 7250ML | None
DGB

DBRHC

DBRHC

DBHC

None

DBRHC

None

DGB

4-PlyBS ] Super 7Z50ML

Super 5Z50XL

Super7250ML

3-PtyWP(40),4-PlyTS(41) No

4-Ply BP (50), 4-Ply WP (06), 4-Ply TS (00, 09)

4-Ply BP (50), 4-Ply WP (06), 4-Ply TS (00, 09)

Super8250ML

Super8255-5M-135

DBHC

DBHC

4-PlyW(39,61,62,83);4-PlyTS(00,05,06,31) | Super 8250ML DBHC

4-PlyW(39,61,62,83);4-PlyTS(00,05,06,31) | Super 8255-5M-135 I DBHC

4-Pty BS

4-Ply BS

Super7Z50ML | DGB

Super 8255-5M-136 ! DGB

Super7250ML

Super 7250ML

3-PlyW

Standard

Standard

Standard

I Std.Vint.

Tstd.Vint

CHR

CHR

V, V, MT Standard

3-Ply W

3-Ply W

3-Ply W

Super 8Z50M

Super 8250M

Super8250M

Super7250ML

SS Flat 9050M

3-PtyW Super7Z50ML

V, V, MT

V,T

V,T

Cast/Sealed Mil

Standard

Vintage Reverse

Std. Vint.

Original 2 Saddle S-T-B

CHR

CHR

N/C

3-Pty W

3-Ply W

1-PlyW

Super 8255-5M-135

Super 7250ML

SS Flat 9050M

None

V,T

V,T None

Vintage Rever

1 Vintage Revers

Original 2 Saddle S-T-B

Original 2 Saddle S-T-B

N/C_

N/C
1-PlyW

1-PlyW

SS Flat 9050M

SS Flat 9050M

V,T

V.T

V,T

V, V, MT

V, V, MT

V, V, MT

None I Vintage Reverse

None i Vintage Reverse

None

No

Vintage Reverse

Vintage Reverse

Vintage Reverse

Vintage Reverse

Vintage

Vintage

Vintage

Vintage

Vintage

Vintage

N/C i GAA
N/C | GAA
N/C | GAA
N/C^

N/C
4-PtyTS

4-PlyTS

4-PtyTS

Super 7150M

Super7150M

Super 7150M

Super72SOML

Super7250ML

Super 7250ML

VTC

DBRHC

DBRHC

DBRHC

1S-C

1 Split S-C P

1 Split S-CP

1 Split S-C P, 1 S-C J

lSplitS-CP,lS-C3

2 5-String S-C 3

zs-cj

15ph'tS-CP,lS-C3

2S-C3

lSplitS-CP,lS-U

V,T

V,T

V,T

MV, Pan, MT

MV, Pan, MT

MV, Pan, MT

V,V,T

V,V,T

V,V,T

V,V,T

None

No

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Standard

Standard

Standard

2-Over 2-Under D-C Mini

2-Over 2-Under D-C Mini

3-Over 2-Under D-C Him

Standard

Standard

Standard, 4-Over 1-Under

Standard

i Std 4-Saddte

I Std.4-Saddle

Std.4-Saddle

! Special Design 4-Saddle

Special Design 4-Saddle

I Spedal Design 5-Saddte

Std.4-Saddle

I Std.4-Saddte

Standard 5-Saddle

I Std.4-Saddle

CHR

CHR

Black

CHR

Black

CHR

CHR

CHR

CHR

CHR

3-PlyW

1-PlyW

1-PlyB

Nc

None '

No

1-Ply W

3-PtyW

3-PlyW

3-PtyW

Super 5250XL

Super7250ML

Super7250ML

Super7250ML

Super7250ML

Super 7350-6M

Super 7250ML

Super7250ML

Super7350-5^

Super7250ML

None

None

None

Jone_i
None

None

None

None

_None_!

None

Phosphor Bronze Acoustic Bass 7060

Phosphor Bronze Acoustic Bass 7060

Phosphor Bronze Acoustic Bass 7060 LS

Phosphor Bronze Acoustic Bass 7060

FENDER BASSES KEY
Alder

Accelerometer

Asymmetrical Oval

Black

Black Pearloid

Brown Shell

Chrome

Compensated Saddle

Deluxe Black Hardshell Case

Deluxe Brown Hardshell Case

Deluxe Gig Bag

Gold Anodized Aluminum

Graphite Reinforced Maple

Humbucker

Maple

Mahogany

Mint Green

Medium-Jumbo

Nickel/Chrome

Nitiocellulose Lacquer

Noiseless

Precision Bass

Premium Ash

Pao Ferro

Polyester

Polyurethane

Rosewood

Select Alder

Seymour Duncan

Standard Molded Case

Satin Nitrocellulose Lacquer

Satin Polyester

Satin Polyurethane

Stainless Steel

Strings-Through-Body

Tone

Tortoise Shell

Vintage Tweed Case

White

White Pearloid

www.fender.com 193
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PtHssmun 300 021.3302-01& - "~ ° ''^ -• -

1^ The Bassman 300 captures the ALL TUBE vibe and mixes it up with modern feaivres.

|;-Six 6550 power tubes deliver a world tour ready 300 watts (into 2, 4, or 8 Ohms)
guaranteed to move some serious air! 11" H x 25.5" W x 17" D, 75 Ibs.

Bassman 810 PRO
Enclosure 221-7200-000
The 810 PRO is a bass player's

wrecking ball! A traditional cabinet

configuration updated with modern
appointments. Special Eminence®

speakers designed by Fender and a

compression driver high frequency
horn with aftenuafor deliver tones

that are focused and deep/ and will

make your guitarist whimper in fear!
48"Hx26"Wx16"D/ 160 Ibs.

Bassman 300 & 1200 Amp Specs

•Two 12AX7 preamp tubes

• 2 channels (clean and dirty with blend)
• 10-band graphic EQ with on/off switch
• Low and High frequency boost switches

• Mid-Notch switch (great for slap-style playing)

• line out switch (for selecting pre or post EQ) .

•Two band Compressor with EQ balance and Gain trinT

• FX Loop

• Power Amp Pass-Through output jack (for chaining

multiple units together)
• Balanced XLR and ',4" output jacks •;

(post EQ & Effects Loop) :
• Tuner Out jack with mute switch

• 3-Function Footswitch

Bussmun 215 PRO
Enclosure 22-17300-000 :
For players who dig the depth
of larger speakers/ the Bassrtan

215 houses two powerful custom-

designed Eminence 15" speakers in
a 3/4" Birch/Maple 7-ply cab that

works great with most any high-
powered head.

• 41" H x 25.5" W x 17" D/ 87 Ibs.

• 600 Watts program/ 300 Watts
continuous @ 8 Ohm impedance.

• 1200 Watts program, 600 Watts continuous @ 4 ohms

• 1/4", Speakon & Binding Posts (for all common connections)

•Aluminum flat wire voice coils for max. high frequency response

• Eight 10" heavy duty cast frame Eminence drivers (made in USA)

•Compression driver high frequency horn witb.attenugttr

• Heavy-duty slide rails along the back to prot^f the cabinet

• Inset handles and wheels provide more cabinet volume for

superior bass response

•Wheel and footpad setup eliminates rattling wheels during

performance .;,



lUn 1200 021-3300-010
Isman 1200 PRO has

features found in
)0 in a hybrid tube
ip, solid-state power

pi<^iori?.T°he cutting edge
%r6idal transformer power
plant delivers an enormous

1200 watts of power @
4 ohms in a 2-rack space

package. (• See Bassman 300 bullet points for specifications on page 194. 3.5"Hx19"Wx16"D,32lbs.

"/ use the Fender Bassman 300

because / need an amp that shakes

your kidneys."

—Jams Tanaka, Pfnk

"Bassman amps are the most versatile

I've ever owned. Whether it's live or

a studio gig, / can always depend on

them for great tones1." - Ray Rienc/eau
www. rayriendeau. corn

New 410 PRO ST Straight Enclosure ^2217100000

Bussmun 410 PRO SL Slant Enclosure 2217000000
'"iA>

^l^hile creating these state-of-the-art

4x10 cabinets/ Fender engineers worked
tngently with Eminence to develop a cast

fiame speaker that would reproduce bass
frequencies that are focused and punch/
while still delivering a sub level feeling that

wjill strip the paint off your car! Choose

between the slant or straight cabinet.
25..5" H x 25.5" W x 18.5" D/ 78 Ibs.

Fender designed Eminence

cast frame driver.

' 600 Watts Program, 300 Watts Continuous @ 8 Ohms

' Four 10" cast frame Eminence (made in USA) drivers

'Stackable corners

' Compression driver horn with attenuator control

7-ply Birch/Maple cabinet covered in rugged black carpet

Heavy duty hardware and a metal grille.

' 1/4" inputs and 5-way binding posts

NEW?

J^ESfe'iA ^ .ifi,
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WPEO Bassmun® 200 022-4504-000

The Bassman 200 packs a FULL 200 watts and a 15" speaker into
one compact, portable package that won't break your back—or your

budget! High end fidelity is crisp and clear with a compression driver
horn (which can be dialed to taste with a level control). The extra

heavy duty handles make transporting easy. A Room Balance
control allows you to dial in a great tone in any room containing
thick carpets, bare walls or cement garage floors.

• 200 Watts @ 4 Ohms
• 1 x 15" 4 Ohm Fender Special Design

Eminence speaker (made in USA)

• 8 Ohm compression driver horn with

level control

• Active/passive input pad selector

• Gain control

• Bass, Treble, semi-parametric Mid control

(Level & Frequency)

• Room Balance control
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• Enhance Switch (scoops the mids for

thumb style playing)
• Compressor with level adjust

• Master Volume

• Tuner Out jack

• Tuner Mute button with flashing indicator

• Power amp clip indicator

• Preamp Clip Indicator

• Balanced XLR Line Out with ground lift

• line Out level control with Pre/Post EQ switch

• FX Loop

• Horn protection fuse

(^K,

^ .-, .^
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The Bassman 100 delivers 100 watts into a 15" Fender Special

Design Eminence speaker in a package well equipped for the
studio and the stage. The balanced XLR output has a level

control with ground lift and can be assigned pre or post EQ.
The onboard compressor helps even out the nuances of physical

attack (fingers vs. thumb) giving a more consistent-sounding
performance. A dual^ED power amp clip indicator let's you
know exactly how much headroom you have to work with,
24.5" H x 23" W x 12.5" D, 64 Ibs.

• 100 Watts @ 4 Ohms
•w. • 1 x 15" 4 Ohm Fender Special Design Eminence speaker

• Piezoliorn -M

• Active/passive input pad selector
ll"t' T - . .1 .. '<w.. -. • - 1'"

• bain control -

• Bass, Treble,semi-paraml^ic Mid control (Level & Frequency)
• Compressor with level adjust

• Enhance switch (scoops the mids for thumb style playing)
• Master Volume ' i.

^^ • Tuner out jack ' ^

• Tuner mute with flashing indicator
• Piw^iHm ttlfr Nicatof |itua{ ted yellow/red)

^ •CftaiiWsssMtieyeItnditfltor ^^
^f^--'.- \\ '-,<^

P^tiffifr'dIiLinditator .-
i^ • XLR ItiiNut with variable-le^l , /; •. ', ' :>

Bussman® 100 022-4503-000
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Bassmun 60
The Bassman 60 is small in terms of size and portability but big
in terms of power. If the gig requires a little more juice, send a

signal out of the balanced XLR output directly to the house PA

and you're as big as you need! A great aspect of this amp is the
tone control. There is an Enhance switch to scoop the mids and a

semi-parametric EQ for the Mid-Range control.

20.5" H x 20" W x 17.5" D, 50 Ibs.

•60Watts@80hms

• 12" 8 Ohm Fender Special Design

Eminence speaker (made in USA)

•Piezo horn

• Active/passive input pad selector

•Gain control

• Bass, Treble, semi-parametric MicLwedge cabinet design

control (Level & Frequency)

• Enhance switch (scoops the mids

for thumb style playing)

Tuner out jack

FX loop
XLR line-out

Tuner mute with flashing indicator

Power amp and Pre-amp clip indicator lights

Limiter select switch

EQUIPPED

Bassmun® 25 022-4501-000

This little amp is like the featherweight champion of the bass amp world!

An extremely focused and powerful 25 watts drive a high quality Eminence
speaker (designed in conjunction with Fender R&D) that wilt gracefully
handle the low "B" of a 5-string. The wedge cabinet design sits straight

or angles back to point the speaker up where you can hear it. Beyond

sounding killer and being easy to use, it's the details that make the Bassman
25 stand out in a crowd. Tune silently behveen songs with the Mute Switch
and a Tuner Out. Push the Enhance switch to scoop out the mids, and it's

perfect for aggressive thumb-style playing. Rehearse along to CDs
through the Aux inputs (with level control) or silently with

the Headphone Jack.
16.5"Hx15"Wx 15" D, 33 Ibs.

1

^
•25Watts@80hms

• 1 x 10" 8 Ohm Fender Special

Design Eminence speaker

•Active and passive inputs

• FX loop

• Headphone jack

•Aux. input w/level control

•Line out

• External speaker out (8 Ohm)

•Tuner out jack

•Tuner mute switch with indicator

•Volume, Bass, Mid, Treble

• Enhance switch (scoops the mids

for thumb style playing)
•Wedge cabinet design

EffUIPPED

• • • •



Bussmun® 400 Head 022-4506-000

*Bassmun® 400 Combo 0224505000

The Bassman 400 is a full-featured, great sounding amp with
plenty of surprises. With the Room Balance control you can quickly
adjust your overall tone for the architecture of different rooms. The
Enhance switch allows a mid-range shift that addresses both thumb

and fingerstyle approaches. A semi-parametric EQ, Tuner Out (with
Mute), balanced Line-Out with Level, and even a space for your
favorite rack effects device make this amp anything but ordinary.

Head: 6.875" H x 23" W x 15.5" D, 42 Ibs.
Combo: 24.75" H x 23" W x 17" D, 80 Ibs.

tenl@40hms

Active/passive input pad selector

Level control

Gain

Room balance

Bass, Treble, 3-band semi-parametric EQ

Signal present indicator

Preamp clip indicator (dual LED yeltow/red)
EQ active indicator

• Power amp clip indicator

• Adjustable compressor

• Master Volume

• Enhance switch (scoops the mids for

thumb style playing)
• Tuner output jack

• Mute Switch W/LED indicator
• Balanced XLR Line Out with ground lift

• Line Out level control with Pre/Post EQ switch

• Rack space in cabinet for tuner or effects

• One-button footswitch for EQ in/out

Bussmun 410H Enclosure 0211571010
The Bassman 41 OH has a sealed baffle design which makes

the sound tight and low-end focused. Steel frame woofers work
together with a compression driver horn and sturdy 7-ply Birch/
Maple plywood cabinet to transfer your amplifier's output into bass
thunder. Matches up perfectly with the Bassman 400 head/ but will

sound great in many other applications.
24.5" H x 24.5" W x 18.5" D, 75 Ibs.

600 Watts program, 300 Watts continuous® 8 Ohms

4 x 10" Fender Special Design Eminence speakers (made in the USA)

One 8 Ohm compression driver horn with level control

?'*»y;*;2-^
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incredi'b/e f'n the studio. The EQ's are

superb; the master and gain vo/umes allow you

everything from a nice, clean sound to something

mean and gritty; and the best feature is the bui'/f-
in compression."—Rob Hotchkiss, Train

//... the perfect amp for a// my sma// and /arge c/ub

gigs. The amp's great tone and portability make
it a perfect match for any gigging bassist." —Sean

Hur/ey, Vertica/ Horizon ^ 1^
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Bassman 115 Enclosure
021-1670-010

The Bassman 115 sits perfectly
underneath the Bassman 41 OH

enclosure or by itself. A steel frame

woofer and sturdy 7-ply Birch/Maple
plywood ported cabinet make for
plenty of thump! For the ultimate tone
machine, match the Bassman 400 head
with a 41 OH and a 115 cabinet.
26.56" H x 24.5" W x 18.5" D/ 57 Ibs.

• 300 Watts program, 150 Watts continuous @ 8 Ohms

• 1 x 15" Fender Special Design Eminence speaker

{made in the USA)
• Porteil-enctosure

<^:r-^.T-???:
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Bassmun® 400 Combo
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If you are looking for big time rumble on a limited budget it's time to check out

the Frontman bass amplifier series! These amps cover the ground from bedroom
rehearsing to full on jam sessions with the quality and good looks you
expect from Fender. Frontman amps prove that you don't have

to spend a lot of money to get a great-sounding/ well-built
amp. Try one and hear for yourself!

3S3

hnan® 1 SB 022-1503-000
This gyy packs quite a punch into
illTittJe package. With a true 15

power pushing a specially
8" speaker inside a closed

aafirek cabinet, you can feel the bass

rUrtble, eve(i at bedroom volumes.
Play along to your favorite tunes by

plugging a CD player directly into
the RCA auxiliary input. Hone your
choips Idte into the night by utilizing
the jieadphone jack. A simple,
stratght-dhead design provides

inspipmg tone and hours of fun when
i^w^ing alone or with friendsl

Frontman® 25B 022-1504-000
The Fronhnan 25B takes things a step further by
providing an additional input jack to satisfy both

high output active (battery powered) and lower
output passive basses. The tones become more

focused and rich with the help of 25 watts and a

tight sounding/ specially designed 10" speaker.

The on board effects loop (preamp out/ power
amp in) serves multiple functions. First, the preamp
out allows you to send your signal directly out
into a recording device (no microphone needed).
Second/ you can route effects such as delay or

reverb into the middle of your signal path (which

produces better results). This amp has enough
power to jam with friends at medium volumes and
is easily transported for low level rehearsals.

Frontmun® 60B 023-1505-000
The Frontman 60B offers many pro
level features at a very affordable

price. Including everything on the
25B, the 60B expands to a 4-band

equalizer. The key to this feature is
having individual control over the

low and high mid range frequencies
(which are so crucial to dialing in a

great bass tone). The Mid-Nofch switch

scoops out the mid frequencies which
is perfect for thumb style slapping and
popping. A Line Out Jack allows the

signal to be sent from the amp into a
PA system or recording console.

Watts i| Speaker 1| EQ^ Limiter Aux Input ;[ $^ed:fMj^.^'H^S^^^j^.l|' P^

3-band

3-band

4-band

Delta Comp. Yes

Delta Comp. Yes

Delta Comp. Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Jfc Bassman 300
("s rea//y /oud and
warm. / Toy® the

grea^rock tones

that I can get otit
of if. "Ginger, Ha/o

Friendlies
www. halofn'endlies. corn

No

Yes

Yes

SR-71's Jeff Reid on

tour with his Ameri-

can Vintage bass and

Bassman 1200 Head.
www.sr-71.net

j@^en»fir^W' xWj?t|^

15" x 13.25" x 9.75"

18" x 14,75" x 10"

22" x 18" x 12"

21 Ibs.

32 Ibs.

45 Ibs.

w^

Patrick Matthews of The Vines
with his '75 3 Bass, Bassman

300, Bassman 215, and 410H
enclosures.

www.thevines.com
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The GW Blossoms' Bill Leen
in the studio witl» a '62 *

P B?ss wailfn' through a

Bassman 300 head and 810
1»ROcabinet.

, www.gin-blossoms.com
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The reasons people MAKE MUSIC are the

same reasons Fender is dedicated to making

great ACOUSTIC INSTRUMENTS: Passion, and
LOVE of MUSIC. Providing musicians with innova-

tive, HIGH QUALITY, instruments at a great value is

what Fender s always been about, and Fender Acoustics

are seriously adding to that Fender tradition.

For the next 22 pages, we'll show you
some of the results of our PASSION: Great

acoustic guitars, basses, mandoUns, banjos,

and resonator guitars, along with some of the

musicians that love their FENDER ACOU8TICS.
Get INSPIRED, find the Fender Acoustic instrument

that's right for you, and make some music!
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|e finding that there are hvo kinds of acoustic

|uttqrists: Those who are happy owners of Fender
;Gr'ar|EtSeries guitars, and those who haven't tried

|0K> maybe we/re overstating things slightly/
^an<J see why! Maybe it's the solid top and

xack coHsfc'uction/orthe awesome Fender/Fishman®
electrprt^.. Maybe if s the stunning design details

that v\@|^|p>mlt in to make this a truly spectacular
acoi^!|^urkH-8
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Beth Orton

Photos bv Sim'on Can
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GRAND DREADNOUGHTS
Fender Grand Acoustic Guitars Feature:

• Solid AA Grade Spruce Tops

• Solid Rosewood or Mahogany Backs

• Abalone Rosettes

• Dovetail Neck Joints

• Special Lo^w Mass Bridge Design

• Tortoise Style Binding

• Fender/Fishman Classic 4 ACLR™

Electronics (SCE Models)

• Grover Tuning Keys

GD-47S
095-4700-021

Solid Rosewood

Back Acoustic

GD-47SCE
095-4705-021

BHHB Solid Rosewood Back/
Cutaway Acoustic Electric.

HI GD-47S12
li 095-4712-021

Solid Rosewood Back,
p-jrjl Acoustic 12-String

l"S;iiS;S»?

7
•^

Fender/Fishman' ACLR7" Pickup

www.fender.com 20i
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GRAND NYLON GRAND CONCERT

-^

x Ill

"It's a brilliant instrument for any acoustic
musician to consider and afresh alternative to
the traditional choices in the acoustic guitar
market." — Guitar One magazine

ffl~^~
^11^

^ GN-45SCE
094-4505-021

SSHfcLRosewood Back/
Cuh3^|^ Nylon-String
Acoustic^bctric. "

[m-^

"^«/^ /

^ p/1 GC-42S
095-4200-021

Solid Mahogany Back

Na

"These are serious,

competitive instruments

designed to stand the test

of time... Another feather

in the already-downy cap

of Fender."

-Guitar World magazine
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GRAND AUDITORIUMS

GA-45S
095-4500-021

Solid Rosewood Back.

GA-45SCE
095-4505-021

Solid Rosewood Back/

Cutaway Electric
Acoustic.

Also Available:
GA-45SCE Left-Hand
095-4525-021

In

GA-43SCE
095-4305-021

Solid Mahogany Back,
Cutaway Acoustic Electric.

GA-43S
095-4300-021

Solid Mahogany Back.

IN-

www.fender.com 203
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www.pinkspage.com

Photo by Phil Dannemann

Margo Harshman -TVActress/Singer-songwriter
www.margoharshman.com

Photo by Meredith Day

Chris Sorenson - James Otto Band

Photo by Bruce Bolen, 3r. ^n'^)'^''V7''^' '^'<T?'<F"^

Cartman - "South Park"Comedy Show
www.southparkstudios.com

204 Fender Acoustic Guitars



DREADNOUGHTS

DG-25S
095-2500-021

Looking for something with a
classic look, but just a bit different?
You've gotta play this one! The DG-25S

gets its unique sound and appearance

from a solid Cedar top (often used on
high-end classical guitars). Mahogany
back and sides, wood binding and a
beautiful soundhole rosette.

DG-24
095-2400-021

The rich, beautiful look of Mahogany is
what the DG-24 is all about. Featuring a sat-

in-finished Mahogany top/ back and sides,
the DG-24 is as much fun to look at as it is

to play. Wood binding and a wood inlay
soundhole rosette round out the features on

this gorgeous guitar!

www.fender.com ,205



DG-22SCE
095-2205
Flame Maple is like a piece of
art-beautiful and functional. The

DG-22 SCE is a great playing
guitar with Maple back and

sides, a solid Spruce top, and
is available in five breathtaking

colors. Ready to plug in? The
DG-22 CE offers the Fender®/

Fishman Classic IV Preamp sys-
tem to help you dicil in the tone

you wantl Shown in

Cherry Stain.

^^i^XrfwS'llll^:»liHEii'»iiT

DG-21S
09S-2100-021

Classic and simple, the

DG-21 S is a great playing,
great sounding dreadnought
acoustic. Its Rosewoocj back

and sides and solid Spruce

top work together to produce
strong bass and brilliant high-
end. Great for the stage, the

park, your front porch, or just

about any place you feel like

making a little music.

206 Fender Acoustic Guitars



DREADNOUGHTS
Norah Jones
www. norahjones. corn

Photo by Simon Camper

DG-20CE
095-2005

What do the studio, stage,
and park have in common?

They're all great places
to play the DG-20CE! This
guitar features a cutaway

for easy access to the up-

per frets, and an onboard

preamp with active EQ,
just in case things get a
little loud! Available in
Natural Gloss or
Gloss Black.

DG-20S
095-2000-021

The DG-20S has a

solid Spruce top/ and

Mahogany neck/
back, and sides/ which

creates its tone while

maintaining its

traditional appeal.

www.fender.com 207



Donavon Frankenreiter -

Pro surfer and guitarist

with Sunchild
www.sunchildtheband.com

Jl
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DG-16
095-1600
The DG-16s cool appointments make
it a real head-turner! Spruce top,

Mahogany back and sides, Rosewood
fingerboard, and snowftake position
markers offer a great look/ sound and

feell Black, Natural, or Sunburst finish

(pictured).

Also available:
DG-16LH Left-Hand 095-1620

DG-16-12 12-string 095-1612

DG-16E-12
Acoustic Electric 12-string 095-1613

208 Fender Acoustic Guitars



DREADNOUGHTS
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Outstdn|lmigt^eG|nres in a high-value solid top guitar.
The DG-T^is^i^fehcter's exclusive woocllone

finish, which ^Itows^he body and neck of the guitar
to vibrate more freely for maximum resonance. Clear

lows/ robust mids, sparkling highs/ and great feel
Sand playability are what you^ll find in the DG-14S.

Mso available:
^DG-14-12 12-sh-ing
RQ-14 SCE
P^-14 LH

095-1412-021
095-1405-021
095.1420-021



DREADNOUGHTS
'T^ncfc^
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DG-11
095-1100

Want a great playing guitar with
a colorful appearance and a com-

Portable feel? The DG-H's Spruce

top and Nato back and sides are
available in Natural, Black or

Sunburst.

Also available:
DG-11E 095-1101 r^t^\

DG-10
095-1000-021

The DG-10's feature unique

bracing, a Mahogany body

and Spruce top, and satin
finish. The cutaway electric
model also incorporates a

Fender® transducer

system with volume and
tone controls.

/,':

u

•urn

Also available:
DG-10-12 12-string 095-1012-021
DG-IOLeft-Hand 095-1020-021
DG-10CE 095-1005-021
DG-IOCELeft-Hand 095-1025-021

The DG-11E comes

equipped with a Fender

Piezo pickup with volume
and tone controls.

210 Fender Acoustic Guitars



ACOUSTIC PACKS
DG-7
095-0700-021

The DG-7 features a Meranti

back and sides and a Spruce top.
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GUITAR VALUE PACK

DG-8 Value Pak
095-0801-149

Everything you need to get started
playing right now! Fender's best acoustic pack,
the DG-8 S includes a solid top Fender dread-

naught with die-cast tuning keys, an automatic/
chromatic tuner, gig bag, picks, strings/ and a

special Fender instructional DVD in 5 languages
with over 3 hours of instruction and a

Fender factory tour!

^?^

"•Ss-
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So whats in the tiOHi"*^fausMe^
/7-«^

SA-100
093-0300-149

The perfect starter pack! Includes: Squier®Dread-

nought/ gig bag/ pitch pipes/ picks and a Fender®
instruction book. Available in Natural (21) finish.

www.fender.com 211
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JG-12CE-12
095-1217-021

A 12-string mini-jumbo that really
sings/ the JG-12CE-12 has beautiful

appointments/ including a Fender
Piezo Pickup system/ satin-finish

Spruce top/ Mahogany back and
sides, and a Nato neck. The rich

sound of a 12-string in a body shape
that's easy to handle.

JG-26SCE
095-2605-021

Mini-jumbos are gaining

popularity with players, and this
acoustic makes it easy to see why.

Features include a solid Cedar

top with Mahogany back and
sides. The JG-26SCE also features
a Fender®/Fishman® Classic IV

electronics/ so you're ready to play

just about anywhere, plugged in
or not!



Ben Gautrey & Daniel Fisher - The Cooper Temple Clause

www.thecoopertempleclause.com

Photo by The Hood
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The GC-12 features a select

Spruce top with Nato back
and sides to create a great

playing/ smaller body guitar
Perfect for playing at home
or taking just about any-

where, the GC-12 makes a

great choice for those who

prefer a smaller acoustic.

GC-23S
095-2300-021

The smaller body of the Grand
Concert is a nice addition to

the tone arsenal of any acoustic

musician. Great for finger- or flat

picking, the GC-23S combines a

solid Spruce top and Mahogany
back and sides to produce a truly
amazing tone.

TG-4
095-0040-321

Perfect for players on the go!
The TG-4 is a solid Spruce top
acoustic guitar that packs a lot

of tone into its compact size.

This satin finished little beauty
has a Nato neck, back and

sides, die-cast tuners and comes

with a gig bag.

www.fender.com 213



CLASSICAL
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Dean Brown
www.deanbrown.com

Photo by Elyzabeth Lemonine

CG-21S
094-2100-021

Classic nylon-string guitar
with upscale features such
as solid Spruce top and
Rosewood back and sides.
Brilliant classical sound at a

down-to-earth price.

El-s?;
iiil?3'£f';:!

let

CG-11E
094-1101-021

Quality features and

value in a classical
guitar. Great as a main

instrument or a second

guitar, the CG-11 E fea-

hires a Spruce top, Rose-

wood fingerboard. Nato
back and sides, and a
Fender® Piezo electric

pickup with volume and
tone controls.

CG-24SCE
094-2405-021

Traditional but still comfortable

to electric and acoustic guitarists,

the CG-24SCE features a solid

Cedar top, Ovangkol back and
sides. Nato neck, and an onboard

preamp/pickup system. Easy to
play, whether plugged in or not.

CG-7
094-0700-021

The CG-7 is a traditional-style

nylon-string classical guitar
featuring a Spruce top with a
Meranti back and sides.
Great classical feel and tone.l

214 Fender Acoustic Guitars



ELECTRIC ACOUSTIC
STRATACOUSTIC

'Plugged in, these two gnlfa^s sonnci as good as am' acoustic elecliics in f heir

price range. Uooci looks and'good value make these two models perfect for

stage use and road abuse' alike."

-Guitar World ma&azme
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TELECOUSTIC™
095-7500 ^_

These hybrids have something for

everybody. Acoustic players get
their own little piece of the "Fender

magic/'and electric players get an
acoustic guitar that finally feels like
home. Sh-atacoustic and Telecoustic

guitars are modeled after the most

popular guitar designs in the world,
and feature Spruce tops, state-of-the-

art/ one-piece fiberglass bodies/ and

electric guitar necks with the h-ade-

marked Fender headstock design.
Add Fishman® Classic 4 electronics
and you've got an essential piece of

gear. Pictured in Black/ Inca Silver/

Natural/ 2-Color Sunburst and

Candy Apple Red.
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MANDOLINS
Bob Schmidt - Flogging Molly
www.floggingmoUy. corn
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FM-62SE
095-6205
Tradition meets innovation! The

FM-62SE features a solid Spruce top,
carved one-piece Maple rim, and

solid Maple back. Great sound-

ing whether it's plugged in or not!
Choose from a Sunburst, Crimson

Burst, Blue Burst, and now offered in

Black! Add a splash of color to your

sound!

coustic Guitars



Jimmy Stafford - Train
www.trainline.com

Photo by Hamilton & Duffy

FM-63SE
095-6300-032

Traditional appearance
and outstanding playability
is what the FM-63S is all

about. Solid Spruce top/

solid Maple rims, a solid

carved Maple black/ and
Ebony fretboard accentuate
the beautiful scrolled body.

^A4

FM-53S
095-5300-032

Big tone on a budget!
The FM-53S has a solid

Spruce top for rich warm

tone, with Nato back and

sides, 4-ply Ivory binding/
and gold hardware. Looks
great/ sounds fantastic/

and plays like a dream!

Aaron Kamin - The Calling

www. thecalh'ngband. corn

Photo by CyndiBertagni.com

t^

FM-52E
095-5205-032

Ready to turn up? You will be with
the FM-52E/ featuring a full- range/

single-coil pickup with volume and
tone control! Perfect for stage/ studio/

or any place unplugged/ the FM-52E
is one of the best values available for
an acoustic electric mandolin.
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^•AA BANJOS
Traditional American music has experienced a huge

resurgence over the past few years and banjos can

be heard on recordings in a diverse range of musical

genres—from rock, jazz, country, and of course/ blue-

grass. Players will love Fender's trio of banjos/ each

offering features for any level of player/ from
beginner to pro.

FB-58 095-5800
• 26.4" Scale

• Flame Maple Resonator

• Die-Cast Metal

• Tone Ring

• Maple Neck with

Deluxe Inlays

FR-50 095-5000
There seems to be no end to

the music that sounds great

on a resonator guitar: Delta

blues, rock, bluegrass, swamp/

slide...Whatever style you play/

a FR-48 or FR-50 will give it a

whole new sound!

i^
;̂

FB-54
095-5400-021

• 27.4" Scale

Length

• Mahogany
Resonator

• Aluminum Rim

• 30-piece Bracket

^t 1^%^?^ ^̂
H-t^

^ %&

FB-55
095-5500-021

• 26.4" Scale

• Rosewood Resonator

• 24-piece Bracket

• Plywood Rim

• Mahogany Neck

i-ngsss^'siy'
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Photo by Pam Hotchkiss



RESONATORS
FR-48 095-4800-021

Steel Body Resonator

\^h^
NEW Sean Macki'n - Yellowcard

www.yellowcardrock. corn

Photo by CyndiBertagni.com

'^

FV-1
095-0010

FV-3
095-0030-232

G

e

Fender® first introduced electric violins in the
late /50s, and these revamped versions continue

that tradition of innovation. The FV-1 features a cham-

bered body, solid Spruce top/ Maple back and sides, Ebony

fingerboard/ specially design piezo electric bridge/ hard case,
bow, and rosin. The FV-3 is our deluxe model/ featuring solid flame

Maple top/ back and sides/ Ebony fingerboard, bridge, chin rest,
specially design piezo bridge with volume and tone control/ bow, and
an upgraded hard shell case with hygrometer/ and a tube to hold high
quality strings.

FV-1 available in White or Black finish;
FV-3 in Sunburst.
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SQUIER ACOUSTIC
SD-6G 093-0600
This Squier's SD-6G steel-string is an ideal
first acoustic. It's a full-size dreadnought- with

a gloss metallic finish; Agathis top, back and
sides; Rosewood fingerboard and bridge and

chrome-covered tuning machines. The tone/

playability and durability are exceptional
/ for a guitar in this price range. Available

Gloss, and Artic White Gloss.

SD-6 093-0600-021

Same great guitar as

the SD-6G, butin a

Natural Satin finish.

(not shown)

MA-1
093-0100-021

Squier also offers hvo 3/4-size
acoustic guitars, the nylon string

MC-1 and steel-string MA-1. With

the right features, size and price for
younger guitarists/ these durable

models are made to suit school

music programs and beginners who

would be more comfortable with a
smaller guitar. Features include a

satin finish/ Agathis top/ back and
sides and Rosewood fingerboard.

Whether you're discovering that
singer-songwriter inside you or

learning guitar on a nylon-string in

your school's music guitar program,

Squier has an acoustic for you.
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ACOUSTIC STRINGS & ACCESSORIES

^^tcfc4
80/20 BRONZE

ACOUSTIC

r^ids^
PH05PHOR BRONZE

ACOUSTIC

'"SSSK^
Hbs?HOR. BRQNZE:iiS?i)

ACQ^SIH^
,IK^.

r^icte€
NYLON CLASSICAL

CLEAR NYLON TIE END
^ACOUStl

073-0070-002

073-0070-003

073-0070-005

073-0070-123

XL
L
a
12 L

073-0060-002

073-0060-003

073-0060-005

073-0060-008

073-0070-123

XL
L
a
M
121

80/20 Bronze - Wound Bull End Sets
Want to brighten^t^^^jjg a bit? Fender 80/20 Broji.z^l5
strings deliver brigl'ff^^^^d great feel/making^lNStjii^
perfect for your ac6UiiB|||jj:ftqr with a naturall)^i|^8c:
tone. Made from 800ff^^]ger and 20% zini^lie^'re
certain to bring that d\j^sS?^^^CQU^Q€^e
Available in gauges for any^w^S^^MsT^.

.010/.014/.022/.030/.040/.048

.012/.016/.024/.032/.042/.052

.011/.015/.023/.030/.040/.050

.010/.014/.024/.030/.038/.048

.010/.014/.009/.012/.017/.028

Phosphor Bronze - Phosphor Bronze
Wound Ball End Sets
Get rich/ full, warm acoustic tone with brilliant highs
and ringing clarity. Fender Phosphor Bronze strings
provide you with an excellent balance of tone and long
life that can only be found in our formula. They are

everything you've always wanted in an acoustic string.

.010/.014/.022/.030/.040/.048

.012/.016/.024/.032/.042/.052

.OH/.015/.023/.030/.040/.050

.013/.017/.026/.036/.046/.056

.010/.014/.024/.030/.038/.048

.010/.014/.009/.012/.017/.028

660 Dura-Tone™ Coated
Phosphor Bronze
Coated strings without compromising tone! Our
coated Phosphor Bronze strings use the same high
quality material as our regular Fender Phosphor
Bronze strings but with a space age coating. We

apply a polymer to the wrap and bake it on at
temperatures exceeding 700 degrees Fahrenheit!
This process increases the life of the string without
harming the brilliant highs and clarity you've come

to expect with our Phosphor Bronze strings.

073-0660-003* L .012/.016/.024/.032/.042/.052

073-0660-008 M .013/.017/.026/.036/.046/.056
Used on Fender Acoustic Guitars

Rodriguez by Fender -
Nylon Classical
If you own a Rodriguez guitar or are a
demanding classical player, then these are for
you! Made from special high tension nylon
imported from Argentina, these strings have
everything you have been looking for! Ap-
proved by Manuel Rodriguez Sr., they're now

available to you!

073-0140-000* .028/.029/.032/.035/.040/.043
*Used on all Rodriguez model classical guitars.

Nylon Classical
The perfect nylon string for your classical guitar. Our
nylon strings feature pure silver on the wound strings for
the perfect balance of tone and corrosion resistance.

These superior quality strings produce tone with an even
tension. Available in clear or black nylon with tie or
ball ends.

073-0100-000 Tie End Clear

073-0120-000 Tie End Black

073-0130-000 Ball End

.028/.029/.032/.035/.040/.043

.028/.029/.032/.035/.040/.043

.028/.029/.032/.035/.040/.043

NICKELPI ATED STEEL

MANDOLIN
.016 .02b .040

Mundolin Strings
Designed for the Fendejffi^|Series Mandolins, these
strings are built to deli'v^|j(||rfimal sound and feel for all
mandolins. Choose fror?J|il|JKelplated Steel or Phosphor
Bronze. No matter whoit||Hai|fid or style, we have th®

Mandolin string for YO,||||Sif^1,'1'1'^ ^•/;?^-\.

Nitkel-PlutedSte^|%gg%^^^^:.,.,:.[:.1.:^^^

073-2250-003 L .OlCTi||N^OW: Ni .;^ ^'.; ^..c\ ;^^

.oli||||||||og||g^^^|j^
Phosphor Bronz^:|gg|g|||gg],||[|;j^^|^
073-2060-003 L ^ISIiiil^lffliSI&iiSiSffi

BunjoStrings
Originall^|Hi|nedfor the FB Series Banjos, these
strings will 1:ejil||!omfortabte and sound great on any
banjo. A coici|||lation of plain steel and Nickelplated
wound stririgJ?|c»Tnbine to give a smooth, even sound for
your banjo. Ay6nlable in a loop end in light gauge.

073-2255-003 ^^.|MI95/.010/.013/.020W/.0095

Acoustic Bridge Pins
Seven Fender bricfge pins and one errd pin for
acoustic guitar.

099-0402-000 Bridge Pin Set Cream /Black Dot
099-0402-006 Bridge Pin Set Black / White^Dof

www.fender.com 221s



ACOUSTIC SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL
CG-11E

CG-21S

CG-24SCE

CG-7

DG-10

DG-10 LH

DG-10CE

DG-10CE LH

DG-11

DG-11E

DG-14S

DG-14S LH

DG-14S-12

MODEL NUMBER
094-1101

094-2100

094-2405

094-0700

095-1000

095-1020

095-1012

i COLORS
I 21

21
I 21

21
21
21

TOP
Laminated Spruce

Solid Spruce

Solid Cedar

Laminated Spruce

Laminated Spruce

Laminated Spruce

I BACK AND SIDES nnucKounnu

095-1005

095-1025

095-1100

095-1101

21

21

06,21,32

06

Rosewood

Rosewood w/CS

Rosewood w/CS

Rosewood

Rosewood w/CS

Rosewood w/CS

Rosewood w/CS

Laminated Spruce ] Laminated Mahogany ] Rosewood | Nato | Rosewood w/CS

Laminated Spruce ] Laminated Mahogany | Rosewood | Nato ] Rosewood w/CS

Laminated Spruce I Laminated Nato I RW-Stained Hrdwd | Nato I Rosewood w/CS

Laminated Spruce | Laminated Nato i RW-Stained Hrdwd | Nato I Rosewood w/CS

Lammated Nato

Laminated Rosewood

Laminated Ovangkol

Laminated Meranti

Laminated Mahogany

Laminated Mahogany

RW-Stained Hrdwd

Rosewood

Rosewood

Rosewood

Rosewood

Rosewood

21 Laminated Spruce I Laminated Mahogany I Rosewood

Nato

Mahogany

Mahogany

Nato

Nato

Nato

Nato

095-1400

095-1420

095-1412

Solid Spruce

Solid Spruce

Solid Spruce

Lammated Maple

Laminated Maple

Laminated Maple

Rosewood

Rosewood

Rosewood

Nato

Nato

Nato

Rosewood w/CS

Rosewood w/CS

Rosewood w/CS

DG-14SCE

DG-16

DG-16 LH

DG-16-12

095-1405

095-1600

095-1620

095-1612

21

06, 21,32

06,21

06,21

Solid Spruce | Laminated Maple I Rosewood ] Nato | Rosewood w/CS

Laminated Spruce Laminated Mahogany i Rosewood | Mahogany Rosewood w/CS

Laminated Spruce I Larmnated Mahogany | Rosewood ] Mahogany ] Rosewood w/CS

Laminated Spruce __| Laminated Mahogany _| Rosewood _] Mahogany _| Rosewood w/CS

DG-16E-12

DG-20CE

DG-20S

DG-21S

095-1613

095-2005

06,21

06,21

Laminated Spruce

Laminated Spruce

095-2000

095-2100

Solid Spruce

Solid Spruce

Laminated Mahogany ] Rosewood | Mahogany I Rosewood w/CS

Laminated Mahogany | Rosewood | Nato | Rosewood w/CS

Laminated Mahogany I Rosewood I Nato | Rosewood w/CS

Laminated Rosewood i Rosewood | Nato ] Rosewood w/CS

DG-22CE

DG-22S

DG-24

095-2205

095-2200

095-2400

21,28,30,32,36

21, 30,36

21

I Laminated Flame Maple

! Solid Spruce

I Laminated Prem. Mahogany

I Laminated Flame Maple

] Laminated Flame Maple

] Laminated Prem. Mahogany

I Rosewood

Rosewood

I Rosewood

Nato

I Nato

I Nato

I Rosewood w/CS

I Rosewood w/CS

Rosewood w/CS

DG-25S

DG-7

DG-8S Pack

FB-54 Banjo

FB-55 Banjo

095-2500

095-0700

095-0801

095-5400

I 095-5500

FB-58 Banjo | 095-580 i 21

FM-52E Mandolin | 095-5205 I 32

FM-53S Mandolin ! 095-5300 I 32

FM-62SE Mandotin i 095-6205 I 06,28,32,36

FM-63S Mandolin I 095-6300 i 32

FR-48 Resonator ! 095-4800 I 21

SoUd Cedar | Laminated Prem. Mahogany | Rosewood ] Nato | Rosewood w/CS

Laminated Spruce I Laminated Meranti ] Rosewood | Nato | Rosewood w/CS

SoLid Spruce ] Laminated Nato | Rosewood i Nato | Rosewood w/CS

Aluminum Rim With 30 Piece Bracket | Laminated Mahogany Rim | Rosewood ] Mahogany i Rosewood

i Rosewood | Mahogany ] Rosewood

Rosewood [ Maple | Rosewood

Rosewood ! Nato i Compensated Rosewood

Rosewood | Nato ] Compensated Rosewood

Rosewood I Maple | Compensated Rosewood

Ebony ] Maple | Compensated Ebony

Rosewood | Mahogany | Micarta Saddle

Laminated Wood Rim With 24 Piece Bracket

Solid Maple Rim With 24 Piece Bracket

Laminated Spruce

Solid Spruce

Carved Solid Spruce

Carved Solid Spruce

Chromed Steel

Laminated Rosewood Rim

Laminated Flame Maple Run

Larmnated Nato

Laminated Nato

Carved Solid Maple

Carved Solid Maple

Chromed Steel

FR-50 Resonator

FV-1 Violin

FV-3 Violin

GA-43S

095-5000

095-0010

095-0030

095-4300

06,32

06,81

32

21

Laminated Spruce I Laminated Mahogany I Rosewood ] Mahogany | Split Micarta Saddle

Solid Spruce I Laminated Maple ] Ebony | Maple | Piezo Electric Ebony Bridge

Solid Ftame maple | Solid Flame maple | Ebony | Flame Maple | Piezo Electric Ebony Bridge

Grade "AA" Solid Spruce ] Solid MA/Laminated MA | Rosewood [ Nato | Rosewood w/CS

GA-43SCE

GA-45S

GA-45SCE

GA-45SCE LH

095-4305

095-4500

095-4505

095-4525

21
21
21

I 21

Grade "AA" Solid Spruce

Grade "AA" Solid Spruce

Grade "AA" Solid Spruce

Grade "AA" Solid Spruce

I Solid MA/Laminated MA
Solid RW/Laminated RW

I Solid RW/Laminated RW
I Solid RW/Laminated RW

Rosewood

Rosewood

I Rosewood

I Rosewood

Nato

I Nato
Nato

Nato

I Rosewood w/CS

Rosewood w/CS

I Rosewood w/CS

1 Rosewood w/CS

GC-12

GC-23S

GC-42S

GD-47S

GD-47S-12

GD-47SCE

GN-45SCE

3G-12CE-12

3G-26SCE

MA-1

MC-1

095-1200

095-2300

Laminated Spruce

Solid Spruce

Laminated Nato

Laminated Mahogany

Rosewood

Rosewood

Nato

Nato

Rosewood w/CS

Rosewood w/CS

095-4200

095-4700

095-4712

095-4705

Grade "AA" Solid Spruce

Grade "AA" Solid Spruce

Grade "AA" Solid Spruce

Solid MA/Laminated MA Rosewood Nato Rosewood w/CS

Solid RW/Laminated RW [ Rosewood j Nato | Rosewood w/CS

I Solid RW/Lanrinated RW | Rosewood | Nato | Rosewood w/CS

Grade "AA" Solid Spruce | Solid RW/Laminated RW | Rosewood | Nato | Rosewood w/CS

094-4505

095-1217

095-2605

093-0100

092-0100

Grade "AA"Solid Cedar Solid RW/Laminated RW Rosewood Nato

Laimnated Spruce

Solid Cedar

Lammated Agathis

Laminated Agathis

Rosewood w/CS

Laminated Prem. Mahogany | Rosewood | Nato i Rosewood w/CS

Laminated Prem. Mahogany | Rosewood | Nato ] Rosewood w/CS

Laminated Agathis ] Rosewood | Nato | Rosewood w/CS

Laminated Agathis | Rosewood ' | Nato | Rosewood w/CS

Strata co ustic

Telecoustic

TG-4

095-7400

095-7500

095-0040

05,06

I 09,21,24,32

21

Laminated Spruce

! Laminated Spruce

Solid Spruce

[ Rberglass

Rbergtass

I Laminated Mahogany

Rosewood

! Rosewood

I Rosewood

I Maple
I Maple

Nato

Rosewood w/CS

Rosewood w/CS

I Rosewood w/CS

MODEL MODEL NUMBER I COLORS TOP JB^KANErSEDES^__LJ^ERJBOA^
Squier SD-6

Squier SD-6 G

093-0600

093-0600

21

09,96,

Laminated Agathis

Laminated Agathis

Laminated Agathis

Laminated Agathi's

J Rosewood

i Rosewood

Nato

Nato

BRIDGE
Rosewood w/CS

Rosewood'w/CS

*
Fender Acoustic Key

A.CLR"' ] Accelerometer

CC I Chrome Covered

CDC I Chrome Die-cast

CS I Compensated Saddle

FM [ Flame Maple

Mahogany

Nickel Plated Steel

Polyurethane

Rosewood

V I Volume

All features and specifications are subject to change without notice.
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TUNERS
Chrome, 3-In-line

Gold, 3-In-Line w/White Pearl

Gold, 3-In-Line w/White Pearl

3-Inline w/White Buttons

Chrome Die-cast

Chrome Die-cast

ELECTRONICS
Piezo, Passive V, T

None

Piezo w/Active Preamp

None

None

None

HNISH
Gloss PLY

Gloss PLY

Gloss PLY

Satin PLY

Satin PLY

Satin PLY

SCALE LENGTH
25.5"

25.6"

25.3"

25.3"

25.3"

25.3"

BODY DEPTH
3.75" to 4.25"

3.66" to 3.81"

3.94" to 4.92"

3.94" to 4.92"

3.94" to 4.92"

3.94" to 4.92"

Chrome Die-cast

Chrome Die-cast

Chrome Die-cast

Chrome Covered

Chrome Covered

None

Transducer, V, T

Satin PLY

Satin PLY

25.3"

25.3"

3.94" to 4.92"

3.94" to 4.92"

Transducer, V, T

None

Piezo, Passive V, T

Satin PLY

Gloss PLY

Gloss PLY

25.3"

25.3"

25.3"

3.94" to 4.92"

3.94" to 4.92"

3.94" to 4.92"

WIDTH @ NUT
2.02"

2.00"

2.00"

2.05"

1.69°

1.69"

1.89"

1.69"

1.69"

1.69"

1.69"

Chrome Die-cast

Chrome Die-cast

Chrome Die-cast

Chrome Die-cast

None

None

None

Fishman Classic 4 w/ACLR™

Gloss PLY

Gloss PLY

Gloss PLY

Gloss PLY

25.3'

25.3"

25.3"

25.3"

3.94" to 4.92"

3.94" to 4.92"

3.94" to 4.92"

3.94" to 4.92"

1.69"

1.69"

1.69"

1.69"

STRINGS
Nylon Classical 100

Nylon Classical 100

Nylon Classical 100

Nylon Classical 100

60L Phosphor Bronze

60L Phosphor Bronze

60-12L Phosphor Bronze

SOL Phosphor Bronze

60L Phosphor Bronze

60L Phosphor Bronze

60L Phosphor Bronze

60L Phosphor Bronze

60L Phosphor Bronze

60-12L Phosphor Bronze

60L Phosphor Bronze

Chrome Die-cast

Chrome Die-cast

Chrome Die-cast

Chrome Die-cast

None

None

None

Pi'ezo w/Active Preamp

Gloss PLY

Gloss PLY

Gloss PLY

Gloss PLY

I 25.3"

25.3"

25.3"

25.3"

3.94" to 4.92"

3.94" to 4.92"

3.94" to 4.92"

3.94" to 4.92"

! Chrome Die-cast

Chrome Die-cast

; Chrome Die-cast

Gold Die-cast

Piezo w/Active Preamp

None

None

Rshman Acoustic Matrix

Gloss PLY

Gloss PLY

Gloss PLY

Gloss PLY

25.3"

25.3"

25.3"

25.3"

3.94" to 4.92"

3.94" to 4.92"

3.94" to 4.92"

3.94" to 4.92"

1.69"

1.69"

1.89"

1.89"

1.69"

1.69"

1.69"

1.69"

60L Phosphor Bronze

60L Phosphor Bronze

60-12L Phosphor Bronze

60-lZLPhosphor Bronze

60L Phosphor Bronze

60L Phosphor Bronze

60L Phosphor Bronze

60L Phosphor Bronze

Gold Die-cast

CDC w/ Brown Pearl

i None

None

Gloss PLY

Satin PLY

25.3"

25.3'

3.94" to 4.92"

3.94" to 4.92"

1.69"

1.69"

CDC w/ Brown Pearl ; None ; Satin PLY | 25.3"

Chrome Covered ' None i Gloss PLY I 25.3"

3.94" to 4.92"

3.94" to 4.92"

1.69"

1.69"

1.69"

1.12"

1.12"

1.12"

1.06"

1.06"

60L Phosphor Bronze

60L Phosphor Bronze

60L Phosphor Bronze

60L Phosphor Bronze

60L Phosphor BronzeChrome Covered

Chrome, Geared

Chrome, Geared

Chrome, Geared

Chrome Covered

Gold Die-cast

None

None

None

None

1 Single Coil, V, T

None

Gloss PLY

Gloss PLY

Gloss PLY

Gloss PLY

Gloss PLY

Gloss PLY

25.3"

27.4"

26.4"

26.4"

13.7"

13.7"

3.94" to 4.92"

3.75"

3.75"

3.75"

1.85"

1.85"

Banjo NFS

Banjo NFS

Banjo NFS

Phosphor Bronze MandoLin

Phosphor Bronze Mandoti'n

Phosphor Bronze Singles

Phosphor Bronze Mandolin

60L Phosphor Bronze

60L Phosphor Bronze

Gold w/White Pearl

Gold w/White Pearl

Chrome Die-cast

Piezo Pickup, V, T

None

None

Gloss PLY

Gloss PLY

Chrome

13.7"

13.7"

25.3"

1.85"

1.85"

3.25"

Chrome Die-cast

Ebony Pegs

Ebony Pegs

Chrome Die-cast

Chrome Die-cast

None

Passive V, T

Passive V, T

None

Fishman Classic 4 w/ACLR™

Gloss PLY

Gloss PLY

Gloss PLY

Gloss PLY

Gloss PLY

25.3"

13.12"

13.12"

25.4"

25.4"

3.75"

1.43"

1.43"

4" to 5"

4" to 5"

1.06"

1.06"

1.69"

1.69"

1.043"

1.043"

N/A
N/A

1.69"

1.69"

60L Phosphor Bronze

60L Phosphor Bronze

Gold Die-cast

Gold Die-cast

Gold Die-cast

Chrome Die-cast

I None i Gloss PLY

I Fishman Classic 4 w/ACLR™ | Gloss PLY

i Rshman Classic 4W/ACLR™ | Gloss PLY

i None ] Gloss PLY

25.4"

25.4"

25.4"

25.3"

4" to 5"

4" to 5"

4" to 5"

3.5" to 4"

1.69"

1.69"

1.69"

1.69"

60L Phosphor Bronze

60L Phosphor Bronze

SOL Phosphor Bronze

60L Phosphor Bronze

Chrome Die-cast

Grover Chrome Die-cast

Gold Die-cast

Grover Gold Die-cast

Gold Die-cast

None

None

None

None

Fishman Classic 4 w/ACLR™

Gold, 3-In-Line w/White Pearl I Rshman Classic 4 w/ACLRT

Gloss PLY

Gloss PLY

Gloss PLY

Gloss PLY

Gloss PLY

Gloss PLY

25.3"

25.3"

25.4"

25.4"

25.4"

25.4"

Chrome Die-cast I Piezo w/Active Preamp | Satin PLY i 25.3"

3.5" to 4"

3.5" to 4"

3.87" to 4.87"

3.87" to 4.87"

3.87" to 4.87"

3.37" to 3.5"

3.58" to 4.17"

1.69"

1.69"

1.69"

1.89"

1.69"

1.75"

1.89"

60L Phosphor Bronze

60L Phosphor Bronze

SOL Phosphor Bronze

60-12L Phosphor Bronze

60L Phosphor Bronze

Nylon Classical 100

60-12L Phosphor Bronze

Gold Die-cast ! Fishman Acoustic Matrix ! Satin PLY

Chrome, Covered '; None i Satin PLY

Chrome, 3-In-line, Open Gear ; None | Satin PLY

25.3"

23.3"

23.3"

3.3" to 3.58"

3.94" to 4.92"

3.94" to 4.92"

1.69"

1.69"

1.69"

60L Phosphor Bronze

60L Phosphor Bronze

Nylon Classical 100

Chrome Die-cast

Chrome Die-cast

Chrome Die-cast

: Fishman Classic 4w/ACLR™

Fishman Classic 4 w/ACLR™

None

Gloss PLY

I Gloss PLY
Satin PLY

25.5"

25.5"

23.3"

3"

3"

I 3.34" to 3.75"

1.69"

l 1.69"

1.69"

60L Phosphor Bronze

60L Phosphor Bronze

60L Phosphor Bronze

TUNERS
Chrome Covered

Chrome Covered

ELECTRONICS
None

None

! FINISH
I Satin PLY

Gloss PLY

SCALE LENGTH
25.3"

25.3"

BODY DEPTH
3.94" to 4.92"

3.94" to 4.92"

WIDTH ©NUT
1.69"

1.69"

I STRINGS
60L Phosphor Bronze

60L Phosphor Bronze
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In addition to great guitars and amplifiers. Fender offers everything
else you need to play your guitar or bass. We've been making

strings, picks, and pickups for over 50 years, and we have the same

passion for these items that we do for guitars and amps.

Take some time to check out our wide product offerings. We have

something for every need—from cables and tuners to chrome

pickguards to 4-way Tele switches... We've got it all!

Looking for strings or some other accessories? Check out the

index to help you find what you need.

351 Shape

Delrin®
Matte Rounded Edge

Classic Celluloid
Celluloid is the premier pick material.

Celluloid picks have a traditional feel,

with a smooth striking surface and a

warm, round, musical tone.

,7.^

351 Shape

Premium CeIIuloid

347 Shape 355 Shape

'y^w/st^,
CnioBr;- _,

:~¥

-0

California Clears
Cool, clear, and colorful, California Clears are

available in six transparent vintage style colors.

^7^tC&4'
^ /' ~ /^<

^^"K^

Fender Pickpacks

California Clears 351 Shape - Pack of 12
Classic Celluloid 351 Shape - Pack of 12
Premium Celluloid 351 Shape - Pack of 12

351 Shape Delrin® 351 Shape - Pack of 12

W 351 Shape - Matte Delrin
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AG6 Sparkle-Tone® Tuners
We've updated our most popular and
economical tuner. Now available in ultra
cool Sparkle-Tone colors. Stay in tune with style!
Features include input and output jacks, LED Display,
lighted VU meter, battery check, and 9v AC input.
Due to overwhelming demand, we've added the new
hip Black Sparkle color to our popular AG6 Turner line!

023-9988-302
023-9988-309
023-9988-306

AG6 Tuner Blue Sparkle
AG6 Tuner Red Sparkle
AG6 Tuner Black Sparkle ST-1 Chromutic Stage Tuner

Our revolutionary oversized LED note display

makes tuning a breeze in any performance

setting. Input/Output for easy in line tuning,
built in microphone, 9v AC input make the

ST-1 a serious professional tuner.

023-9987-000 ST-1 Chromatic Stage Tuner

MM 000 Metronome/Tuner
The MT-1000 is a digital metronome and chromatic tuner

rolled into one easy package. Available in Red or Blue,
each MT-1000 sports a lighted LCD display, pitch genera-
tor, five buttons (allowing you to control mode, beat, and

tempo), and a handy pop up stand for easy viewing and
accessibility.

MT-1000 Metronome Blue
MT-1000 Metronome Red

023-9992-502
023-9992-509

PT-10 Pedal Tuner
You can tell from its heavy, die-cast metal

housing that this is a serious tuner. The PT-

10's LED meter and on/off indicator allow

for easy visibility from the stage floor. The

PT-10 also has two output options, allow-

ing the signal to stay on or be muted while

tuning.

023-9991 -000 PT-10 Pedal Tuner

IX-12 Chromutic Tuners
Quickly becoming some of our best sellers, LX-12's

are fully chromatic tuners that pack a lot of bells

and whistles into a surprisingly small package! Did

we mention that they easily and accurately tune

to a low 'B'? Features include an LCD display, easy

re-calibration, a built-in condenser mic, tilt-back

stand and DC adapter jack. Available in 4 eye-

catching flavors: Lake Placid Blue, Transparent

Red, Candy Green, and Midnight Purple.

023-9990-502 LX-12 Chromatic Tuner/ Blue

023-9990-538 LX-12 Chromatic Tuner/ Red

023-9990-571 LX-12 Chromatic Tuner/ Green

023-9990-576 LX-12 Chromatic Tuner/ Purple

AX 12 Chromutic Tuner
We've improved and given the AX12 a new look!

First, we added an 9v AC adapter jack, so now you have

the option of running off a battery or an adapter.

We've also given it a sleek new refreshing silver

metallic finish. Other features include a highly visible

LED meter, three tuning modes, low battery warning,

and input/output jacks for in line operation.

023-9989-124 AX12 Silver
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k. California Straps
Made of soft and comfortable suede in four vintage

colors and featuring a neutral color back to help

prevent color bleeding. Available in Sonic Blue,

Burgundy Mist, Natural, and Seafoam Green.

099-0692-021 2" Suede, Natural

099-0692-049 2" Suede, Seafoam Green

099-0692-066 2" Suede, Burqundy Mist

o. Cotton-Leather Oval with Logo
099-0667-062 Olive

099-0667-009 Red

099-0667-006 Black

099-0667-005 Natural White

099-0667-021 Tan

099-0667-062 Olive

099-0667-073 Navy

b. Vintage Tweed Straps
099-0687-000 2 Tweed (soft)

099-0692-000 Deluxe Leather Tweed Strap

c. Black Sparkle Leather Strap
Go back to the future with this retro sparkle design.
Deluxe wide padded leather strap is sure to draw
attention.
099-0677-006 Deluxe Black Sparkle Strap

Hot Rod Flame Strap
Get your best rockin' pose ready with this extra long
Hot Roddin' Flame Strap. Awesome embroidered flame
motif adorns this all black high-quality leather strap, so
get ready to sling your guitar way, no way, down low!!
099-0676-000 Hot Rod Flame Strap

Fender Leather "F" Logo Strap
Classic Jpoks with an updated style for comfort.
Fender® "F" embossed into the leather for a great look!
099-0662-006 Fender "F" Logo Strap

d. Deluxe Wide Padded Leather
The extra width on this 3-1/4" strap helps to spread the

instrument's weight over a larger area. Absolute comfort,

classic Fender Style.

099-0665-006 Deluxe Wide - Black

099-0665-050 Deluxe Wide - Walnut

e. Slim Padded Leather
These straps have the same ultra comfortable padding as

our 3-1/2" straps but are designed to have a much more

traditional look. Available in black or walnut.

099-0666-006 Slim Padded - Black

099-0666-050 Slim Padded - Walnut

Standard Vintage Strap

A replica of the old Fender vintage straps that were

shipped with Fender instruments for years, authentic

right down to the Fender buckle!

099-0689-000 Standard Black

g. Plain Leather Straps
Simple and classic. Fender Plain Leather Straps are

2-1/2", and feature the Fender logo hot stamped

in gold.

099-0663-006 Black w/Gold Logo

099-0663-050 Brown w/Gold Logo

h. Monogrammed 3" Straps
099-0661-100 Black/Yellow/Brown Bass

099-0661-200 Black/Yellow/Brown Guitar

099-0662-109 Black/Yellow/Red Bass

099-0662-209 Black/Yellow/Red Guitar

099-0662-143 Black/Lt Gry/Dark Cry Bass

099-0662-243 Black/Lt Gry/Dark Cry Guitar

Measurements:
-1 XX

-2xx

35"-45"

46.5"-61

f. Vintage Strap
Deluxe Vintage Strap

Modeled after our original vintage straps but updated for

comfort, the shoulder pad is extra thick for comfort. This

one's extra long, too!

099-0664-006 Deluxe Black

099-0664-021 Deluxe Natural

/'. Fender Neoprene Bass Strap
This one has to be used to be believed. This is simply

the most comfortable strap we've seen, designed spe-

cifically for bass players. The elasticity of the material

actually supports some of the instrument's weight,

lightening the load on your back! 35" - 45".

099-0663-000 Fender Neoprene Bass Strap

j. MOTO Straps
The same great look as our MOTO picks and pick-

guards, but the same great feel as out Deluxe Padded

Straps. Available in Black or White MOTO.

099-0665-043 Black MOTO

099-0665-057 White MOTO

/. Fender Pick 'N Strap

Assortment
A dozen 2', black, poly straps with a pick holder sewn
into one end of each strap. You get three different
colored logos, (four of each color) red, silver, and
gold with each assortment.
099-0604-049 Pick 'N Strap Assortment

m. 2" Poly Logo Strap
Made from black poly-webbing, these 2" straps fea-

ture the Fender logo embroidered in your choice of

Yellow. Red, White, and Pewter.
099-0662-070 Black/Yellow Logo

099-0662-015 Black/Red Logo

099-0662-080 Black/White Logo

099-0662-043 Black/Pewter Logo

n. Woven "Running" Logo Strap
099-0671-000 Black/Silver

o. 2" Monogrammed Straps
A Fender classic, this 2" strap now has extra padding

for a more comfortable fit.

Monogrammed Straps

099-0681-000

099-0681-500

099-0681-502

099-0681-543

099-0682-000

099-0683-000

Black/Yellow/Brown

Black/Yellow/Red
Black/Lt Gry/Med Blue
Black/Lt Gry/Drk Cry
Red/White/Blue
White/Brown/Yellow
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Eledro-Volt Cables
Electro-Volt Cables offer the same
quality construction and limited lifetime

warranty as our Vintage Voltage cable,
but with an expanded variety of lengths
and applications (including mic and

speaker cables). Recently upgraded
connectors complete the package of
these industry-standard cables.

099-0300-006

099-0301-006
099-0303-006
099-0306-006

099-0310-006
099-0318-006
099-0318-0^
099-032MO&;

W-Qm-^6^

0?N3ZN^

6"

r ^
3'

6'

10'

18'

18'

^''^

^•?!s
ins

w/2 Right Angle Plugs
"&bN

Foot,Cable

Foot Cable : ^

Foot Cable ^ j;
Foot Cable •"

Toot Cable Str/90° ;

,»]c Cable Lo-Z
);gtcCgUeHi-Z

?l(6!r£tibl?,lHI|ttB.gc

y9'^</s4
^7'®*u/SA

Fender Cable Inspector
099-1200-000

Protect yourself! Even the best cables can wear
out from constant use. With Fender's Cable

Inspector, checking your cables is as easy as

1, 2, 3! Just plug in both ends of your cables

to the unit, and if a green light appears your
cable is ready to rock-n-roll. If the green light
does not turn on or flickers off and on then
you need a new cable.

• 9 volt adapter Included
• Accepts: XLR, RCA, 1/4", and 4 pin MIDI cables

• Metal Housing

• —^ NEW!

4 ^ t

/

u:1
i, asiii

Limited Lifetime
warranty.

099-1201-000
099-1205.000
099-1210-000

099-1215-000

099-1220-000

099-1210-090

099-1215-090
099-1220-090

r
5'

10'

15'

20'

10'

15'

20'

•<:\R\r.R

i^njiysssf^-

Straight/Right Angle
Straight/Right Angle
Straight/Right Angle

Fender Pro Tone™
Instrument Cables
One look at the fat gauge and gold-plated

plugs tells you that this cable means busi-
ness. For the tone conscious musician. Fender

introduces Pro Tone instrument cables. Made

in the USA for Fender by Carver Professional,
we defy you to find a better quality cable! We

back it all up with a lifetime warranty, so you
know we're serious. How about you?
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099-1103-000 3'

099-1112-000 12'

099-1118-000 18'

099-1112-090 12' Straight/Right Angle
099-1118-090 18' Straight/Right Angle

.^§^'N'^^I§l@J!t'l;"S&^tI^'S;S1
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California Cables®
New and improved California
Cables are here! Fender has
the right cable for the job in a
variety of vintage colors.

Available in 1'/3',6I/ 10'&

18' lengths with heat shrunk,

gold tipped 1/4" ends, 20
gauge cable and a limited life-

time warranty. Quality cables
at an affordable price.

099-0401-Oxx

099-0403-Oxx

099-0406-Oxx

099-0410-Oxx

099-0418-Oxx

Colors

002 ° Blue

009 ° Red
057 ° Surf Green

044 a Gold

056-Shell Pink

r
3'

6'

10'

18'

066 = Burgandy Mist
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STANDS

Tubulur Guitar Stand
099-1814-000

Deluxe Tubu.lur
Guitar Stand 0991315000

NEW! sn

NEW!

Vintage Voltage Cables
Vintage Voltage Cables provide a classic tone

and vintage look to any player's rig at an
affordable price. Each cable is constructed of

gold tipped plugs/ oxygen-free copper wire/
braided copper shielding, and heavy-duty

shrink wrapped ends. We've wrapped it all up
with a Tweed/ Black/Silver, Wheat/ or Oxblood
woven exterior for that Fender vibe. Throw in

our limited lifetime warranty/ and you have a
cable that you can't live without!

099-0510-000

099-0518-000

099-0510-006

099-0518-006

099-0510-050

099-0518-050

099-0510-075

099-0518-075

10'

18'

10'

18'

10'

18'

10'

18'

Vintage Tweed

Vintage Tweed

Black/Silver

Black/Silver
Brown/Wheat

Brown/Wheat

Brown/Oxblood

Brown/Oxblood

This is a great low cost stand with many
of the features of more expensive mod-

els. This stand fits either electric guitar or
bass and boasts an extra wide top yoke,

velveteen rubber (nitrocellulose finish

friendly)/ and heavy-duty fubular steel.

Award-wmning mini stands are Fender exdusives!

Mini Tele /Strat Stand
099-1811-000

This great little stand is sturdy enough to
firmly hold your favorite Tele or Strat, but
folds down to fit in most gig bags or cases!
Holds most standard shaped guitars (non-off-

set). Includes nylon draw string carrying bag.

Mini Acoustic Guitar Stand
099-1812-000

This great little stand is sturdy enough to
firmly hold your favorite acoustic/ and also
folds down to fit in most gig bags or cases.

Includes nylon drawstring carrying bag.

This is the big brother to our stan-
dard stand! This deluxe model has

many upgraded features such as

velveteen rubber (nitrocellulose
finish friendly)/ high gloss black
deluxe finish/ die-cast heavy-duty

leg housing/ and spring down
patented //Flip-lt// design.

Deluxe A-Frume Stand
099-1813-000

NEW!

This heavy-duty black steel A-Frame

guitar stand fits either electric,
bass, or acoustic guitars! Loaded

with extras such as velveteen

rubber (nitrocellulose friendly)
and no-slip rubber feet.
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MISCELLANEOUS CASES
Fender® Hurmonicu Cases
Let them know you mean business with a Fender Harmonica Case. These little blues

boxes have room for up to 18 diatonic harmonicas and one chromatic harmonica.

There's even a place for your favorite microphone (even a Bullet style mic will fit!).
Real Tweed or textured vinyl covering with genuine cotton lining and leather ends
topped off with a Fender logo. The blues never looked so cool!

Fender Briefcases
From backstage to the boardroom, Fender

Briefcases make a statement. Available in classic

Fender colors with real cotton lining/ each 5" deep
case features adjustable files/ leather ends and a
genuine Fender logo. Get down to business with

a Fender Briefcase.

Tweed - 5" Depth

Black-5" Depth

Brown - 5" Depth

099-1005-000

099-1005-506

099-1005-550

A. Squier Mini Strat Std 099-1411-000
B. Orearfnought Std &99-1432-00&
C. Strat®/Tele® Std 099-1412-000

D. P Bass /3 Bass Std 099-1422.000

E. P Bass/ 3 Bass Deluxe 099-1522-000
F. Strat/Tetecoustic" Deluxe 099-1532-100

G. Strat/Tele Deluxe 099-15T2-000
H. Dreadnought Deluxe 099-1532-000
I. Strat/Tele Premium 099-1612-QOO
3. Musician's Effects Bag 099-1550-000

Ultra Effects Bag
The ultimate in gig bags!! Fender Ultra

Musician's Effects Bag has plenty of room
for cables, pedals/ sheet music, tools, or

whatever you need for the gig.

099-1650-000 Ultra Effects Bag

DSP Foot Controller Bug
Protect your investment! The DSP Foot
Controller was designed especially for
the Fender DSP Foot Controller.
099-1553-000

Deluxe Tweed Gig Bugs
Feel the need for Tweed? Now you can carry that look to
the gig with our new Deluxe Tweed Gig Bag! Made with
the same high-quality specifications as our Deluxe Series

bags but with heavy-duty tweed cosmetics.
099-1512-050 Deluxe Tweed Strat/Tele

099-1522-050 Deluxe Tweed Bass

|^n0t^ m gig bagsl This sleek new modern design
^|i,rguo<jy has^ all the features that you'd expect
i^tgtg fcijag ancl mor&such as upgraded du-

^cfepdck straps^ luggage tag, and 5 pockets
ua^from cables tVlgners. Next time/ go to
l^ltir Fphder/s Bag!
pltraElec. Guitar Win

j, Ultra Elec. Bass Wint

Ultra Dreadnoughf Wii



CASES
Squier - Molded Cases
A great case and a great value!

Squier cases are made similar

to the Fender Molded case/ but in

a reckmgular shape (except for the
Dreadnought case). Made with

a reinforced frame and hinges,

each case has an accessory

area and plush black interior.

Fender Deluxe Hardshell/Cases
Fender has been using the same cases since the early

days of the company. Made with the same specifications

and the same materials from the good old days, each
Deluxe Tweed or textured vinyl case features plush cotton
ir^eriors/ leather ends/ an accessory compartment and a

genuine Fender logo.

Squier Universal Electric Guitar Case
Made from the same quality materials as our c^her Squier Cases/
the new Universal Electric guitar case has a plush interior with a
sturdy plastic exterior/ reinforced aluminum rims, and two interior

compartments for accessories. From Showmasters^ to 7-Strings,

S-65/ and S-73 this case fits almost everything (and of course/ it will
fit your Strat and Tele guitars)!

Fender Standard Hardshell
Vinyl Cases
Built to the same high-quality standards
of our Deluxe vinyl and hveed cases, our

standard cases feature plush black interior,

a large accessory compartment/ vinyl ends

and a genuine Fender logo.

Bunjo, Mundolin & Violin Cases
Big protection in a little case! Made with quality

materials with plush interiors and sporting a Fender
logo, your instrument will be safe and secure. The

Deluxe cases even offer external zipper compart-

ments to store music or cables.

Standard Molded Cases
Ultimate protection in a lighhveight package. Fender's
molded cases are durable, semi-shaped cases with a

reinforced metal frame and hinges. Their relative small
size is great for tight storage situations.

Deluxe Silver Mustang® Case
Back in the mid-60's Fender offered
a very cool Silver textured vinyl case

for their short scale instruments.

Now you can get an updated ver-

sion of that classic case! Each case

offers a plush black lining, black
vinyl ends/ and a Fender logo.

Foam Cases
Half gig bag, half hardshell case!
Fender Foam Cases offer top protection

at a low price. They are just the thing
for the musician on a budget who wants

to protect their favorite guitar.

Acoustic Cases
Special instruments require spe-

cial cases. Our shaped textured

vinyl acoustic instrument cases are

designed especially for each partic-
ular instrument. These high-quality

cases feature plush interiors with a

handy accessory compartment for

those extra picks, capos, or strings.

A locking latch and a Fender logo
round out the package.
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Fender Barstools

099-0202-000 Single 30" black sparkle

099-0202-002 2 Pack 30" black sparkle

099-0205-000 Single 24" Red Sparkle

099-0205-002 2 Pack 24" Red Sparkle

Now you can have your very

own genuine Fender Barstool!

This vintage design has an
authentic Fender logo on the top
and is available in either black

sparkle (30") or red sparkle
(24"). These stools are great for
your home bar, dining room, and

not to mention great for jamming!

'y.

te^"

'.^

'^
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I
All the young rockers In Hot Rod Circuit-gintarist Casey Prestwood,

bassist Jay Russell and lead singer/guitarist Andy Jackson-use an

arsenal of Fender accessories: our stand cases. Deluxe gig bags, Del-

rin guitar picks, shell thumb picks. Super 250 NFS guitar strings and
multiple PT-10 pedal tuners. They're ready for the road... Are you?

www. hotrod-circuit. corn

Photo by CyndlBertagni.com
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The Fender
50 Years of Stratocaster The Story
Fender
by Tony Bacon

099-5050-000

by A. R.
Duchossoir

of the Fender
Stratocaster
by Ray Minhinnett,

Bob Young

099-5017.100

The Fender
Bass
by Klaus
Blasquiz

099-5004-000

The Fender
Telecaster

MEDIA LIBRARY

Fender
Amps: The
First 50 Years
by Teagle and

byA.R.Duchossoir SPrur^

099-5011-000
099-5005-000

Fender: The
Inside Story
by Forrest

White

Fender Classic
Moments
by Alan Di Perna

099-5013-000

The Fender
Book - 2nd
Edition
by Tony Bacon

and Paul Day

099-5006-100

Guitar Method:
Fender Edition

Bill Carson:
My Life &
Times with
Fender
by Bill Carson

The Fender
Bass, An
Illustrated
History
by J.W. Black and

Alfred Molinaro

099-5046-000

Guitar
Identification
by A.R. Duchossoir

099-5001-100

The Working
Bassist's Tool
Kit
by Ed Friedlancf
099-5047-000

How the
Fender Bass
Changed
the World
by |im Roberts

099-5003-000

The Guild
Guitar Book:
The Company
and the
Instruments,
1952-1977
by Hans Moust

Making an
Archtop Guitar
by Bob Benedetto

Interviews
with the
jazz Greats
by Charles
Chapman

Guitar World
Presents
Stevie Ray
Vaughan

Stevie Ray
Vaughan:
Big Blues
from Texas

Fender Artist Books

CD-Roms

jimi Hendrix
Signature
Licks

099-5029-000

Stevie Ray
Vaughan
Signature
Licks

099-5028-000

Jaco: The
Extraordinary
and Tragic
Life of jaco
Pastorius
by Bill Milkowski

Robben
Ford: Blues

099-5024-000 099-5031-000

DVD

Stevie Ray
Vaughan
Signature
Licks: Vol. 2

099-5028-100

Eric Johnson
Signature
Licks

099-5027-000

Standinq in
the Shadows of
Motown: The
Life and Music
of Legendary
Bassist James
Jamerson

by Alan Slutsky

Eric Clapton:
1-Song

Stevie Ray
Vaughan: 1-Song

099-5041-000 099-5042-000

jimi Hendrix:
1-Song

099-5040-000
Getting Started Getting Started
on Electric Guitar on Acoustic Guitar
with Keith Wyatt with Keith Wyatt

Playing in
the Style of
the Fender
Stratocaster
Greats

099-5019-000

Gettim
Started with
Your Fender
Bass

Jim Kelly's
Guitar
Workshop

099-5049-000

Eric Clapton
Signature
Licks

Fender Video
Benedetto

Gettin<
Started with
Your Fender
Guitar
099-5021-000

iiD GetThat
>4|SS| Classic Fender

Sound

099-5018-000

Playing in the
Style of the
Fender Bass
Greats

Playing in
the Style of
the Fender
Telecaster
Greats

099-5019-300
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When we asked Christopher Wicks, CEO/President of Defiance USA, why he chose to create
the Fender Classic Collection by DaVinci® apparel line, he stated, "Never before has rock &
roll driven men's and women's fashion so greatly as it does now. We wanted to co-brand an

exciting line with a company that represented the epitome of rock music. The answer was simple:

Fender." We couldn't have said it better ourselves.
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1 Fender® "Luck Be a Lady" Woven Shirt

2 Fender® "Spaghetti Western" Woven Shirt

3 Telecaster® Patent Shirt

4 Fender® Gas Station Jacket

5 Fender" Headless Riffs Tee

6 Fender® Headhunter one Tee

7 Stratocaster® Detail Shirt

8 Fender" "Rockats" Woven Shirt



9 Fender® Ladies Electrix Woven Shirt '

10 Fender*" "Strings Alive" Woven Shirt

11 Fender"" "Reigning Guitars" Woven Shirt

12 Fender® Ladies Guitar Girl Woven Shirt

13 Fender® Drag Strip Jacket

^ ^M»
I 'wwv^fender.com.";'': :.^'2^



Tone-WearTM

You want it? We got it. Dig the selection
designed to bring out your inner rock star.

Available in men's/ women's/ and children's

sizes and styles. Remember/ it's in the way

that you use it....

1
2

3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13

Fender"" Genuine Trademark Football Jersey

Fender® Genuine Trademark Soccer Jersey

American Vintage Guitar & Bass Tees

Fine Electric Ike Jacket
Vintage '54 Catalog Sweat

Ladies' S-T-R-E-T-C-H Baseball Jersey

Fender" Baseball Jersey

"Real Gone" Stratw Tee

Ladies' S-T-R-E-T-C-H Athletic Dept. Tank

Fender®Infant Tee

Fender" Youth Tee

Fender" Youth Tank

Ladies' S-T-R-E-T-C-H V-NeckTee
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You've got the clothing, but you still want more. Let Fender collectibles

satisfy your hunger. Dive into this smprgasbord of watches, pint glasses,
lighters, bags, mugs, and other hip collectibles sure to please even the

biggest Fender fanatic.
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1

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18

Fender® Fine Electric Clock

Polished Chrome Zippo® Lighter
Fine Electric Watch
Fender Briefcases

Fender Rolling Backpack
Fender Leather CD Case

DSP Sport Duffel
Fender® DSP Expandable Messenger Bag

Amp Logo Keychains
Refrigerator Magnet Set

Strat® and Tele® Mouse Pads

Vintage Revival Ad Postcard Set

Fender Coffee Mugs

Fender Fine Electric Koozies

Fender® Fine Electric Sport Towel

Super Bullet® Shot Glass Set

Spirit of Rock and Roll Pint Glasses
Vintage Catalog Reproductions

www.fender.com 241
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